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Resistance Theater
and the German Occupation

by LINDA S. MYRSIADES

Resistance as a construction, in particular the indigenous
construction of resistance, has yet to be fully analyzed in studies
of Greece under the Nazi occupation. Of some importance is
the way in which resistance presented itself in those educational
works in which peasants themselves participated in the moun-
tains of Greece, where the resistance found its home and its
greatest successes. Study of EAM/ELAS propaganda efforts—.
through songs, poetry, dance, and especially theater—represents
a powerful means of illuminating our understanding of both the
ways in which the resistance saw and expressed itself and the
rationale for the extensive support it generated among Greeks
under the occupation.'

Whereas the military contributions of EAM/ELAS have been
disputed in historical studies (see Hondros), general (if begrudg-
ing) acknowledgment has been made of the organizational, edu-
cational, and political skills of that predominant resistance force
in Greece. By the end of the occupation, EAM (the National
Liberation Front) represented a de facto government in Greece,
controlling more than four-fifths of Greek territory (Kedros 58;
Stavrianos; Vlavianos 169) ; EAM/ELAS between them had, by
one account, two million members or at least 30 percent of the

LINDA SUNY MYRSIADES, assistant professor of English at West
Chester University, has written many articles on Karagiozis Greek
shadow theater. With Kostas Myrsiades, she has published The
Karagiozis Heroic Performance in Greek Shadow Theater (U Press
of New England, 1988) and Karagiozis: Comedy and Culture in
Greek Shadow Theater (Kentucky U Press, 1992). She is presently
writing a book on Greek Resistance Theater.
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population (Hajis 68; Vlavianos 169). German secret reports
themselves state that 80 percent of the Greeks were "united in
their hostility ... and ready to resist openly" (Kedros 52). The
effect of the resistance movement led by EAM/ELAS was
such that four decades after its brutal disarming and the savage
retribution mounted against its members, the resistance still
acts as a shadow force in Greece, its repression having guaran-
teed it a preeminent place in the popular memory. The history
of the resistance is a cottage industry in Greece. Its political
legacy haunts the country's political parties, ensuring their in-
ability to form and maintain stable governments; its artistic
seeds have spawned a host of works in contemporary theater,
poetry, and narrative that has shaped the modern Greek con-
sciousness, having invested these works with a clearly political
bias.

The difficulty with understanding resistance in Greece has
always been the sources. Histories have been largely military or
diplomatic, based on British or German war records, some on
Communist Party records, a few on Greek government docu-
ments. Sources that speak to less elevated audiences—popular
culture, propaganda, commercial art—and that aim at capitaliz-
ing on or manipulating public attitudes have not received the
same kind of attention. We are left with a picture of the
period from the perspective of an elite, pulling strings from
above, from outside of Greece itself, or as foreign powers; we
lack the ground-level view of the peasant or the guerrilla, the
foot soldiers of resistance who marked time by a different drum.
Documents that speak to this view—that address popular ideol-
ogy—are not lacking to us, although they require some assiduous
collecting. In the area of popular theater performed by the
resistance, for example, several autobiographies, a number of
theoretical essays, and several dozen plays of the period have
surfaced, enhancing our ability to study this aspect of the
resistance.'

Mountain theater under the German occupation of Greece
was a weapon of the relatively powerless who were politically
motivated but not always openly committed to anything other
than symbolic fighting. The struggle of theatrical resistance
troupes, as a result, was constant and low-profile. Such troupes
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were tied closely to the audiences which sustained them by feed-
ing and housing them, hiding them, guiding them through the
mountains, and putting them in touch with other resistance groups,
as well as by building stages, performing as supernumeraries,
and attending the shows. Theater in the mountains represented
a symbolic way of making an oppositional political presence
felt, just as everyday resistance was a way of embodying felt
resistance in "hidden transcripts" (Scott, Domination) that
could not be expressed openly. In this sense resistance theater
was a pre-ideology that provided the precondition for more or-
ganized peasant resistance; it was the mediating force between
everyday resistance and organized struggle, even as it served
as a symbolic form of armed struggle. The limited contributions
of peasants who participated in and supported resistance theater
served as a base for a new ideology and represented a form
of consciousness through which the subordinated class could
be led to discover ideological sources within itself.

In practice, the meaning-giving activities of resistance the-
ater entailed appropriating and labeling shared symbols in the-
atrical performances through writing, mounting, and acting in
such performances as well as creating the physical conditions
under which they could occur. Theater was a socially recognized
cultural form with which the people could comply; they could
become implicated in its economic production by devoting money,
time, and resources to its creation and sustenance. If on a local
level control of material production can come to mean control
of mental production, resistance theater constituted the medium
through which the popular front could create the symbolic re-
ality of the common man contributing to control of meaning
and privileging local meaning in the construction of a larger
resistance aesthetic. Here Antonio Gramsci's hegemony of the
working—or in this case peasant—class takes on palpable mean-
ing, for resistance theater arose from, and was responsive to,
the people while commercial theaters in the city were not. If
the poorer classes were compliant in the production of this
symbolic reality, such compliance existed, according to Gramsci,
only because that reality reinforced their unconscious pre-ideological
position. The poorer classes were thus able to resist dominant
forces through resistance theater and thereby to undermine as-
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sumptions of their own routine submission (Scott, Domination,
Weapons).

The ostensible function of resistance theater was to pro-
vide ideological preparation and social unity for the armed
struggle. Theatrical resistance as praxis collapsed distinctions
between philosophy and everyday life in the Gramscian sense,
which holds that "the only 'philosophy' is history in action,
that is, life itself" (357). Theatrical praxis constituted a trans-
formative agent for everyday life, which itself contributed to
the reality of theatrical resistance by providing its content. Re-
garding people as active, self-actualizing agents, theater acted
as an instrument of new initiatives rooted in the "consensual"
basis of power that foregrounds the ways in which human
consciousness and political actors are interactive and interde-
pendent with the social structure. Because the impact of a
hegemonic or counter-hegemonic apparatus depends on the ex-
tent to which value transmitting mechanisms transform popular
consciousness (Boggs), resistance theater took on primacy in
the cultural struggle. It served as the force by which insurgent
ideas became deeply embedded in the fabric of social relations,
internalizing them as defining motifs of everyday life, serv-
ing as a general conception of life for the common people, and
countering the hegemonic program imposed by the elite.

Resistance theater took on the task not merely of proselytiz-
ing among the peasant classes, but of recognizing that peasants
were capable of at least unconsciously identifying their own in-
terests and that they would use theater as a way of creating a
symbolic homologue of those interests coextensive with every-
day experience. The process of resistance theater embodies the
Gramscian view that only when the masses express an alter-
native ideology through their own intellectuality can they initiate
an effective revolutionary process. The creation of culture as a
means of realizing concrete historical tasks is itself illustrated
in the use to which resistance theater is put in its development
of political consciousness among the subordinate classes, diffus-
ing critical truths to make them a basis for action. The very
process through which resistance theater comes into being rep-
resents a material practice to which artistic creation is subor-
dinated as a cultural arm of the armed struggle. In this sense
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art is a historical entity embodying the relation of creator and
user in its material form. But it is also a symbolic reality or
form of consciousness in its existence as a means of knowl-
edge that is itself created interactively by the meeting of pro-
ducer and audience. In both aspects theater is a process and
not an object; it is a becoming and not a being. Neither form
nor content (both aspects of social struggle) in resistance the-
ater is received or passive. Both are understood only through
the use to which active agents put them and in terms of the
way in which they are constructed. Historical activity, seen in
this light, roots the theatrical process in a specific cultural con-
text which, if not embodied in the actors themselves, is made
manifest through them.

Within these limits, then, active agents construct their own
reality in a relatively autonomous symbolic form. This symbolic
form, in resistance theater, represents both an arena for polit-
ical struggle and a coming to terms with one's own historical
value. It represents the privileging of revolutionary subjectivity
that frees thought from ways of thinking and feeling that are
products of hegemonic domination. Not only does resistance
theater reach backward to critique past ways of thinking, it also
reaches forward as an active force to create new ways of think-
ing. In this function it is related to and yet independent of exist-
ing realities even as it assumes responsibility for constructing a
new reality. In this understanding lies its relative autonomy.

The kind of social interactivity made possible by the material
production of resistance theater ensured that this art form, un-
like resistance poetry or prose, would represent the ideology of
the subordinate classes themselves and not the work of the
bourgeois intelligentsia that, as in the Greek Revolution of
1821, imposed an ideology foreign to the common classes and
whose objective was merely to coopt them. Peasants in the
mountains were removed from the literary traditions of the
bourgeois class and maintained their own shadow institutions of
rituals, festivals, tales, laments, and riddles that resisted sym-
olic incorporation. As part of a society whose institutional bases
of hegemony—in schools, political parties, and the media—were
not, as James Scott puts it, "thick on the ground" (Weapons
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320), the peasant class in Greece was effectively outside the
institutional framework of dominant ideology.

Because the intellectual life of twentieth-century Greece was
dominated by a small elite that had little contact with the
general population, the state exerted less ideological influence
on society as a whole than is commonly assumed; the hegemonic
role of the dominant classes was concomitantly limited. In a
nation that evolves detached from popular social forces, domina-
tion remains an abstract cultural influence that achieves national
unity and authority through statist forms of popular culture but
that is absent as an imposing organizing principle (Boggs). As
a result popular forces exert a greater relative autonomy, pro-
viding the preconditions for the masses themselves to act as
agents of change to refute and replace the influence of the
insular elite and break the tenuous equilibrium it had achieved.
This was certainly the case with the Greek resistance in the
period under study.

The popular culture of Greece existed at once interde-
pendent with but in critical ways independent of the dominant
culture. Moreover, it did so with the participation of subor-
dinate classes and not merely through interventions of the
bourgeois elite intelligentsia. This attribute may well explain
why the organized resistance in Greece lasted three and a
half years and absorbed the energies of almost a third of the
population, while Italy remained largely wedded to fascism
until Mussolini's downfall, and the French resistance made up
only two percent of the adult population.

When the ruling class, as with the installation of German
rule, becomes coercive and loses its support, the masses become
detached from traditional ideologies and an interregnum de-
velops. Dramatic shifts in popular consciousness occur as tradi-
tional ideologies are rejected. Under these conditions Greek
resistance theater acted as a disequilibriating influence resisting
the hegemony of the elite classes. The effort of the symbolic
arm of the resistance struggle thus became one of entering the
void, penetrating the world of false ideology and illuminating
a counter-hegemonic universe of beliefs, cultural values, and
social relations (see Boggs; Dombrowski).

Resistance theater thus serves as a ritual of reversal enabling
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unsanctioned efforts to relieve social tension by installing cracks
through which new perceptions emerge—ground that has been
prepared in the popular imagination by such reversal rituals as
carnival. Life can thus be deroutinized in everyday terms, leav-
ing open the possibility of symbolic forms of apprehension
rooted in popular understanding. Together with the material
deprivation enforced by the occupation, this process prepared
the soil of wartime Greece for the sprouting of new figures of
indigenous meaning.

All this said, it is important not to fall into the trap of
overgeneralizing about the resistance as a whole and failing
to examine both its local differences and its internal conflicts.
An impression has been created in Greek sources, for instance,
that resistance theater in the mountains was a unitary phenom-
enon endemic to the period of the occupation and persistent
throughout free Greece. But it was not unitary, nor was it ap-
parent as such throughout the occupation. It was rather a series
of highly variegated local phenomena organized into a clan-
destine network by experienced hands that put parts in touch
with other parts and helped to share resources. The voices that
spoke may have had their own ideological positions, but these
positions were not necessarily identified with each other or with
a central position. The network itself was less organized than
disorganized, less leader-centered than follower-driven, less na-
tional than regional and, ultimately, local. It was a movement
that never "began" so much as it happened.

Until the creation of PEEA (the Political Committee of
National Liberation, referred to by some as the provisional
government of free and occupied Greece) in March 1944, and
with the imminence of the German withdrawal from Greece
(which happened in October 1944), resistance theater was not
formally organized in specialized touring troupes or actively
promoted by EAM, which controlled free Greece. Moreover,
resistance theater in its two main subsidized forms—the Yiorgos
Kotzioulas Laic Stage (of ELAS, the military side of the libera-
tion front) and Vasilis Rotas's troupe (of EPON, the youth
wing of EAM, the political side of the front)—was confined
to the administrative areas of Epirus and Thessaly, respectively,
and did not appear until 1944. A third wing of the theatrical
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movement, limited to the western Macedonian administrative
area, appeared at the same time.

Prior to these organized efforts, the seeds for mountain
theater were sown locally by young people—who, together with
the old, often made up much of a village's population—belong-
ing to the youth organization EPON. Cultural teams formed .

by EPON in the villages represented the largest source of the-
atrical performances across the war years, beginning in mid-
1943 and running through 1944 to liberation, which meant for
some the end of resistance theater. Almost a thousand cultural
teams or clubs were organized across Greece (80 in Crete, 155
in eastern Macedonia and Thrace, 358 in central and western
Macedonia, 100 in Thessaly, 300 in the Peloponnesos, and 350
in Roumeli; no figures are available for Epirus, although such
teams began there in 1944). They presented among them 22,050
theatrical performances and entertainments (1500 in Crete, 1850
in eastern Macedonia and Thrace, 3500 in central and western
Macedonia, 4000 in Thessaly, 5000 in the Peloponnesos, and
6300 in Roumeli). The three most active regions organizationally
were Macedonia, the Peloponnesos, and Roumeli, and the most
productive performance units in terms of number of performances
per unit appeared in Thessaly (40 performances per team,
compared to 18 in Roumeli, 17 in the Peloponnesos, and 10
in Macedonia; see Sakellariou 15).

The teams in the villages were organized at central and
regional EPON assemblies; EPON had set up a section of
Instruction and Enlightenment by mid-1943 to establish libraries,
lectures and speeches, newspapers, entertainments, and the-
atrical performances in cities, towns, and villages. Having fled
in August 1943 to Karpenisi, heart of antartiki (guerrilla)
activity and the seat of the Mainland Aseembly of EPON, the
playwright Yerasimos Stavrou observes,

day gintcoNE TIOT TrpOSXmla no Lot *à 7ro:10:vE
*kayo. Ot 1/kM. K' 01 vhc TGJV xcapi.C3v vac Et-
xav 01..KELCAY&Ei. goa craw dcydwa vex t.t iXo0v
prpoo-rdc CiE K60111.0, Va KITgOVTal. XCDpIC fi Ka-
th-pEptvt) dvdcperi Va Tok 1/1.600UV
aiyre ITOC) Alp.E cupdoo>. ETic ouve.bpikkottc, area
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ccuvgpLa Kat aTic OUVEXECXYELC gicatpvccv itacvTa
To Myo.5xoX.o Min& TO iTgpocatua dit' TO
«Gfiti.a» aTO vcaTdcpi>>. "ErcErca o TEEpl8OnTOC
aktpac Tirlc amiviic» tbeA5 t5TriipxE dicOovoc. 'Ep-
pxerrocv voc0. htE TOv dci.pa TIN XEuTapLac! (There
was never a question about who would perform theater.
The youth of the villages had become accustomed with-
in the struggle to speak before the people, to express
themselves without having to be given permission to
forgo the "usual formalities." At assemblies, confer-
ences, and meetings they embraced the message. Passage
from the smallest step to the largest was thus easy.
Afterwards, this famous love for the stage was com-
mon. It was tied to love for freedom). (Stavrou 395)

Teenagers gathered to form the local troupes, for which
they had to try out:

1-1Tav ccoOpoulTo K' EpxovTocv X.axamcolfiva dcre
Tdc xcopaccpm Toug Tck t.teXi TOO TOTELKOO Otdcaou»
(KoptTo67couXa Kat veot 15 - 18 xpovc7)) yta vck
ncipouv vepoc bomg. flaanaXiatikvo: Tdc
pofixa, Tck xapta Kat Tdc 1.1.aX.A.uk tLE xc7)1.ta—Oap-
pot3aEc Sic nag yOptcYav &TO Karam mart&
KL 6XL deTC6 Try crKA.Tipii SouX.E.Lex Tor) Kairvoxeo-
pacpou.... M Tt doadorriTa crrpoedcrAav» TO
pOXo TOUC. IOC Va gyivE TO OkccTpo fj (puma)
ouvaxEmc Tfic xcrOlvaptviic bouX.EtEcc Kai To0
dycbva. (It was nightfall and the members of the
local "troupe" came gasping for breath from the fields
(young girls and young men 15 -18 years old) to take
part in the tryouts. Their clothes, hands, and hair
were dusted in dirt—it seemed as if they were returning
from some game and not from the hard work of the
tobacco fields.. . . With what simplicity the "tried on"
their role. It was as if theater had become the natural
extension of everyday work and struggle) . (Stavrou
395)
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The explosion of cultural teams was attributable to the
organizational skills of EAM whose leadership at all levels
borrowed heavily from the experience in clandestine organization
developed under Ioannis Metaxas's right-wing dictatorship by
the communists of the popular front movement (see Hondros).'
By the beginning of 1944, almost every village in free Greece
had a troupe; according to one participant, the mountains had
become a buzzing theatrical workshop (Sakellariou 15). The
need for performance texts was, as a result, intense. Existing
drama provided few appropriate works. Hans Sakellariou (a
budding playwright who fled to a village near Lamia to work
with an EPON cultural team in mid-1943) recalls using a
grab-bag of plays, including the comic idylls of Spyridon Peresiadis
(such as Tuve [Esme), rIcacpco [Golfo], 'H MKX68a [The
Slave Girl), and '0 xopac To0 ZccMyyou [The Dance of
Zalongop, which had a folkloric component; the comedies of
Dimitris Psathas, characterized by their satiric and political over-
tones; and the children's play Na TO MEcroMyyt (Long Live
Mesolongi) of Vasilis Rotas, a patriotic txt. A second chil-
dren's play by Rotas, TO ITLavo (The Piano), based on the
starvation winters of 1941-42, proved popular in the villages,
as did Rotas's historical work Pliyac BEXEcrtnailS (Rigas
Velestinlis). Written at the time of the Metaxas dictatorship,
but based on the story of a hero of the war of liberation in
1821, Rigas was clearly the most widely performed text through-
out the free villages of Greece. Another frequently performed
piece, CH Aabo) tioxpat Ea (Popular Democracy), satirized
the bosses and collaborators of the Metaxas dictatorship but in-
cluded updated scenes of the people's resistance as well as in-
timations of freedom and popular sovereignty in a liberated
Greece. Finally, a revue, "On OiXEL o Acthc (Whatever the
People Want), was performed by a number of different troupes
in the mountains of Macedonia; it was made up of 16 musical,
comic, and dramatic skits that addressed present political re-
alities (the text is included in Kaftantzis).

The pressing need for texts in the villages was addressed
at first by EPON youths through their widely established
cultural teams. As Stavrou explains, teams of two or three
writers were grouped together from among the young people
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of the villages to produce texts for theatrical performances, even
though they might never have seen a theatrical piece and had
no developed material from which to draw their plots and char-
acters. They worked from material immediately at hand and
specific to their mountain experiences:

MeyaXec of avayKEc. "OXa Tdc eXEi515 .epa Xca-
pla Va Ockrouv 7=pm:1'Tc:wag. T(
vex 'Kavav; ETfiv cipktj, EST[00 TOXOaVE KalAVOCC
vaoc i Ko:t.ack via KOCTEOla «gq/E011», 87(04 XVE,

Xoyotexvta, xa-015Tav Kai athpcove vepocAc
amivac. ElxavE Kai TrEptTrracrEic Otiab1xo0 ypa-
tN(tla-coc Epyou a' 6pta eva xcapa. MaWovrav
bud-Tpeic f Kai TEEplCrCr6TEp01. Kai tie	 earj-amta
KaCWLo1.00 «Eibtx6TEpou>> not) Tt5xarvE K&ITOTE vdc
ELSE OiaTpo,	 TrielpE i.t.Apoc	 axohudi Trapci-
aracrri, ylv6Tav f1 <<bouXELex». Toüc [16-aoug Kai
tobc fjpcaEc—cri OTroTurcabi GAGaia tiopcpil bo-
agvouc--cobc TratpvavE	 iica CoOaave
emouyay.

K' gTal. Ovcac to dv-rtatacnaKO a'acetpuce
<<potapTOpto>> EVEVE cptcaxeyrato. 01 tc.x.X.ficrac
SLaaraup6vorrav ecvacp.Ecra cruel: viva Kai °Tic
Inapx(Ec, civdct.tEaa =iv 'EXECY&EprI 'EXX.6ba
Kai CrT1jV 650016)7 "Athiva. "Epya. Atyot 6i-
Gala auyypacpac, dav5i.ta Kt data Tobc SOKLtioug,
ExitOpEaav v' dvtanorKpOpOv. -Oxi oIlcoc 'mac ot
<<igLacretc» fiTav anoubaiEc. Ka E ahho. OOTE
ot auyypoxpeic EbEtav «dcbicapop(a». "Oaot
C730T6CY0 COOOME Kr5CTCO TOV TOKLO TOO Kata-
Kuril CrT1jV 'Athjva, bey Kataq)epvavE vdc cpav-
Tacr-co0v EUTCO Kai crxintaTmk, T1IIV dertiOmpoupa,

C.101) OTa XEO.aepcx Gouvec. Kai Ka£ eat6Tret.-
pa aritithavE throtuxIa. (Our needs were great. All
the free villages were anxious to give performances.
What could they do? In the beginning when they
chanced to have a young man or a young woman with
any "inclination," as they say, toward literature, they
sat down and sketched some scenes. We had cases of
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teams of writing workers in designated villages. They
would gather two or three or more and with the help
of some "specialist" who happened to have seen
theater, to have taken part in a school production, the
job was done. They would take their myths and their
heroes from whatever they experienced or heard about,
presented in whatever undeveloped form. And that's
why the resistance theater repertoire remained poor.
The call for works criss-crossed between the villages
and the districts within free Greece and enslaved
Athens. Writers were naturally few in number; even
from among the novices, they were able to be heard.
Not that their claims were all that great. On the other
hand, neither did the writers show a lack of concern.
All those who lived under the shadow of the occupy-
ing forces in Athens were not able to imagine, even
schematically, the atmosphere, the life in the free
mountains. And each attempt spelt failure). (Stavrou
394)

From among these rough and incomplete texts, EPON
duplicated copies and delivered them through their resistance
postal network to other districts set up for the struggle. Once
there, the texts, treated like sacred works, were copied again
and sent elsewhere:

liccipvavE are( )(Arm( -mug Tdc xcapiaTentaiSa
Ota TO( 0EaTpucck KEEL..teva Kat xcapic vdc &-

EKE, mo0v ac5;qwEc» <<xp LT LK.00>>, wea0ave ircbc
tray q)EOTLKa, qyricocra—ToOc gXEME f ItpOTT]
aniha Ker0E p.txpoii fj .I.Ey6Xou gpyou: 	 yvi-
at6Tita, f  irrriyata ocroOriari Tfic 	 lipart-
pitepa TCXV Tex <<VT67[1.a>>, a6TOOXAbla gpya
Tic TOCTEC earii.XELEC KL abE&LOTTITEC. Aka x'
gKEiva TOC Mya Ten/ SaKiticov atryypacpacov nob

EXeopli,CfCCV, TUTtd,W011TaV atOv irroXt5ypaqm fl
Kern= Trapervoi.to tunoypacpEi.o K' 01 lipcomol
crOvelEavoi (ot TaxubpO(lot. TOO dtycwo;) civa-
Xoceatvave Tic thrrcxXXccyac.
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Ot Opyaveaaac Tfic tXaMapric ear:Iva/Mac
aTtXvave OTO tXEO0api IlaurrOvviao,
MaKabovLoc, otii Po151.LEX1I, OX.Ec Tic i.Xaikepac
Traptoxic Ta gpya nob ypeccerriKav gKet 1.toc0.
Tic gcritiaptbac 'mug Kai T' ocXXo gVTLY1E0 ox.I.K.5--
yuk To 'Apxdo—GaGatac Treac &cow 04a IteXpOUVE
Kt. at5Tc Taxubpot1Elo KaTroia itapioxil eex Tobc
MEMEL *Eatpuce) gpyo. Ma naXi. SAv TO xpa-
ToOaav Ova yia Xoyaptaati6 TOUC. 'AtiaCkag
TO GycScav of 1.1Eotica avItTurroc Kai TO Stoxa-
Tatiava Ku. cl?ao0, irrrac Kat S v gcrracya. (Village
youth would take in their hands these theatrical works
and without any claims to critical laurels would realize
they were unreal, made-up—they lacked the first spark
of their a lesser or a greater work: the authenticity,
the basic sensibility of life. The preferred were the
naivete and clumsiness. These works and those of a
few novice writers that had been singled out were
printed on the duplicator or at some illegal printing
house and the heroic links, the messengers of the
struggle, undertook the exchanges. The organizations
of free Thessaly used to send to free Peloponnesos,
to Macedonia, to Roumeli, to all the free districts the
works written there together with their newspapers and
other published materials—for the archives—assured
that when the latter districts too would get such a
messenger service, some district would send them for
their own use Immediately they would make some
copies and send them elsewhere—in case the work had
not arrived there). (Stavrou 394)

Sakellariou, then in his early twenties, reports arriving in
the mountains in the face of such efforts. His own response
to the lack of repertoire and the largely irrelevant and dated
texts that were available was to try his hand as a novice, writing
his first play in the village about the people he lived with,
on an antique typewriter that the area EAM had coopted for
his use. He typed two copies, sending one to the district EPON
organization in Karpenisi and keeping one to perform. His
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mentor, Stavrou, encouraged him to produce a variety of skits
under the pseudonym Hafis. Using the name Grigoris, Stavrou
sent out his own small skits from Karpenisi, producing 15 to
20 copies for different EPON groups. Sakellariou's first work
attracted the attention of Rotas (himself newly arrived in the
mountains to set up a theater school in Niohori), who invited
both him and Stavrou to join his effort to create a more polished
form of popular theater.

The second step in resistance theater was taken when artists
who had fled to the mountains in 1943 began to organize
formal touring troupes made up of andantes, artists, and EPON
youth." These troupes were established in March 1944 by the
PEEA, which set up a prototype for a provisional government
when the war heated up in 1944 and full-scale civil war (the
first round of which had already taken place in the fall and winter
of 1943) seemed imminent. Building on the self-governing village
structures and peoples' courts established by EAM and already
functioning throughout free Greece,' PEEA's administrative
structure included a Directorate of Letters and Art, of which
Rotas was appointed director, the equivalent of cultural minister.
In mid-1943, when Rotas's Theatro Spoudastirio (Theater
School) in Athens had disbanded under pressure from occupa-
tion authorities in Athens, several of his students and fellow
artists moved into the mountains, including both Rotas and the
respected actor Giorgos Dimou. By the time of the British
bombardment of Thessaloniki in December 1943, as Giorgos
Kaftantzis reports, most actors in that city had already become
affiliated with the resistance.

EPON did not move formally to institute troupes outside
of village cultural teams until 1944. By then the teams them-
selves were clearly established as local support units through-
out Greece, while the British bombardment of Thessaloniki
and the Italian surrender in September 1943 induced artists in
Athens and Thessaloniki to flee to the mountains. The breakup
of the German war effort, together with the imminence of
liberation, the prospect of a resurgence of the civil war (which
did, in fact, occur in a second round in December 1944), and
EAM's desire to prepare the psychological and political ground
among common Greeks in anticipation of a social revolution,
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appear to have provided the stimuli for EAM's theatrical
resistance efforts at this time.

Evidence from at least three troupes (two established by
EPON/EAM and one by EPON/ELAS) suggests the nature
of the touring troupes. 6 Kaftantzis's EPON troupe in western
Macedonia consisted of 19 performers and support personnel.
Kotzioulas's ELAS troupe in Epirus was made up of 12 per-
manent personnel, with pick-up players added in villages on
the road or lent when possible by resistance brigades. Rotas's
EPON troupe, entrusted by PEEA with the mission of organiz-
ing the cultural presentations of the areas under ELAS control,
had 13 permanent members; it too relied on support from
villagers in mounting the performances. In preparation for run-
ning the troupe, Rotas had set up a school in Niohori, using
two actors to give lessons and choosing only the best students
of the many his Athens reputation attracted. In spite of Kotzi-
oulas's complaint that Rotas's troupe was made up of profes-
sionals brought from Athens (Asterisk; Kotzioulas, eaorrpo), the
troupes as a whole were constituted in roughly the same way. They
consisted largely of andartes (Rotas claims one-third were andartes)
and EPON youth from the villages, together with a handful
of German and Italian deserters or captives. Rotas's troupe was
exceptional in having a core of two students from the Theatro
Spoudastirio, the experienced actor Dimou, and the recruited
playwrights Stavrou and Sakellariou (both of whom had al-
ready been tested in local EPON cultural teams), as well as
Rotas himself. Kotzioulas's troupe, on the other hand, was
exceptional in the proportion of andartes it was able to con-
script from military units.'

Although all the troupes were organized as EPON units,
Kotzioulas's was specifically designated to be assisted by the
military forces under ELAS Order 4971, which authorized an
artists' brigade (Kotzioulas, ekompo 45). Its mission was "to
illuminate the entertainment of our andartes section and in-
habitants generally" (Damianakou, "*ATtoKathaTcxari" 405).
The added military support for Kotzioulas's troupe may have
been the result of the time he spent fighting with the guer-
rilla captain Aris Velouhiotis and his band (Kotzioulas, "1 - .touv)
as well as an acknowledgment of the difficulties of perform-
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ing in Epirus (an area controlled by the right-wing resistance
force EDES, with which ELAS had been engaged in hostilities
for at least a year). Voula Damianakou (associated with the
rival Rotas troupe and Rotas's second wife) contends that
Kotzioulas himself engineered the shift from a civilian to a
military emphasis largely as a means of solving problems within
the troupe ("'AiroKathatacrri" 405). She cites Kotzioulas's
own weaknesses as an unknown writer, the inexperience of the
members of his troupe, and the weakness of the troupe's self-
created texts (see Kotzioulas, etorrpo). The change appears
to have left Kotzioulas's band as the only official military unit
among the mountain theater troupes. This role led to a fac-
tional split between theatrical forces accused of representing
the urban theater of Athens and Thessaloniki and those repre-
senting the andartes forces of the mountains. A third force,
that of the EPON cultural teams established in villages through-
out the country, could be viewed as a third faction. But the
cultural teams operated in support of both kinds of troupes,
supplementing the travelling troupes with local talent and
muscle as needed! Moreover, since their local autonomy as a
political and artistic force preceded that of the touring troupes—
each of which was assigned to an entire district (Epirus, Thes-
saly, western Macedonia) rather than a single village or group
of villages—the EPON cultural teams did not operate factionally
but as local variants of a disparate network that constituted a
much larger pattern of cultural resistance activities.

The debate was thereby reduced to a factional dispute
between the Rotas and Kotzioulas troupes, each intent on im-
posing its own canonical view of resistance theater. It is this
debate with which the rest of this paper will concern itself,
for it belies the unitary description often presented of the
resistance and clarifies the kinds of conflicts and criticisms
raised by its heterogeneous voices, particularly in the cultural
area. The Kotzioulas position asserted that art before the resist-
ance had failed to relate itself to the people, and that artists
had become self-absorbed and dedicated to art for art's sake
(Kotzioulas, eeccTpo 10). The andartes felt the need for art
and, lacking professional artists, were reduced to creating it
themselves on a small scale, in isolation, and in a manner in-
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timately related to the reality of their lives. Whatever the
limitations of such theater, it found its own way and was given
shape not by professional writers but by common people. The
early inability of artists to get to the mountains was turned into
an advantage in this way, Kotzioulas claims, for had artists
been present they would have shaped resistance art in their
own terms. Thus, following an Independence Day performance
(March 25) of Rotas's Rigas by the youth of a village, sol-
diers asked Kotzioulas to write about their lives as present-
day klephts, a play he was to title To Ka1vot5py Elxocnevoc
(The New 1821). Creating its own popular aesthetic in a series
of dialogues performed as an afterpiece, the text had an im-
mediacy and a responsiveness to local meaning that served as
a contract between the troupe and its audience of andartes and
local inhabitants. The author continued to use local life as his
source material in subsequent one-act utilitarian pieces charac-
terized by their social purpose. Plays were pulled hastily together,
dialogues were written for two characters when actors deserted
to join the armed struggle, new texts were created for an
actress who unexpectedly joined the troupe, and musical inter-
ludes were added when a brigade sent musicians to join them.
One brigade even commissioned a play on the hero Karaiskakis
(F-L,"&rrvot Porytdc [Awaken Greek Slaves)), which its captain
wanted to use to recruit andartes in Epirus, Karaiskakis's home-
land and their place of origin.

Kotzioulas makes the point that villagers of Epirus were
not as involved, interested, or enthusiastic as the andartes in the
field, who were isolated in hideouts and camps without diver-
sion. As Stavrou describes it, theater was delivered to the struggle
(394). The andartes came directly from battle to performances,
staying only long enough to gather the encouragement and
hope they needed to return and fight again. Villagers were
initially suspicious—hidden from God, as Kotzioulas describes
them (ekccrpo 28), and frigtened of soldiers for fear their
fields would be taken over or their food conscripted. The fear
of reprisals by occupation forces for assisting the rebels led
many villages to shun the theatrical troupes. 9

Indeed, after the first round of the Civil War broke out,
there were executions every morning, so that villagers among
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whom resisters could earlier move freely now feared resistance
troupes more than Germans (see Hammond 112) . Largely un-
familiar with theatrical performances, villagers came away un-
believing, having failed to appreciate the analogues in the per-
formances between their lives and those of the andantes.

Neither was Kotzioulas well supported by local EPON
units, who, he complained, disregarded letters of instruction
from district-level officials to provide necessities. The troupe's
link to the armed struggle was thus sufficient to deny it popular
support but insufficient to assure its importance as a part of
the struggle as a whole. Valued by the military arm less than
cooks and barbers and rarely admitted to mess by the very army
that commissioned them to their task, Kotzioulas complained
(eacapo 53), the troupe was victimized by internecine squab-
bling and differences over the respective worth of politics and
art in the performance as well as over the usefulness of theater
as a weapon of struggle. Kotzioulas argues with uneven success
that the struggle was not five guns shy merely because troupe
members were not carrying rifles (54); even so, subsisting
largely in the outdoors, they carried sidearms to ensure their
safety in their travels through the mountains.

The entire effort, Kotzioulas makes clear ((Mayo 20),
required the ability to improvise performances out of whatever
materials, texts, or personnel were available, among people
who knew nothing about theater, and under conditions in
which even the thought of conventional theater was untenable.
Typed out on thin cigarette-like paper, most often in a day, the
skits Kotzioulas put together had to prove their usefulness, as
Stavrou reportedly argued (Damianakou, "WrroKathatacq"
409), to people who rejected sophisticated theatrical works from
Athens because they did not present the reality of the moun-
tains that the struggling peasants had created. Forswearing
beautiful prose and artistic productions, Kotzioulas "airtbtobica
ecvEcni gnmowcovta, ypinropi KaTavOnom pit to cincox6

buvaterriTEc Kow6 Tots ("sought immediate communica-
tion, quick understanding, with the poor capabilities of his
public") (Asterisk 404). He avoided complicated scenic con-
structions, complicated poetic language, and developed char-
acters in favor of ready-made plays (no doubt influenced by
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Kcaccriffi Kat brititoupy(a	 'EXA.dcbac
XEOTEpric Oath KCC&E Etboug SouXeta (Often their
writing would be interrupted for hours or days when
the needs of the struggle would call them, when the
author would lay down the pencil to take up the cudgel.
Ins some cases, the works were left half-finished or
hardly begun and stayed that way forever while the
author sealed with his blood his humble but patriotically
inflamed handwritten creation. . .. Reading these works
today in peaceful times, we would certainly have found
them defective enough in their artistic nature and hastily
tied together ... [with] incompletely written charac-
ters [and] unelaborated theatrical speech. . . Many
who wish art independent of reality and life perhaps
would go so far as to say that the authors of the
works of this period were in too great a hurry to
send their theatrical public the message they wanted to
authors, because those times were quite different from
impact. They do an injustice to the period and to the
those that a writer in another period goes through in
his office. Those hours passed quickly and each one of
us lived them within a single breath. There was no
space for thought or quiet contemplation. Everything
had to happen quickly. The works had to be written
quickly, be prepared and played quickly, whatever had
to be done had to be done quickly, the message had to
be immediate. And the message was one and the same:
throw out the conqueror and create a free Greece by any
and all means). (Sakellariou 10) Even the artist Rotas
suffered from the pressure of such composition. His
entire contribution to the performed resistance reper-
toire consisted of one 17-year-old text (Rigas), a seven-
year-old text (Long Live Mesolongi), a topical text
written before he went to the mountains (The Piano),
and the promise of a text he failed to complete until
1945, when theatrical resistance in the mountains had
ended (`EX.A.Tivua Nadcra [Greek Youth]).

The accusations raised against Rotas differed considerably
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from those Kotzioulas had to face. Based on his work with
the Theatro Spoudastirio in Athens, his reputation as one
who understood the connection between education and art and
the relation of common people to theater was secure (Asterisk
403). What came into dispute was the level and style of
theater he performed—identified by his critics as urban the-
ater—and the fact that he predominantly performed a limited
range of texts based largely on the period of 1821 rather than
on contemporary events. What was being asked of Rotas was
that he drop the poetic language and the symbolic nature of his
texts, which were considered dense and unresponsive in the con-
text of the everyday world of his audience. References to the
EPON troupe of Thessaly as Thiasos Rotas (Rotas's Troupe)
called up visions of a cult of personality that Rotas roundly
rejected (Damianakou, "'AitoKathatacni" 405-06). Born of
the PEEA and its sponsorship of laic democracy and popular
sovereignty, his supporters argued, the Thessalian unit laid
claim to being a people's theater and not a national theater
of Greece (possibly a reference to the state-sponsored theater
in Athens that performed classic works), as Rotas's detractors
claimed. Intent on being identified as a culture carrier who
lent new blood to the struggle, Rotas saw the mission vested
in him by PEEA as that of educating andartes and youth in
art and presenting a peasant revolutionary art that had a na-
tional character (Damianakou, '''AnoicaltraTaari" 405-06).
By national, he meant not merely of the people—that is, a
class art—but an art that created subject/agency, that engaged,
involved, and activated. He meant an indigenous ideology his-
torically contextualized by reference to 1821 as a precursor
to today's struggle and not an ideology, as EAM's central
committee had debated, tied to the dictates of international
communism or Soviet influence (which threatened to split the
popular front movement by separating bourgeois liberal repub-
lican elements from their communist counterparts)."

"Indigenous" ideology, as Rotas understood it, should not
condescend to the peasants. Why shouldn't they, he argued,
be brought works that had aesthetic value rather than the
"oats" they had gotten used to? Rotas refused the distinction
between urban and mountain theater in preference for one
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between good and bad theater. In a reprise of Marx's dictum
"Ascend to the concrete," Rotas "rose" to the peasant class
through demotic song and oral literature, the poetic language
of nonliterate people. Rather than teach the "right" way through
propaganda based in the everyday world the peasants knew well,
Rotas reached for art energized by symbols that allowed the
truths of another reality. He turned to mythicized forms of
struggle like that of 1821, using folk heroes and demotic
poetry to reach to the greatness of deeds and the dramatic
vision of laic democracy (Damianakou, '''ATtoKathaTacrri"
408-09).

Ironically, Greek Youth, the work that most completely
realized his vision (although he placed it in the present strug-
gle), was not to be written until it was too late to contribute
to the resistance struggle he had become so identical with. In
any case, the fact that Rigas—his prewar attempt to embody
his theatrical vision—was the most widely performed play
throughout Greece during the resistance period, as well as the
text of choice for local EPON cultural units, indicates that despite
Kotzioulas's complaint, village audiences were responsive to
Rotas's elevating art.

Rotas's presumption was that art was able to do what
life could not and that it did so by bringing villagers to a higher
reality tied to ritual and myth, which gave the meaning that life
itself lacked. That higher reality was a ritual experience pre-
senting the struggle of life, not a preparatory school for the
received word, "oC5TE t.LLOO Lx xca, OC3TE irpoarwaTtatiOc,
OUTS Gotia0 vouCcp, of..5TE vEopmk gpEthop6c, ot5TE voEpi)
daayacc, ofiTE &coo:ppEvtat.tOc, (ATE 6pyto ("not a music
hall, not a problem to be solved, not an evening soiree, not a
form of agitation, not intellectual lechery, not madness, not an
orgy") (Rotas, 'Art(crracri 31). Rather it was a display of
"To 1TVEUtICCTIKO KE(1)(5(hCCLO, 6 Irohatorix68Xtcri.thc
6cc TroXurEtocc, f1 Kowcovuo) dpET1) evOc Xao0 ("the spiritual
capital, the civilized armament of a government, or the social
virtue of a people"), the ritual of democracy (31). Through the-
ater, we learn that there is a future that encompasses us as a
collective; we see not only the stage on which individuals act
but the whole crowd of fellow citizens who constitute the
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audience. This intellectual regimen "ia.604EL, KaN.Xtepyet Kat
vopcpcbvet. rf v KOLA/CM/MI OUVEVY110T1, xaeapf4e1. T' &ova
dritO Tic (3CT01.1.1.Keg TOUC park Kai Ta KOCVEL gua Lehr)
ouvaou" ("creates, cultivates, and shapes social conscious-
ness, cleanses individuals of their individual inclinations and
makes them valued parts of the whole") (31).

A defense of the common (hu)man, Rotas's view of theater
is that of a social ceremony leading to the sovereignty of the
collective "we" in a celebration of freedom that replaces dom-
inant myths with the power of common language, dialectically
commenting on and critiquing the struggle for freedom. The
"word" both embodies and fulfills freedom. Theater, democracy,
and the demotic language are thus one in Rotas's eyes, one in
the achievement of freedom in the common struggle of life.
Theater leads to popular sovereignty, to political consciousness
and self-rule:

To etaTpo, at5p.q)cova ith TO liveOlaa giceivo, etvai
ytopti) To0 AaoO, 8Tav 6 Aa6c Etval aTilv

&ouoloc, OTav	 &oucta dcaxei:Tat d'itO Tobc
tinN31 011)6pOUC Kt 15XL (kith ToCic dpxovTEc. TOTE To
etaTpo Etym. 6 Op:Wog Too. '0 Op6V0q Tfic
yaA.ELOTiTac Tot) tXdkapou Aao0.	 napou-
cagovTai [11Tp0076: TOO ytdc vdc ToOc xptvet., ot
vOtIoL, ot 1&eopo(,	 'ApETI) Kai f KaKta, TO
nvE01...1.a Tfic 'TTOKOlifIC Kat TO Itveatia T11 dcv-
TtElpacmc, TO TiveOtia TO dcycavLaTLKO Kat TO
1vE0tia TO ouvTnpiTt. -KO Tot) KOCTEatrivevou. 'E-
Ka 6 Aa6c, Kalliatitvoc aTOv Op6vo TOO, vru-
IleVOc TO veyaXeio TOO, *TtapcocoXou0EI Tdiv
dcycbva, xdcvet icptari Kai aTepethverat xat 6 tenoc,
xab.apteTaL f ouve(briarl TOU, Td 1TVE0(1a TOO,
EllatiopcpcbveTaL f Ko an) yvcbtati.	 Tcpo016-
0Eari etym. 1) AivoxpaTta. 1-1 Llip.oxpaTta
Tl vaa	 Trahtdc, nccpec	 Aii.toxparta cndTri,
akoiicaa, yvtputa Kat ae.)TobOvoctiri (Theater, con-
sistent with that spirit, is the festival of the people.
When the people are in authority, when that author-
ity flows from the voters and not their masters, then
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theater is the people's throne, the majestic throne of
free people. Law, institutions, the good and the bad,
the spirit of progress and the spirit of reaction, the
spirit of struggle, and the spirit of the conservation of
the given direction are presented before them to be
judged. There the embodiment of the people, seated
on its throne, dressed in its finery, follows the struggle,
makes judgments and consolidates itself, cleanses its
consciousness, experiences the shaping of its spirit, its
common view. But the presupposition is Democracy.
Democracy, not the new or the old, but plain De-
mocracy itself, legitimate and autonomous). (Rotas,
('Art (ataol 38)

Every village therefore, should have a theatrical center
in which the spiritual struggle of life and democracy can be
played out. And this center should sacrifice neither its indigenous
quality nor its laic nature to European or elite theater, both of
which are exemplified in the commercial theater of Athens.

Rotas's idea of democracy elevated his troupe to the role
of fellow-combatants, not only beside the andarte in the mili-
tary struggle but beside the peasant in the political struggle for
democracy. The peasants, after all—by the very fact of the the-
atrical performance—were being asked not to bear arms, but
rather to become implicated in the psychological moment of
struggle, a struggle that foregrounded their own laicness. The
theater positioned itself in terms that recognized the localized
boundaries and nature of peasant life. It placed itself as part
of a whole educational program that included opening schools,
organizing clubs, setting up libraries, providing radios, and post-
ing wall newspapers. It occurred in churchyards, school yards,
village squares, and entrances to villages, symbolically serving
the ritual, educational, and social functions implied by such
locations. The theatrical performance itself, held for the most
part in the open air, was contextualized not only by the audi-
ence's open access to and participation in the performance but
by the way in which the site "fit" the landscape. Performances
might take place—as Stavrou notes—on a plain beside the
baths, in ruins, near a river beside which the andarte: outpost
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was set and overseen on the opposite hillside by a German
camp (Stavrou 395). Such localization was supported by the way
in which the performance was ticketed. Villagers "paid" from
within their everyday experience by offering up the produce of
their hands—the wheat and potatoes they grew and the olive oil
they pressed."

Rotas arrived at the villages both lacking certain critical
parts of the performance and entering into the local life. Troupe
members circulated, focusing on the young, dealing with their
problems in putting out a newspaper, helping them with school,
with learning national songs and dances, as well as with roles
in the performance. Before the performance Rotas took time to
interview the villagers for material that could be incorporated
into the event: the history of the village, sacrifices it had made
for the struggle. Set in verse, the village's contribution was used
as a curtain-raiser. The troupe needed village actors to perform
minor roles, village hands to set up the stage, borrowed lamps
to light the evening performance, and borrowed costumes to
clothe the actors. Thus the village had to organize and commit
its own resources, to dedicate itself to involvement. By entering
into and completing the performance, by filling in its lacks,
villagers became the children of EPON—the children of their
children and thus part of the hope and the future of their own
legacy—symbolically part of the struggle by enabling the sym-
bolic part of the struggle. By harboring theater, they became
implicated.

Thus in villages where theater was either unknown or
considered superfluous, and at a time when life itself was a
stage of horrors upon which reluctant peasants found themselves
thrust (Kaftantzis 45), theatrical performances were spread
throughout Greece. Some were embraced and sought after, while
others were rejected as irrelevant to the reality of the mountain
struggle. But all fed upon local knowledge to demystify the
constructions put on reality by dominant ideological forces, which
constructions put on reality by dominant ideological forces which
didn't bother to send out rival troupes to the mountains, relying
instead on native conservatism and military force to reinforce
their rule.

Several themes, it becomes clear, were continued in both
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village cultural teams and the organized political touring troupes
that were to follow. First, it is evident that theater was used
to propagate political ideology in the form of agitational propa-
ganda as part of a larger effort in the villages that also in-
cluded organizing clubs, providing radios to receive resistance
news, and posting wall newspapers to give the movement's per-
spective. More specifically, theater was regarded as pedagogy.
In this regard, theater was to provide the great integration myth
of a different world perspective to counter the integration myths
of capitalist culture, elite classes, and foreign occupiers.

A dynamic, interactive source of persuasion in which chil-
dren themselves "performed" the myths, theater served as a
naturalizing force capable of resocializing youth, using the new
language of resistance, identifying its new hero (ine) s, and
deepening understanding of different forms of social and eco-
nomic relations, thus shifting modes of perception to demystify
the old and mystify the new. In this sense, theater was as im-
portant to the movement as opening schools and establishing
libraries, related activities on which the movement focused in
villages in free Greece. Resistance theater must be placed in the
disorganized grass-roots realm of a self-led popular movement
at the village level. In this sense, as suggested earlier, "it was
as if theater was the natural continuation of everyday work
and struggle." All around, as Rotas put it, was the audience,
whose reactions were as much a part of the performance as the
stage and the text; the players were village youth, and the per-
formance locations were village schools, churchyards, and village
squares, beyond which one could view, as Stavrou reminds us, on
the one side a guerrilla outpost and on the other a German
encampment.

In sum, resistance theater emerges as a culturally symbolic
means of addressing the struggle between hegemony and
counter-hegemony as well as the unequal distribution of power by
enabling the transformation of popular interests into practice
and making agency itself transformative. Constituted within nor-
mal village life—both as a product of everyday life and as a
consumer of everyday life as material—Greek resistance theater
in the mountains occurred as a routinized phenomenon instan-
tiated in art as action (Giddens), which itself possesses a trans-
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formative capacity as a symbolic form of everyday life. The story
that resistance theater tells is thus not unitary but rooted in heter-
ogeneous fragments, a folkloric common sense that shadows the
frame of dominant ideology. It is a story of wedging open cracks
to expose indigenous themes and meanings in the agonistic spaces
between hegemony and counter-hegemony. It is a story of doing, of
finding ideology within the subjected class itself, as well as out-
side; a story of that class acting for itself rather than being acted
for by an elite. This story confuses aesthetics and struggle, art
and arms. Symbolic reality takes on a relative autonomy that is
more than a reflection of life, more than a homologue; it is light
in the darkness, a transformation of everyday reality into ritual
celebration, the return of the symbolic food of art for the bitter
oats of life in which everyday content becomes the material
for the meaning in art that life itself lacks.

NOTES

1L. Myrsiades (1977, 1982), K. Myrsiades (1978, 1983), and Giannaris
(1978) have begun the work of reconstructing the resistance through poetry
and theater; resistance as narrative has been addressed by Hart (forthcoming).
II would like to thank both George Giannaris and Janet Hart for providing me
with copies of their as-yet unpublished papers.

2See Kassis (1988), Sakellariou (1989), Kotzioulas (1976), Rotas (n.d.),
Kaftantzis (1990) and Theatro: 19 Monoprakta (n.d.), for texts. See Kotzioulas
(1976, 1977), Kaftantzis, Sakellariou, Rotas (1981, 1982, 1986), Koutoungos
(1987), Staurou (1979), Damianakou (1975, 1979), and special issues of
Theatro (1976) and Epitheorisi Tehnis (1962) for autobiographical material.

3The historical debate over the constitution of EAM/ELAS has been over
whether its leadership was dominated by the KKE (Greece's Communist Party)
or whether it was truly a popular front organization. One argument puts it that
the KKE was essentially urban based and relied ideologically upon the urban
working class as the source of its social revolution. The army gathered in the
mountains, by contrast, represented a peasant uprising and was therefore ignored
for its revolutionary potential (see Vlavianos, 1989). If this is the case, we
would not be wrong to attribute to mountain army the indigenous characteristics
of the rural peasant class. In other words, the traditional peasant frame of mind
and populist nationalism was more attractive to the rural population than Marxist
doctrine. From a political perspective, in support of this view, KKE is estimated
at only 10-20 percent of EAM/ELAS membership throughout Greece; it was
made up overwhelmingly of 80 percent bourgeois republicans (see Hondros's
presentation of the documented evidence on this issue, 1983, pp. 119-120).
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°Independent performers also travelled throughout the provinces (including
puppeteers, singers, and dancers, and mimists Among individual performers who
played in the resistance circuit, the mimic and comic improvisationalist George
Koutoungos was particularly well-received (see Koutoungos, 1987). Puppeteers
were particularly popular in the provinces. Nikos Akiloglou (under the pseudonym
Vangelis), for example, had Staurou write two puppet plays on contemporary
themes specifically for a hand-puppet theatre he took on tour through Free
Greece (Captain Ganida and Battle of the Clog Shoes) the only two texts of
Staurou's that survived the resistance; the rest perished in a fire that destroyed
his entire personal library. One puppeteer alone, by the pseudonym Akylas, set
up ten children's puppet theatres in Fthiotida and Evrytania (Damianakou, 1981,
p. 77). Indeed, 300 of the 6,300 performances in Roumeli were puppet per-
formances, in addition to the hundreds of performances by Karagiozis players
throughout Greece. Karagiozis performances (shadow puppet theatre), had de-
veloped the most extensive touring patterns in the provinces, with at least 150
of them in the early thirties criss-crossing the country from the mainland throughout
the islands.

5The administrative structure of village government in Free Greece was
dearly the result of political constructions devised and elaborated by party
strategists (Stavrianos, 1952). It applied to areas under ELAS control from
October 11, 1942 to August 10, 1943. Thereafter, a self-government convention
of twenty-two EAM lawyers set up the final model to be applied to all of Free
Greece. Military activities were less clearly directed by a central head, in spite
of extensive efforts at such control (Hondros, 1983; Woodhouse, 1948; Eudes,
1972), partially the failure by Athenian-based heads of EAM to remove them-
selves to the mountains to direct efforts, but also clearly an expression of the
independence of the mountain captains, the internecine squabbles with their
lieutenants, and the variable nature of their ranks. Least controlled of all were
the cultural products produced by the soldiers of art located in the villages.
Products designed to increase the support of friendly villages, break down the
resistance of hostile villages, and recruit guerrillas to fill the ranks of the mountain
bands of ELAS.

°of the known touring troupes instituted by EPON, the Rotas and Kotzioulas
troupes were the most widely known. The former was instituted sometime after
March 1944 and performed until October 1944 or thereafter; Kotzioulas began
performing as an Artistic Brigade in July 1944 until January 1945. A third troupe
in western Macedonia, the Kaftantzis troupe, was instituted in 1944. There is
evidence (see Kaftantzis, 1990) of at least two other troupes instituted in
western Macedonia by EPON, one in the summer, 1943 and one in October 1944,
but their nature and history are unclear.

?Beyond the members already noted, Rotas's troupe included two young
andartes, two sisters whose parents were fighting as andartes, two high school
students from Karditsa, and Rotas's own twelve year old son. Kaftantzis's
troupe included four deserters (two technicians—a member of the German
resistance group Free Germany and a Russian-Armenian taken prisoner of war
by the Germans—two musicians—an Italian sergeant from Tortoreto and an
Italian foot-soldier from Rome), three refugee Jewish performers (one from
Florina and two from Thessaloniki), and twelve Greeks (including a pair of
financiers, a brother and sister, twin brothers, and a prisoner released from
Vonitsas). This troupe was distinguished by having four females, a luxury
Kotzioulas would have envied as he had to write female characters out of
several texts and create new texts to cover the fact that female performers were
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so difficult to recruit; he was ultimately rewarded by the arrival of an actress
from a troupe in Arta. (See Damianakou, 1981; Kotzioulas, 1976; Kaftantzis,
1990).

8The function served by the theatrical resistance troupes meant they had
to travel extensively. Initially, Kotzioulas moved out from camp, returning at
night, but soon found his troupe moving too far out by day to return easily.
He thus began touring from village to village, visiting camps in between, until
he was performing every day, sometimes twice a day, a performance of almost
three hours in length. He estimates having visited thirty villages in one month
with audiences ranging from 100 to 1000. (Kotzioulas, 1977, pp. 29, 33-34.)
Kaftantzis reports visiting twenty villages a tour and having made three tours
(Kaftantzis, 1990, p. 70). Rotas's troupe could afford to be more selective.
Capitalizing on his reputation in the mountains, the troupe stayed in large
villages for a week at a time, performing twice a day on a regular basis to
large audiences (Damianakou, 1981).

8The German policy on reprisals demanded a ratio of fifty executions for
each German death and ten for each wounded. In a token period from March
1943 to October 1944 in which 2,300 Germans were killed, 4,200 wounded, and
1,800 missing, 21,000 Greeks were killed, 20,000 were imprisoned, and 1,700
villages were destroyed (see Hondros, 1983, pp. 156-159). For comparison,
ELAS grew from 500 to 12,000 members in the first half of 1943, and to at
least 200,000 (a British estimate) by 1944; other sources put the ELAS figure
much higher—ranging from 500,000 to 2,000,000 (see Hondros, pp. 117, 145).

As a balance to reprisals, lives were saved by ELAS' resistance network,
including those of Jeks in reece. For comparison, only half a million, at best,
were saved in Europe, while in strongly EAM/ELAS held territories, the Germans
were less than 20 percent successful (Hondros, pp. 85, 93-94). In the right
wing EDES controlled area, 90 percent of the Jews rounded up (their possessions
going to Greek officers for distribution to the Greek population to counter EAM
propaganda on this score). Even with such efforts, dose to 85 percent of Greek
Jews were deported by the Germans (Hondros, p. 93).

Histories of the period focus on whether the resistance had sufficient
military, as opposed to psychological or political, strength to be worth running
the risk of reprisals of such a magnitude that they threatened the support of the
common people who had to absorb the reprisals. According to Brigadier Myers,
head of the British Mission in Greece 1942-43 and responsible for coordinating
allied efforts with the Greek resistance, the only significant military efforts
were the British-coordinated destruction of the Gorgopotamos Bridge (which cut
the north-south German supply lines in Greece) and the deception offered by
the Greek resistance (Operation Animal) that tied down three German divisions
in Greece, thereby appearing to threaten the German southern flank by an in-
vasion of the Balkans rather than the invasion that was actually carried out in
Sicily (Operation Husky) (see Hammond, 1980, p. 118). What Myers might
have added was the military impact of the resistance in taking out bridges and
cutting off rail lines (Operation Noah's Ark) to impede the German Army's
retreat from Greece in October 1944. More importantly, in Greece—if in no
other European country, except partially in Yugoslavia (Foot, 1976, p. 316)—
the resistance created a unity of feeling and common interest among Greeks on
a national scale and a social revolution meant to lead to popular sovereignty
and constitutional rule. (For a realistic assessment of resistance effectiveness, see
Hondros, pp. 159-163.)

10The EAM/ELAS army of the mountains, if we are to believe what his-
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storical accounts from Woodhouse to Eudes report, represented a relatively
autonomous arm of the resistance constituting a world apart. Historians may
disagree on the degree to which the central committee located in Athens
(dominated by members of the KKE) imposed its "politically conscious organiza-
tion" (Woodhouse, 1948), p. 55) on organization in the mountain, but it is
dear that the organization that obtained in Free Greece more accurately reflected
the personality of the charismatic and tempermental local military genius Aris
Velouhiotis than that of the dour central party dogmatic Giorgos Siantos.

"One of the most contentious issues between Kotzioulas and Rotas was
the latter's use of items in kind in lieu of money as a means of charging for
the performance. Rotas defended the practice as a way of engaging local support
to feed the troupes; the bags of oats and wheat, the jugs of olive oil were sent
to the hospitalized wounded and the battlefront fighting troupes in Thessaly.
Clearly, tickets in kind did act as a means of turning an obligation into a festive
event and avoided the forcible conscription of food by district fighting troops
(Damianakou, 1979, p. 412). Kotzioulas implies the practice was a form of
black marketeering. The accusation was not completely hollow, for the fast cash
of the black market was appealing to some in the resistance as more lucrative
than resistance raids as a source of goods (see Foot, 1976, pp. 20-21). An accusa-
tion of collaboration also became confused with charges of black marketeering.
Collaboration had become a critical issue with EDES (see Woodhouse, 1948,
pp. 72-84; Hondros, 1983, pp. 171-199) as it prepared for a Second Round
of the Civil War by collecting arms from the departing Germans in collusion
with the quisling Greek government Security Battalions (Hondros, p. 174).
The occupying forces themselves engaged in the black market as a means of
controlling the informal economy of the country. German participation drove
out the criminal class which found it more palatable to cooperate with resistance
groups to secure goods than to risk the alternatives of collaborating with or
getting caught by the Gestapo. As a result, the reputation of a gang of criminals
or bandits adhered to the resistance bands themselves (Foot, pp. 20-21).
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The Historian Nicos Svoronos
and his Relationship
to the Historiography
of Modern Greece

by CHRISTOS HADZIIOSIF
translated by ALEXANDER KITROEFF

The purpose of this article is to examine the work of the
late Nicos Svoronos (1911-89), a Greek historian who spent
most of his career, from 1945 to 1980, in France, and who is
commonly regarded as the founder of the postwar Marxist
historiography of Greece. This article will examine Svoronos's
relationship with the current trends of Greek historiography. I
will be limiting myself to the main aspects of Svoronos's oeuvre
and its impact, the full range of which is accurately reflected
in the Festschrift for Svoronos published recently by the Uni-
versity of Crete. This two-volume edition consists of monographs
by Greek and foreign historians on issues relating to Byzantine,
early modem, and modern history.

Greek Historiography in the 1930s

When Svoronos began his career as a historian in the 1930s,
historical studies in Greece were under the sway of the nationalist
school established by the nineteenth-century historian Constantine
Paparrigopoulos. Yet Greece's military advances in the decade

CHRISTOS HADZSIOSIF is associate professor of history at the University
of Crete. Alexander Kitroeff, translator, is assistant professor of his-
tory at the Onassis Center, NYU.
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that began with the outbreak of the Balkan Wars in 1912 and
ended with the Asia Minor disaster had diluted the political
and ideological objectives of that particular style of historio-
graphy. Paparrigopoulos's heirs nevertheless remained doggedly
attached to his canon, making only marginal methodological
and organizational changes. (Among them were the publica-
tion of Nicos Veis's Byzantinisch-Neugriechische jahrbficher
in 1920 and of K. Amantos and S. Kougeas's Hellinika in 1928,
together with the establishment of the Medieval Archive at the
Academy of Athens.) With historiography mired in its past and
the social sciences virtually nonexistent, it appeared unlikely, if
not impossible, that historical writing could experience any sort
of revival.

The few new developments that occurred took place out-
side the circle of professional historians. It was an economist,
Andreas Andreades, professor of public economics at the Uni-
versity of Athens, who produced the most important historical
work in the 1930s. Andreades was a broadly educated humanist
with a variety of interests—an heir to the rich intellectual tradi-
tion of the Ionian islands—who besides being a professor was
an advisor to Greek governments (which he frequently repre-
sented abroad) as well as being the Athens correspondent of
the Parisian newspaper Le Temps. Andreades's historical out-
put includes a model work entitled The History of the Bank
of England and studies on the Ionian islands, Byzantine public
finance, economic life in Hellenistic Egypt, and the contem-
porary Greek loans.

The distinctive quality of Andreades's work was due not
only to the breadth of his knowledge and interests but also to
his ability to apply two major features of economic analysis to
the writing of history: the use of impersonal, quantitative ana-
lytical categories and the use of "laws" of social development.
This technique allowed Andreades to circumvent the obligatory
recitation of events and activities of individuals that was the
staple of nationalist historiography. At the same time Andreades's
work resembled the sociological analyses of Greek history that
were practiced in isolation, outside academia, by a predominantly
Marxist group of intellectuals such as Yannis Kordatos, Serapheim
Maxitnos, Daniilides, and (earlier) Yeorgios Skleros.
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The isolation of the Marxists imposed by the "establish-
ment," as well as their own inability to overcome that isolation
in the interwar period, resulted from the prevailing political
conditions. But in the case of economic history, at least, its
continued ostracism in the post-World War II period must be
explained by other factors as well. One cannot overlook the
dominant influence of neoclassical economics, whose theoretical
concepts do not require—indeed, do not survive—the application
of existing historical and social realities. Thus economic history
remained marginalized in the curricula of economics departments
in Greek universities, a phenomenon that also existed in other
European countries.

Svoronos's early work does not fail to reflect the dominant
orthodoxy of the times: a philological critique of sources. Yet
several of his studies lean toward a more comprehensive treat-
ment and broader contextualization of their subject. This ten-
dency is especially obvious in his second published article, a
1938 essay on the thinker Dionysios Photeinos. Whether this
comprehensiveness, located as it was within the conventional
parameters of the philological critique, would have led to a
radical questioning of the dominant school of thought is a moot
point. The example furnished by Svoronos's young contemporaries
suggests that it would not have. Working in isolation not only
from mainstream historians but from social scientists as well,
they were forced, sooner or later, to abandon their potentially
revisionist approaches and fall into line.

An early example is the work of Dionysios Zakythinos,
who in 1932 published an important work on the Byzantine
period entitled Le Despotat Grec de Mot*. While Zakythinos
does not challenge the accepted primacy of the political super-
structure in the hierarchy of interpretational modes, his work
takes into account demographic and economic factors. Thus he
becomes the first Greek author to apply the then new develop-
ments in French historiography, which were aimed at broaden-
ing the scope of historical inquiry beyond politics. Zakythinos's
subsequent work, however, does not take the same direction.
One can, in fact, perceive a dualism in his work: a "learned"
mode, primarily focusing on Byzantine history, which follows
the new revisionist trends, and a second mode exemplified by
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the more "academic" works based on his lectures at the Univer-
sity of Athens, which are conformist.

The second major revisionist attempt of the period is rep-
resented by Michael Sakellariou's study of the Peloponnese in
the late Ottoman period, I Peloponnesos kata tin Defteran
Tourkokratian (1939). This work was originally a doctoral
dissertation, in which the author used a broad range of "social"
sources in an effort to construct a comprehensive picture of
Peloponnesean society. This attempt to break new ground was
also stymied. Sakellariou's university turned down the disserta-
tion, even though one of his aims was to offer a revision of
Kordatos's class-based interpretation of the Greek Revolution
of 1821. Its sociological coloring evidently made Sakellariou's
study a worse evil than Kordatos's Marxism in the eyes of the
university. In the end Sakellariou abandoned his research in
modern history and turned to the study of ancient Greece.

Svoronos, too, attempted to break with established historio-
graphy with his doctoral dissertation on currency circulation
during the Ottoman period, which was submitted to the Uni-
versity of Thessaloniki in 1942. While I have not been able to
consult the original text, both its title, "The Circulation of
Coinage during the Tourkokratia," and a 1980 article in which
he summarizes its main points offer sufficient clues about the
scope of this pioneering work. As the title suggests, the study
was less concerned with a specific time and place than with an
economic category, coinage and its circulation. And as the article
indicates, the dissertation rejected the idea that history is the
recitation of events; instead it viewed history as the analysis of
a particular problem. This stance was typical of the early period
of the French Annales school of historiography, to which
Svoronos, because of his Marxist leanings, is more attracted
than his contemporaries.

Svoronos's spurning of the historiographical establishment
is representative of a broader trend among Greek intellectuals
set in motion by the prevailing conditions in Greece in the
1940s: the Axis occupation, the collapse of the Greek state and
its ideological mechanisms, and the repressive apparatus of the
Greek government, as well as the temporary interruption of the
country's traditional links with the West. Those conditions, in
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turn, caused intellectuals and a large segment of the general
population to question Greece's political and ideological posi-
tion. The political and military attempt of the Greek left wing
to bring postwar Greece to a rejection of the prewar status quo
collapsed with the end of the Civil War in 1949. The implica-
tions of that defeat for the country's liberal and left-wing in-
tellectuals were disastrous; Greece slipped into a conservative
ideological straitjacket, fortified by its close relationship with
the United States at the height of the Cold War. Those intel-
lectuals who remained in Greece through their own choice and
the permission of the government capitulated to the establish-
ment; others were marginalized. A few, via scholarships or
other means, were able to move to Western Europe, in par-
ticular to France.

Svoronos and French Historiography

Among the emigres was Svoronos. Having been working
as a researcher in the Medieval Archive of the Academy of
Athens when Greece entered World War II in 1940, he en-
listed in the army and fought in the Greek-Italian war of 1940-41.
After the invasion and occupation of Greece by Nazi Germany,
he joined the left-wing resistance organization EAM/ELAS, in
which he participated until Greece's liberation in 1944. A year
later, while Greece was sliding toward a civil war between right
and left, Svoronos received a scholarship from the French Re-
public that allowed him to continue his studies at the Ecole
Pratique des Hautes Etudes (P.P.H.t.), at the School of Oriental
Languages of the Sorbonne, and at the College de France. Geo-
graphical distance notwithstanding, Svoronos's politics were
deemed unacceptable upon the outbreak of the Civil War in
Greece, and that year, 1947, he received notice of his dismissal
from the Academy of Athens. In the mid-1950s, as Greece's
political climate remained polarized, the Greek state withheld
his Greek citizenship.

Thus Svoronos was fortunate to find himself at that mo-
ment in Paris, where, among other things, he was free of both
the political repression of the Greek state and the milder but
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no less restrictive institutional and theoretical narrowness of
Greek historiography. In a sense, then, he was forced to follow
his career in France, where he excelled. The many academic
honors he received included his Doctorat de Troisieme Cicle
and his Doctorat des Lettres in 1962 (both were from the
Sorbonne) and his appointment as professor, Director of Studies,
and holder of the chair of the "History of Byzantine Institu-
tions" at the fl.P.H.fl. in 1969.

The ways Svoronos made use of his newfound intellectual
freedom and incorporated the various currents of French his-
toriography into his work were determined by his Marxist out-
look, as we see in the work leading to the publication of his
classic study Le Commerce de Salonique au XVIIIeme siecle in
1956, in which he develops the themes of his doctoral disserta-
tion. The French historian whose work most influenced Svoronos
in Le Commerce de Salonique is Ernest Labrousse, who wrote
on the French economy of the eighteenth century and on the
relationship of long-term economic trends and the outbreak of
the French Revolution (see Esquisse; Crise). The similarities
between Labrousse's and Svoronos's work are somewhat ap-
parent in the use of statistical information (although Svoronos
developed his own technique in this respect), but still more in
the inferring of political and social roles from the prevailing
economic conditions. This was a mode of interpretation that
both historians favored, Labrousse in examining the French
Revolution and Svoronos in analyzing Greek society on the eve
of the Greek revolution of 1821. Labrousse is considered the
historian who most successfully adopted Francois Simiand's
historical method and commitment to quantitative economic his-
tory. Yet Labrousse remained a marginal though respected figure
in French historiography because of his left-wing political af-
filiation and the emphasis he placed on the role of class struggle,
although he never explicitly embraced Marxism.

The intellectual and political affinities between Svoronos
and Labrousse mitigated against Svoronos's adoption of the
historical mode of Fernand Braudel. Braudel's absence from Le
Commerce de Salonique is evidenced by the lack of a "geo-
graphical" introduction; after the publication of Braudel's study
of the Mediterranean, such an introduction became obligatory
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for any historical doctoral dissertation submitted in France whose
author wanted to appear part of the theoretical cutting edge in
the field. Nor, in the main body of his work, does Svoronos
wed economic time to the natural rhythms of the physical
environment, one of the hallmarks of Braudel's work and a
point he makes to counter Claude Levi-Strauss's ahistorical struc-
turalism. Rather Svoronos believes that the factors that delay
the development of historical time can be discovered in examin-
ing the relationship between the economic base and the political,
social, and ideological superstructure. This is not a conclusion
arrived at theoretically in the manner of the French structuralist
Marxist Louis Althusser. Long before Althusser's work appeared,
Svoronos developed this stance through his empirical historical
research and offered it as a rebuttal of the historicist Papar-
rigopoulean school. He went on to apply the base/superstructure
model to problems of Byzantine history—for instance, whether
or not feudalism existed in the Byzantine era—as well as to
modern Greek history.

Svoronos's brand of Marxism was partially due to his
origins. Growing up on Lefkada, one of the seven Ionian islands,
he was exposed early to literature and music, which contributed
to the breadth of his cultural interests; he also became accus-
tomed to a society stratified according to class, in which class
differences were evident even in daily life. This situation was
typical of the Ionian islands, which saw relatively early develop-
ment thanks to Venetian and later British occupation, in contrast
to the rest of Greece, where social development was delayed
under the restraining weight of Ottoman occupation.

Svoronos's Theoretical and Methodological Approach

Following the completion of Le Commerce de Salonique,
Svoronos wrote a short history of Greece that was published in
the enormously popular "Que Sais-je?" series by Presses Uni-
versitaires de France. This history appeared in 1953, three years
earlier than Le Commerce de Salonique. From that date on-
ward, however, Svoronos turned his attention to the Byzantine
period, on which he had published in 1951. His return to that
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period resulted in a 1956 article in the journal Annales on land
ownership in Byzantium, work inspired by his participation in
the seminar directed by Paul Lemerle at the IR .P.H.t. and the
College de France and, later on, in the seminar he himself directed
at the n.P.H.t.

That Svoronos turned from eighteenth-century Greece to
late Byzantine history may appear to signal a serious rupture
in his work. But the switch—dictated by the openings in the
Byzantine rather than the late Ottoman period in French uni-
versities at the time—did not represent a rupture for Svoronos.
Both eras seemed to him to be times in which Hellenism was re-
appearing under new material conditions. In this sense, the late
Byzantine and the late Ottoman periods struck him as parallel
points in the history of Hellenism.

It was in Svoronos's work in Byzantine history that his
theoretical and methodological approaches crystallized. He con-
tinued to search for the motor force of historical development
in the material conditions of social life. But because of the
subject matter and the nature of the available sources in Byzan-
tine history, he was unable to construct long series of statistical
data, and consequently he had to distance himself from
Labrousse's method and construct his own. Insofar as it is
identifiable with a school, Svoronos's new methodology resembled
that employed by that major medieval historian Marc Bloch.
Svoronos shares with Bloch an interest in the agrarian economy,
a focus on historiographical problems rather than events, and
an interest in unconventional historical sources such as legal
documents. Indeed, in his last three years of teaching at the
P.P.H.t. before his appointment at the University of Crete in
1980, Svoronos elaborated the issues associated with the use
of legal documents in historical research; the seminar was
entitled "Agrarian Law."

The agrarian history of Byzantium remained the main focus
of Svoronos's work from the late 1950s to the early 1970s. He
published scholarly monographs on the subject regularly, but
his modesty prevented him from attempting a more overarch-
ing, book-length study. With regard to theory, he remained
attached to his own brand of Mandan analysis, which he sup-
ported with a wide range of source material, always focusing on
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an issue rather than a specific chronological period, very much
in the manner of Bloch. Svoronos's approach was groundbreak-
ing in Byzantine historiography, yet he never became identified
with the mainstream of the new French postwar historiography,
the so-called Annales school, which had moved away from the
prewar Blochian paradigm of social history to the postwar
Braudelian canon, the role of geography and long-term trends,
the history of the longue dm*. Oddly enough, therefore, the
only Greek historian to publish a full article in the prestigious
Annales journal belonged to the prewar rather than the postwar
type of historiography the journal promoted.

Postwar Historiography in Greece, 1950-74

Svoronos's methodological and theoretical evolution was
totally divorced from the situation in which historiography in
Greece found itself during the post-Civil War era. By that time
the traditional school was mired in old-style empirical investiga-
tions—any theoretical work was perforce pre-Mandan, such as
restatements of Hegel's dialectics. There were no new ideas to
replace the old, and an inertia had overcome the field. The
silence was shattered in 1955 when a left-wing journal published
an article by Svoronos entitled "Thoughts on an Introduction
to Modern Greek History." Those who read it 27 years later
in a volume of reprints of several of Svoronos's essays would
have been hard pressed to understand the vehement reaction of
the Greek academic establishment in the mid-1950s. The article
is written in a scholarly tone, and there are no explicit references
to Marx or Marxists, let alone any polemics. However, the author
does suggest that material factors can be determinant forces in
history and then goes on to undermine one of the shibboleths
of the traditional school, namely the unbroken continuity of
Hellenism and its underlying dynamic, the "Hellenic spirit."
While not denying the continuity of Hellenism, Svoronos argues
that it has been transformed since antiquity as a result of its
changing material environment. He also suggests that there is
no "objective" history in the strict sense, and thus that existing
analyses of Hellenic history should be critically examined be-
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fore being accepted. All this was based on the short history of
Greece he had published in French in the "Que Sais-je?" series.

The Greek state responded to both the article and the
book it was based upon with a royal decree, published on 29
June 1955, that denied Svoronos his Greek citizenship. To be
sure, the enormity of this reaction is not explained by official
hypersensitivity to academic debate. Rather, the state's insecurity
in the post-Civil War era made certain officials worried that
such an article could fuel the ideological reconstruction of the
Greek left. That a historiographical study, written in measured
tones, could be seen as a potential political manifesto is typical
of the ideological tensions in the Greece of the 1950s.

Yet the guardians of intellectual orthodoxy in post-Civil
War Greece went beyond merely defensive measures. Sensing
the inability of the universities to retain their credibility and
counter the diffusion of radical ideas, they created new re-
search centers outside of the university system. In the field of
history there were two such institutions established to promote
research on modern Greek topics, one within the Academy of
Athens in 1957 and the other at the Royal (now the "National")
Research Center in 1958. The inauguration of such institutions
dovetailed with a more general trend toward the revamping of
the Greek political apparatus, including the strengthening of
a more liberal bourgeois political party, the Center Union. Fol-
lowing its rout in the 1958 elections, the Center quickly re-
organized itself to come close to victory in the 1961 elections
and to defeat the conservatives two years later.

These initiatives bore the stamp of approval of Greece's
transatlantic patrons. The Royal Research Center was financed
with unused funds provided by the United States for postwar
reconstruction. The Center was also funded by the Rockefeller
Foundation, which, as part of an overall U.S. strategy designed
to counter the communist threat in postwar Europe by promot-
ing a "non-communist" left, has funded other research institu-
tions, including the P.P.H.n. in Paris. 2 In France, thanks to
Braudel's determination and the vigor of Marxist intellectuals,
a great deal of this money was channeled toward the left, but
in Greece it went toward producing a conservative intellectual
agenda.
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The differences in the results of this intervention in France
and in Greece were also due to the differences in academic
climate with regard to the sets of principles on which research
activities were based. In France the social sciences and history
were closely related, intellectually and institutionally. In Greece
the opposite was true. Separate research institutes for social-
science research were set up (the National Center for Social
Research and the Center for National Programming and Re-
search—known by their Greek acronyms as the EKKE and the
KEPE respectively). As a result there were no stimuli for a
modem historiography, and the history research centers simply
fell back on the old philological treatment of sources and on
vast empirical research programs that never culminated in syn-
thesis or analysis. With the encounter between history and social
science banned within the universities as well as within the new
research centers, it took place in a fragmentary way outside those
institutions, in places such as the journal Epoches. Epoches re-
flected a pro-Western, liberal bourgeois intellectual outlook,
as witnessed by its collaboration with European journals such
as Diogene, Encounter, Esprit, Forum, Monat, Preuves, and
Tempo Presente (see Epoches 3).

The collapse of democracy in Greece and the establishment
of the "colonels' dictatorship" on 21 April 1967 acted as a
catalyst on Greece's intellectual development. This change af-
fected Svoronos and his relationship with Greek historiography
in two ways. First, a large number of younger scholars and
graduate students left the country to work and study abroad.
Second, the suppression of political discourse led to a growing
interest in history. Svoronos's impact was felt on three levels,
among younger scholars, students, and the general public.

Academics and researchers—mostly the younger ones, who
were considered too radical for the regime—were dismissed from
their positions at the universities or the research centers. Many
of them decided to continue their research and their careers
abroad; for most of the historians Paris became the preferred
destination. This move led, inevitably, to contact with Svoronos,
either on an individual basis or institutionally as students worked
with him to obtain a degree. For the first time in his career,
Svoronos was brought into contact with a whole circle of his-
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torians of Greece, albeit a generation younger, who shared his
interests and outlook. The lone individual who was forging an
alternative, revisionist mode of writing Greek history was sud-
denly transformed into the leader of a collective of scholars
eager to turn to new methods and theories. The great majority
of those young scholars focused on modern Greece, and their
work began developing along three directions, all of which
had been pointed to in Svoronos's work.

The first direction entailed transferring Svoronos's style of
inquiry into the Byzantine agrarian economy to the study of
the agrarian economy during the Tourkokratia (the Ottoman
domination over Greece in the fifteenth through nineteenth cen-
turies). The group working along these lines fused Svoronos's
methods with analyses by other historians, for example Witold
Kula. Following Svoronos's study of Salonica's commerce in the
eighteenth century, a second direction pursued by the younger
scholars was toward completing similar studies of other commer-
cial centers within the Greek lands and, especially, the diaspora.
The third direction in which the new work developed concerned
different research interests but applied the same methodology.
Studies of the Greek Enlightenment using a Marxist ap-
proach fused the study of the movement of ideas with the study
of contemporary material conditions.

Greek Byzantinologists were more impervious to the over-
all changes in the historiographical field in the postwar era and
thus benefited much less than their modernist colleagues from
Svoronos's work. One can only speculate about the reasons for
the inertia in this particular field—certainly the weight of the
institutions and the "establishment" there was mightier than
that in modern Greek history. In any case, among Byzantine
historians based in Greece there were few attempts at introduc-
ing historical geography or using indirect sources to fashion an
economic or a social history of Byzantium. A more recent trend
in this field, always within Greece, is the use of social anthro-
pology in examining the agrarian economy. 'While the recently
published Festschrift for Svoronos includes more contributions
on Byzantine history than it does on the Tourkokratia or the
modern period, those contributions are mostly from historians
based outside Greece.
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Another way in which the dictatorship between 1967 and
1974 stimulated Greek historiography and thus interest in
Svoronos's work was by making history very popular domes-
tically. By proscribing the participation of many socially con-
scious individuals in public affairs, the regime obliged them
to channel their energies elsewhere. For a large number involve-
ment in history, either as writers or as readers, became a sur-
rogate for political activity. The publication of books on his-
tory rose sharply in the 1970s. While some of those works
echoed establishment views, most of them approached the in-
quiry into Greece's past as a way of understanding its contem-
porary problems and anticipating a postdictatorship future for
Greek society. Increased interest in historical subjects led to
Svoronos's work being read beyond the confines of academia;
by the early 1970s his books were known to many educated Greeks.

- The public's growing interest in history during the dictator-
ship was reflected among students in general, not merely those
specifically collaborating with Svoronos in Paris. This was espe-
cially true of the large numbers of Greek students at Western
European universities. Partly intellectually and partly politically,
they were drawn to his work, especially his short history of
modern Greece and Le Commerce de Salonique, which were
widely discussed in student circles. Sociologists, political scien-
tists, and law students introduced a historical dimension to their
own work and in some cases changed fields to focus exclusively
on history.

Svoronos, it should be said, was not the only Greek his-
torian established in Paris in the 1960s and 1970s, nor was he
the only one surrounded by a circle of students. Helene
Antoniadis-Bibicou moved along parallel lines to Svoronos, but
her work has been ignored by Greek historiography in general.
The reason cannot be the quality of her work, which is un-
doubtedly very good. If Svoronos is hailed as the first Greek
historian to publish in the Annales, Bibicou must be recognized
for having published a series of articles on Byzantine economic
history and modern Greek social history in the equally prestigious
Cahiers des Annales in 1963. One is obliged to postulate polit-
ical reasons behind the silence over Bibicou's work even among
the new wave of Greek historians. Following the 1968 split in
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the Communist Party of Greece between the "orthodox" and
what was later called the "eurocommunist" wing, most left-wing
intellectuals embraced the latter. Those few who remained
aligned with the orthodox wing were effectively marginalized
by the majority left-wing academics and intellectuals.

Post-1974 Historiographical Trends and Svoronos's Return

The developments within Greek historiography during the
dictatorship culminated in a broad—though sometimes tacit—
acceptance of the need for a "new" conception of history in
Greek universities. The collapse of the dictatorship in July 1974
and with it the collapse of the country's post-Civil War ideological
edifice, as well as the legalization of communism (which had
been banned with the outbreak of the Civil War in 1947), all
contributed to an acceleration of the changes in the historical
field, which were supported by most junior scholars. The changes
at the base of the pyramid were reflected in the historical
journal Mnemon, whose editorial team explicitly adopted a policy
of turning away from traditional scholarship and soliciting con-
tributions reflecting the "new currents" in the historical profes-
sion (see Mnemon 328-29).

The dictatorship's appropriation of "Helleno-Christian"
civilization was the kiss of death to the idealist conceptions of
the continuity of Hellenism propagated by the traditional, na-
tionalist school of historians. The remnants of the nationalist
school remained in the universities and the research centers
but were obliged to accommodate themselves to the new trends—
mostly superficially. A sign of the times was the multivolume
Istoria tou Hellinikou Ethnous, a project launched during the
dictatorship. Designed to cover the history of Hellenism from
antiquity to modernity and investigate the continuity of the Greek
nation and the Greek spirit, the work was directed by a group
of establishment historians, members of the Academy of Athens.
Their viewpoint was aptly expressed in the introduction to the
first volume, which stated that "the basic origins of the Greek
Nation and the main characteristics of the Greek Spirit are
to be found in the Prehistoric era" (1:9). With the project
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having reached the Byzantine era when the dictatorship collapsed,
the editorial committee was forced to solicit contributions from
younger historians who did not share their outlook. The result
was a collection of first-rate monographs which, however, made
up an uneven whole and did not explicitly challenge the under-
lying logic of the series—in fact, their scholarly quality served
to legitimize the project academically.

Change did not come so quickly in the universities. Very
few practitioners of the new historiographical approaches joined
history departments, and those who did remained isolated, al-
though the employment of such historians began to pick up
within a few years, mostly in the new provincial universities of
Crete, Ioannina, and so on. In contrast, the "new" historians
dominated several independent research centers, especially those
established by the National Bank of Greece and the Commercial
Bank of Greece.

The postdictatorship era, which began in 1974, brought
official recognition for Svoronos after 30 years of exile. He
was awarded honorary doctorates by the country's two major
universities, the University of Athens and Aristotle University
of Thessaloniki, and taught in a visiting capacity in several
Greek universities, coming into direct contact with Greek un-
dergraduate students for the first time in his career. Svoronos's
influence in the historical profession grew substantially; his
advice was solicited in the formulation of research programs
and over new appointments to history departments. (He actively
supported the employment of "new" historians.) Svoronos's in-
fluence went beyond the confines of the historical profession,
spreading to the humanities in general and to the social sciences.
In 1977, his Histoire de la Grece moderne—the book that had
caused the Greek government to deny him citizenship in the 195os
—was published in Greece and went immediately into a second
and third edition. This success marked the peak of Svoronos's
influence on Greece's intellectual life.

Within the next few years Svoronos's work gradually de-
veloped away from the direction of Greek historiography in gen-
eral. This was an unexpected outcome and has been ascribed
to a tendency of many of his former students and other "new"
historians to emancipate themselves from his approach and strike
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out in new directions. Another reason was the unfolding dynamic
of the new trends that carried many historians away from
Svoronos's terrain.

There were at least three such trends. First, the continu-
ing interest in Greece's modern and early modern history came
at the expense of Byzantine history. Svoronos's early and post-
1974 work on Byzantine subjects remained relatively unknown
compared to his short history of modern Greece.3 Second,
Svoronos's work in modern history was a victim of its own
success. His Histoire de la Grece moderne, with its successive
editions and its adoption as a textbook for university courses,
became a popular manual for a new theoretical paradigm. The
idea of interpreting history primarily through giving primacy
to social factors was adopted wholesale, with varying degrees
of sophistication, by students and teachers both in history and
in other disciplines. The book's original pioneering and challeng-
ing approach was virtually stood on its head in Greece by the
late 1970s. It was becoming the new orthodoxy. Third, around
that time, professional Greek historiography began to move
away from identifying issues as topics of inquiry. Narrative
history was partially rediscovered, but more importantly, recent
trends in French (and to a lesser extent British) historiography
gained popularity among Greek historians.

Before examining the impact of these trends on Greek
historiography, it should be noted that their adoption created a
rift between Svoronos's work and that of the mainstream. Un-
like the rift that existed early in Svoronos's career, this dis-
junction is not due to the "backwardness" of modern Greek
historiography, but rather to the closeness with which Greek
historians follow the international developments in their profes-
sion. It also has to do with their increased output, as witnessed
by the results of research programs (especially those in economic
history) and by the publishing activity of these historians (espe-
cially in the two most avant-garde Greek historical journals,
0 Mnemon and Ta Istorika).

In considering the impact of trends in France and else-
where on the writing of Greek history, one cannot help com-
menting upon some of the inherent weaknesses in their trans-
plantation to Greece. One set of problems associated with the
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importation of new trends is that they are adopted without re-
course to their philosophical, theoretical, and political presupposi-
tions. Instead trends are adopted for the sake of novelty, with
no thought to the ideological conditions that produced those
trends abroad or to whether those conditions are relevant to
Greece or to the particular historian applying them. This is all
the more surprising given the "progressive" political posture
struck by most Greek historians. Yet the inherent friction be-
tween recent historiographical trends and the social sciences has
not been recognized. Fragmentary approaches to history and
their inherent language are adopted merely as new forms of in-
vestigation, without regard to their relationship to Michel
Foucault's philosophical theories and their negation of history.
The history of mentalities, in the mode of Philippe Aries, is
also widely applied by Greek historiographers, but it is divorced
from the particular antirationalist and mystical bases of that
particular approach. The history of daily or private lives is
uncritically used without a conscious understanding of what this
type of writing has to say about anatomizing ideologies and
practices, so popular currently in many European countries.
Braudel's theory of capitalism is embraced by Greek historians
who do not question whether its popularity and currency might
be related to specific conditions in France, such as the struggle
over nationalization. Finally, "progressive" Greek historians revere
French historians without recourse to their political writings, which
in many cases reflect a move away from the left toward con-
servative "neoliberalism."

All this has led to what Svoronos described as a confusion
of ideological parameters and to a disarticulation between the
form and the content of theoretical categories. This situation
can best be seen in the areas of economic history and the his-
tory of mentalities. Economic history has experienced a boom
over the past 15 years. It is considered in Greece to be by
definition Marxist and radical, if only because it deals with the
material basis of social existence. Yet in most instances the
theoretical tools used by Greek economic historians are taken
from neoclassical economics. Thus despite the abundance of
Marxist terminology, the conclusions of many analyses are not
very different from the traditional "bourgeois" economic theory
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these historians set out to undermine. In place of a materialist
theory of economic transformation, many historians present a
profusion of statistical and quantitative data that is somehow
supposed to account for change. Confusion reigns in the field
of the history of mentalities because "mentalities" are frequently
considered synonymous with ideas and ideologies; thus the his-
tory of mentalities is regarded as a kind of people's history of
ideas or ideologies.

Problems such as the disarticulation between the form and
substance of historical methods and theories threaten the de?
velopment of the historiography of modern Greece. Yet the
persistance of those problems seems likely, given the weaknesses
of the university system and the difficulties facing the various
research centers. History at the undergraduate level has aban-
doned the older philological school's attention to methodology
without replacing it with any rigorous training. Serious graduate
work still usually takes place abroad. Most doctoral disserta-
tions on Greek history are completed outside Greece in Greek
studies centers, many of which are isolated from the rest of
the university and from history departments in particular. This
fragmentation in the development and production of doctoral
dissertations is an obstacle to the coherent formulation of solid
new trends in Greek historiography. At the same time it assists
in the preservation of the descendants of the old nationalist
school in the Greek universities.

The considerable number of research centers, and the work
taking place in them, does nothing to resolve Greek history's
problems. Such centers function as havens for disgruntled aca-
demics and play the role of safety valve for the pressures build-
ing up in the universities. Funding considerations limit their
long-range planning capabilities, while most have not succeeded
in establishing strict academic criteria in evaluating their staff
and grantees. But despite these obstacles the new research in-
stitutes established by banks and the state still have much more
to show in terms of research than the universities. Such older
research centers as the National Institution of Research, mean-
while, have not been able to modernize their infrastructures to
respond to the requirements of the new trends. Svoronos him-
self became involved in the struggle to modernize those cen-
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ters; he soon discovered how many obstacles were involved and
how strong were the traditionalist approaches in the research
community. Very few other prominent historians became seriously
involved in such issues, while left-wing intellectuals in general
supported merely administrative reforms, worthwhile measures
such as more internal democracy and recognition of union
rights; most balked at pushing for tightening academic stand-
ards. This reluctance allowed the conservative side to seize the
initiative and raise epistemological questions, to the extent of
harking back to the good old days of the 1960s that were
threatened by Svoronos's proposals.'

Finally, there is the issue of historical research depending
on state funding by government ministries or the major banks.
History writing has not only been stamped by the concerns of
its own age, as Braudel has remarked; it has also, inevitably, had
a political function. The new trends in Greek historiography set
out to challenge the national school of historiography, which was
promoted by the establishment. The changes in the Greek estab-
lishment, the waning of the nationalist school, and the growth
of contacts between the new historians and the institutions that
promoted the "national" school of historiography are beginning
to produce a new political-academic structure. Inasmuch as the
new historians are taking over the mantle of the national school
and using the services provided by ministries, banks, and the
media, they themselves are becoming entangled in the establish-
ment. And this connection is bound to lead to a challenge to
this historiographical school, irrespective of its contribution to
the development of Greek historiography.

NOTES

1.This contradiction in his work is seen by comparing Crise Economique a
Byzance du XIIe an XVe siecle (1949) and volume three of La Grande Breche
dans la Tradition Historique de PHellinisme du Septierne au Neuvieme siecle
Haristirion eis Anastasion Orlandon (1966; see especially pages 300-24) with
the publications based on his university lectures, such as Istoria ton Byzantinou
Kratous (1953), Bisagogo eis tin Istorian tort Politismou (second edition 1955),
and I Politiki Istoria tic Neoteras Hellados (second edition 1965).

2For France see Mazon. For Germany there is a study on the Rockefeller
Foundation's involvement in research in the natural sciences; see Macrakis.
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3As for example his introduction to Actes de Laura IV (1982) and an
article published in Greek under the title "Observations on Byzantium's Con-
tribution to the Intellectual Development of Western Europe: The Case of
Ioannis Damaskinos" in Byzantio kai Evropi A' Dietbnis Byzantinologiki Sinantisi
(1987: 115-52).

4See for example the relevant articles in the Athens newspapers Avgbi (26
November, 1 December, and 11 December 1985) and Kabitnerini (11 December
1985).
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Greece and Modernity
in Kazantzakis's Prometheus

by PANAYIOTIS BOSNAKIS*

—ET* rye;
tircavekotec tv 'Mat—

The reception of Nikos Kazantzakis's dramas is intimately
involved in the ideological complexities and contradictions cen-
tered on the issues of tradition and modernity' that dominated
the Greek intellectual debates in the first decades of the twen-
tieth century. In the 1930s, especially, when national culture was
at its most sublime with the aestheticization of Greekness
("`Elk.krivatOTI1ra") 3 turned to a belated Part pour Part,
Kazantzakis's theater was further marginalized and neglected. 3

An important reason for Kazantzakis's separation from the na-
tional canon was the ideological framework of his dramas, and
above all his ideas regarding an alternative dionysiac Greece
viewed in the spirit of modernity. This Greece differs radically
from the one imagined by the emergent Generation of the Thir-
ties. My aim in this paper is to study one of Kazantzakis's "minor"
dramas neglected by the critics, his closet drama Prometheus
("lipovrtakac"), and to demonstrate how he envisions Greece

*1 would like to thank V. Lambropoulos, N. Valaoritis, and S. Constantinidis
for their useful comments on earlier drafts of this paper. Parts of the paper
were presented at the MLA/MGSA Convention at Chicago on 28 December
1990 (panel organizer K. Myrsiades) and at the Graduate Conference on
Greek and Turkish Modernism at the Ohio State University, 26 May 1991
(conference organizers G. Jusdanis and V. Holbrook).

PANAYIOTIS BOSNAKIS, Ph.D. candidate in comparative literature and
literary theory at the Ohio State University. He has published articles
on Cavafy and Solomos and is the author of several poetic collections.
1•11111Nn
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as a secularized and modernized state that must enter the new
era and catch up with European modernity.

It is only recently that Prometheus began to be studied by
scholars. This belatedness is due to several reasons: first, its
ideological content, which was in opposition to that of most
contemporaneous literary works in Greece; second, the way in
which the Generation of the Thirties has overshadowed literary
criticism in Greece and proclaimed a different model of Greek-
ness; third, the critical view of Kazantzakis as primarily a
novelist (only as such has he been internationally recognized);
and fourth, the suggestions the play makes about the complexi-
ties of modernism on the aesthetic leve1. 4 Thomas L. King
studies the drama without placing it in its own literary context;
he ignores the ideological issues that the trilogy raises. Peter
Bien examines the historical and literary context of Kazantzakis's
earlier plays Masterbuilder and Capodhistrias. Bien focuses on
the issue of modernity in these plays and points out that the
potential of the Greek drama in the early 1900s was never
fulfilled. He writes,

The theatre in Greece failed to fulfill its promise be-
cause Greek critics and audiences could not stomach a
true theatre of ideas that spoke courageously, even out-
rageously, to real contemporary problems. At least this
is the conclusion one draws after studying Kazantzakis's
repeatedly discouraging attempts to function as a play-
wright in Greece. ("Masterbuilder" 398)

Stratos E. Constantinidis, who acknowledges indebted-
ness to Bien's work on Kazantzakis's drama, expands Bien's
scope to examine further the spirit and failure of the "rebirth
of Tragedy" in Greece. Constantinidis considers Prometheus a
"protest drama" which, along with other relevant plays, "in-
creased the audience's awareness of the dimensions of possibility
and freedom; [these plays) offered alternative definitions of
self that could lead to new states of mind and being" (159).
My present study attempts to continue and expand the prior
research of Bien and Constantinidis by focusing on a different
aspect of Kazantzakis's marginalization, namely his project re-
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garding Greece and modernity. Kazantzakis's drama also met
strong ideological opposition, primarily orchestrated by the
ethnocentric philologists. For this reason, it will be instructive
to involve in our analysis of Prometheus Basil Laourdas's de-
bate with Kazantzakis in order to highlight better the historico-
ideological situation of Kazantzakis in Greek letters.

But before I continue my analysis, I want to clarify
"modernity." Modernity does not designate a specific period in
the history of literature, a historical point after which we all
became "modern," but rather an attitude toward critical think-
ing, history, and the present. According to Michel Foucault,
modernity begins with the Western European Enlightenment
and principally concerns the construction of the historical sub-
ject. To quote Foucault, modernity "includes elements of social
transformation, types of political institution, forms of knowl-
edge, projects of rationalization of knowledge and practices,
[and) techonological mutations" (43). In Paul de Man's view,
modernity represents a desire to forget the past in the hope of
reaching a true present, a point of origin that marks a new
departure. In this sense, modernity is not incompatible with
history; rather, both modernity and history "seem condemned
to be linked together in a self-destroying union that threatens
the survival of both" (151). To Jurgen Habermas, modernity
revolts against the normalizing functions of tradition; it lives
on the experience of rebelling against all that is normative. To
put it in more general terms, for Western Europeans modernity
meant the attempt to reject neoclassicism and the burden of
the past and at the same time to redefine their identities according
to new realities. In this paper, however, we will view modernity
from Kazantzakis's perspective and examine what modernity
meant for Greece. Kazantzakis's project was not to reject an-
tiquity, especially because antiquity was not a burden for con-
temporary Greeks but rather a lost spirit that had to be redis-
covered. Thus he primarily attacks ideas of tradition and
continuity as derived from the Romantic scholars, "TO( KX.acmcck
aac np(yrunct." Needless to say, Greek modernity is quite
different from its Western counterpart, and one therefore should
not expect to apply immediately Western definitions to the
particular Greek case. Nevertheless, a knowledge of Western
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modernity helps us to highlight our subject better because Greek
modernity was chiefly confronted with the question of the West.

To begin with, in Prometheus Kazantzakis urges Greece
to enter the stage of modernity, a state of self-consciousness
with respect to the present time, or in Bien's words "to enter
the twentieth century" ("Masterbuilder" 400). In this sense
modernity signifies a break with the past and a turn to a con-
tinuous state of presentness without the memory of tradition.
Since the main issue for Greek modernity, as we shall see, was
not the discarding of antiquity but instead the reconciliation with
it, and furthermore the impressing of the importance of antiquity
on modern men and women, Kazantzakis chose an ancient
theme severed from its historical bias. Furthermore, he gave it a
spontaneous instantaneity by attributing to it a contemporary
significance.

Prometheus represents the archetype contemporary Greeks
should emulate. He is a Nietzschean tibermensch who takes
the responsibility for all humanity on his shoulders. The idea
of the self-conscious, agonistic, and accomplished subject-centered
individual of the Enlightenment, who struggles for human and
divine salvation, is already foregrounded by Kazantzakis in his
early philosophical prose essay The Saviors of God: Spiritual
Exercises. He states: "N' ckyanacTtv Et!)ativri. Nec ASS : 'Eyea,
ya tiOVOCX0C [IOU gXCO xptoc vex athaco Try yfic. "Av SA

CfC0IIET, t yd.) (rake (31) ("Love responsibility, say: 'It is my
duty, and mine alone, to save the earth. If it is not saved, there-
fore I alone am to blame' " [Trans. Kimon Friar]) . Prometheus
is an agonist man, the king of a man-created world, while Zeus
belongs only to the heavens: "Xcaptaave* bocci Too Kai bud)
vou--aCyrk Tew ot)pocvd KL gyea T6 )(13110C!" ("Each took
his part: his own and my own—one got the heavens and I
got the earth") (37) . Prometheus's sympathy toward men and
women—"r tom( T' dcycaniiitva vec aKOTthaEl TO: icXecavator
Tfic Xacarrric, Tobc drvOpeoTroug;» (" Why should he kill
the beloved beings of mud, men?") (30)—leads him to struggle
with Zeus only by himself, "`OXoticSvaxoc" ("All alone")
(21), as a Nietzschean superman, with the single weapon his
mind: "KpaTO Kl ky(;) TGEKOOpl, TO 1.IUCXX6 1.10U" (I, too,
hold an axe, my mind") (37). Prometheus believes that human
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beings must transform material flesh into an ethereal spirit. He
refuses Pandora's love because, as she says, "Mck (bate= tau

djari awe= triipac, T71 crckpica Tupavvac vet y WEL
icvava" ("But you took the other path, you torture the flesh
so it could become spirit") (101). Kazantzakis's message to
his contemporaries is that they must consciously wage a moral
and spiritual struggle best expressed by the dionysiac (now
the prodigal spirit for the Greeks) passion for freedom, and
which also represents a disruption of the present and the emer-
gence of a new dialectic consciousness concerned with their
presentness. Prometheus lives in a transfigured horizon of spon-
taneity. His "life" is conceived not just in biological but in
temporal terms as the ability to forget whatever precedes the
present situation. Men and women must resist the corrupted
world with their bodies, hopes, and pride: ""0,Tt. propoOtiE,
ytpo--TO Koptil vac, To vo0 vac, Tic ekgteec, 	 ItEp-
cpcivicx--dc GaXouve ciarricrrat vac	 ireaal" ("What-
ever we could do, old man—our body, our mind, hopes, and
pride—let us put a counter-pillar not to fall") (24).

Prometheus, as a "modern man," not only creates a new
mankind but invents a human-created world—"xecivo6pro:
siv&pconoaavn &Tog T1) BiXcal AXE60Epri" ("a new man-
kind as I want it! Free") (32). He thus becomes the master-
builder of this new human race, a god-creator. The invention
of the "new," which in turn effects the reinvention of Prometheus
himself as a demigod, constitutes the new aesthetic and the
systematic search for modernity, setting forth a new cultural
history as celebrated in Pan's song, `"Ov.icp6c, KapSted Kat-
yoOpytoc x6avoc Toiroc" ("Go ahead, my heart! this is a
new world") (13), at the outset of the play. The old world is
retrospectively regarded as only belonging to the dream—"KocK6
'ray 8vapo Kai Tram" ("it was a bad dream yet gone") (11).
The new one, conversely, is a phantasmagoria of a praised
nouvauti—"Ma TeXetpccv, Maya you, crixeocrou, vac Sec
Kat vac xapeic yea TrXecoi!" ("Everything is over, Mother,
get up to see and delight in the new creation!") (13). The
new era is born from the "mother Earth."°

This "newness" is described in great detail. Its originality
and purity, for instance, are shown by the panegyric discourse
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of natural freshness and fertility: "Ext5Sco, dcyy(43, M&va
(,Lou, Koupckyto! rlecXu Ack ylvEL cpX6ya aq:96cro xiava.
To )(Cava nat. ea yEVEI xorrapt." ("I bend over, I touch
you, Mother, have courage! The fire will become light-weight
soil again. Soil will become grass again") (12). Earth, deprived
of its metaphysics and reverting to a mere state of nature, repre-
sents fertility, as in the lines "xato:vrpoi), ytyocrt6crtiair
("of a thousand men, of gigantic breasts") (15) or "Ilk
Tok yfrvviaec, M&va, Tobc ytycaPrec crA 06pavo0 aqn-
rtayKatacipicc" ("How did you bear, Mother, the giants
holding the Heavens tight?") (15); it has engendered a new
cultural and human memory, even "xacvot5pyio avapcarroX6t!"
("a new human race!") (62). Conscious of his temporality,
Prometheus shapes this new mankind with his own hands out
of clay in the hope that it will be morally superior to him:
"Na pa EL Td vLO (You dapernKO itcbc
arrataX65 rf Suvatil (mu Tram ma TrXecopata i.ou
gycb, KL tag pi TrEpaaouv!" ("Let your new master learn that
I am not afraid of exhausting all my power on my creatures
and let them succeed me!") (34). This "heroicization" of the
present moment, which contains "art" within it instead of repre-
senting a stage in the course of time, is also demonstrated in
Kazantzakis's Saviors of God: Spiritual Exercises: "'HOE-
xapi:k Kai irtxpa ticydaril—fl crawl) va itccpa7rEtarro0-
pz KL 4.LE1S, of npurconOpot, aTilv AstpENDEta" (53) ("The
moment has come-0 great joy and bitterness !when, we, the
vanquished, must also be cast away among the reserve troops"
[Trans. Friar)). The new people blend into the modern era
by forgetting history and tradition. Their strength is their tena-
cious will to a self-conscious struggle waged against the author-
ities of the old era; they fight to liberate themselves from the
totalitarian past.

Prometheus is the enlightened creator who combines Eastern
pessimistic passion, driven by the desires of soul and heart,
with elements of Western optimism' such as hope, progress,
and civilized order. From the fusion of these antithetical forces
he achieves the Nietzschean "joy of wisdom," a pessimism "be-
yond good and evil":
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TO iltycx dcpxlCat ecvdacrila To0 dokpealt00, f1
ectaXEicati yLec KopcpfiEta! XTUTCOMI. yXu-
xec f Kocpb(dc, 1.1.EpC)VEL 6 voi3c [Lou' itoXeirriaa Kai
vbcricra, Kai Teapa, ouxcbpEat E.tE, dbellia0T11 tpu-
xfi tiou, 'TEE015[111C70: Kt tyea p,toc ardacc dcv&pdyruvri,
pack ataka tiovaxdc, xapdc vec votaaca. (The grand
ascension of man begins, the endless course to the
top! The hearts beats smoothly, my mind calms down;
I fought and won, and now, forgive me, my untamed
soul, I, too, pined a bit, only a bit of human joy to
feel!) (74).

He molds his creation, mankind, to be identical with him,
"TrEplicpccvoug, avrexpTEc, 8pth:3- Xoup.6 Kai [it ya [A-
tom), 8voLoug tie veva, TracycctOcpribEcl" ("proud, rebel-
lious, with a standing neck and large forehead, like myself,
stubborn!") (34). These new beings are, in one sense, the
new dionysiac people who are entitled to struggle for the libera-
tion of humanity from the barbarians in the name of moderniti,
and in another, lower sense the new dionysiac Greeks who
must work to free Greece from its old form of state in
order to set up a new type of symbolic social order outside
the nineteenth-century Neohellenic tradition of both Atticism
and Byza.ntinism. 8 In Kazantzakis's terms, Prometheus is the
"masterbuilder" of a modernized Greece, the anti-Platonic
Nietzschean superman who "builds" this new society with his
own hands: "eec ae TEX.Ocaco tae &Yid: Tex Sub [mu xepoa
Kai p Trig Mecvac Tfic yfic adcpKa, Katvoüpyta
ecveporroa6vi Oircac T1 BiAcb!" ("I shall mold you with
my two hands and with my Mother Earth's flesh, a new man-
kind as I wish it!") (32). As paradoxical as it seems to be,
this transitory humanity bears the stamp of a poetic eternity in
the constant search for and imagining of "modernity," which
is conceived of as historical temporality with respect to the
course of Time. This temporality is demonstrated in the will to
struggle, the experience of a self-conscious liberty, as in the
Ocean virgins' dance in the last part of the trilogy, Prometheus
Delivered, which celebrates this experience of freedom in the
recurrent course of Time: "enctdc crnyv31! rick atm irOcrot
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ausvEc 7E6 GTO Kopcpii tfj Aprititecc bouXatiav!" ("A
divine moment! How many centuries worked for you at the
top of the desert!") (236). And it is only within the limits
of this duality that modernity can function, as a transitory and
spontaneous reality and as an eternal one. Present and past
are thus erased by a temporal and ephemeral presentness: ""Ax,

atatyouv rl y6.vvoc KL 6 19racvaroc! xi O'cx! nek 8Xa ck&a-
bta.tyroc! MSS To yt6 TOU 6 na-thpac gxecOri, Kai xatit-
voc ate yt6 TOU oclirivtoocia!" ("Oh, how birth and death
are met! And oh! how is everything undissolved! The father
was lost in his son, and lost he was reborn in his son!") (261).
Kazantzakis's modernity to a certain extent reminds us of Charles
Baudelaire's inspired definition "La modernity, c'est le transitoire,
le fugitif, le contingent, la moitie, de Part, dont l'autre moitie
est Pet1rnel et l'immuable"—with one important difference, how-
ever: Baudelaire wanted to reject the neoclassicism and Roman-
ticism that dominated the French literary scene, while as we
shall see, Kazantzakis wants to attack tradition and continuity,
which obscure the apocalyptic power of the present.

Kazantzakis places Greece in the temporal terms of moder-
nite. According to him, Greece can be viewed from a perspective
of presentness. Greece represents an amalgam of East and West
that can save Europeans from their current "crisis"—that is,
the failure of the technological and scientific revolution. Hence
Kazantzakis locates Greece between two opposite poles: on the
one hand, Greece must be conceived of in presentness and act
only upon this fleeting temporality, but on the other, the fusion
of Apollonian and Dionysiac elements (the very essence of
Greece's modernity, according to Kazantzakis) represents per-
manent duration, since this fusion is a fundamental characteristic
of Greeks suppressed by tradition. Pre-Socratic Greeks, because
of their specific geographical and spiritual relationship to East
and West, reached the apex of civilization by creating the
"tragic myth." This myth represents a fusion of apollonian
(Achaean) and dionysiac (Dorian) elements. The apollonian
elements refer to the individual forms that struggle to save the
"I" from anarchy and to establish order in a disordered and
chaotic world. The dionysiac ones, conversely, refer to pas-
sionate attempts to transubstantiate individual forms into a
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formless Oneness. Furthermore, East represents pessimism, namely
a passionate contemplation, what Kazantzakis calls "Traktudi
.vccraviori," which leads to a happy renunciation, "vocKacptoc

dernipyriari ("Exam" 1033). However, as Bien states, East
also represents passion equated with "soul," a deindividualizing
force that permits human beings to transcend the limits of
rational thought and to acquire extensive physical and moral
power ("Zorba" 150). It is precisely this positive passion that
Kazantzakis finds useful in Eastern thought, adapting it for the
purposes of his own project. West, on the other hand, represents
Socratic optimism, which makes people believe that they can
and must create another world more pure and moral than the
one that exists. To Kazantzakis Greece achieved the best synthesis
of passionate East and rational West. Here is how he describes
Greece's spiritual specificity:

TO KOpLO xapcomptatuth trig TXXcicSac etvca:
OcrrEpa OzTE6 itoXOv ecydyva, f Katoxapcoari TOO
tyd), TO CYTepEO imptypativa nob iYITOTgEL Tic
aKaT6CITC(TEC Opt*, Tok apxtyovoug batti.6-
voug at via cpoyravii TrEiBupxrivtvii avaradruvri
Goariari. TO civdrra-ro tbccviKO tfic TXXckbocc

va OCATag. TO tycb 1176 Tip/ dvapx(cc Kat TO
xacog (The main characteristic of Greece is the fol-
lowing: after a great struggle, the emancipation of
self, the solid figure that subjects the unruly impulses
and the primordial daemons in a brilliant ordered
human will. The superior ideal of Greece is to save
the self from anarchy and chaos. ("IxOX.I.o" 1033)

In other words, the Greek tragic spirit can trasform the disordered
primeval drives into an ordered and superior humanized will.
Therefore, Greece's supreme ideal is to save the individual self
from formless chaos. This goal contrasts with the Asian ideal,
which seeks to unite the individual self with the infinite.

To Kazantzakis Greece thus represents not only the cre-
ative and progressive mixture of East with West, but also the
exemplary spiritual source that will save Western civilization
from a fruitless optimism. Following the views of Friedrich
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Nietzsche as exposed in his seminal treatise Die Geburt der
Tragadie, where the author declares that the solution to the
decay of Western rationalism lies in the spirit of Attic tragedy,
Kazantzakis turns to just this spirit to reinvent his own Greece.
It is precisely this dionysiac Greece that he presents as an
exemplary model to his contemporaries; in addition, by claim-
ing the global truth and validity of the tragic myth, he wants
to strengthen the importance of the tragic spirit. Like Nietzsche,
Kazantzakis believes that Western people must turn optimism
into pessimism in order to see through the great illusion of
life. Real pessimists, however, do not passionately abandon them-
selves to the whirlpool of life's disturbances, as Buddhists do,
but struggle to fill the vacuum of their existence with power
and joy. According to Nietzsche, the nations will progress when
they find the "golden rule" between the apollonian and the
dionysiac spirit, the "third mode of existence" (125)—what
Prometheus calls "`Apt.tovia" ("Harmony!") (248).

Prometheus represents the fusion of these two antithetical
yet not contradictory elements. He steadily gazes upon the chaos
of the abyss, and his glance at the disordered world fills him
with passion, will, and power (dionysiac elements) to impose
order, beauty, and reason (apollonian elements) upon the abyss:
`Ticpci.16c awn. f1 	yvElibc o xecpoc'	 pa gob
[liana yakrivar, Traub( two, vdt Toy KOLTE(C, Vd( Ten/ KOL-
Tag, vet void.A. ac, 1564)61/Tag TOV	 aO&c:c(vEL
aou—ak6c TIN vilc 6 Tri.6 ii.Ey6:Xoc 110.Xoc" ("Life is a
precipice, death is a precipice, too ... but you, my child, with
peaceful eyes look at it, look at it, to feel, by looking at it you
increase your strength—this is the greatest task on earth")
(252). That is, conquering the precipice leads to the freedom
to glance at and play with the chaos without fear: "Kat Oa KM.-
Valle 6X6paoL, btxcbc cix56c), tat tf V Kapendc ycovecTri
tXEUTE1310t, TO 1Tp6OttYli6 Vac oXo cpc74, atO xecoc" ("and
we will look at the chaos while standing tall, fearless, with our
heart full of freedom, our face full of light" (252). in the process
of this struggle, Prometheus learns from Athena that the
greatest enemy of men and women is not God but "Moipa"
("Fate") (170) and that the only way to confront Fate is to
reconcile with it. Athena advises him to obey and accept Fate-
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"rlattpa, KatIJE To KEqxia.L, adYrroi [Atte 6 eeec taiickEt.
v4:k Tip KO I.TO:El." ("Father, bow your head, keep silent; even
God fears to look at her") (170). But Prometheus responds,
"'Epydcrric Eivat, gpyarric, Kai bouXEOca crap/ eiGUOC70
tfic Motpac KpEvaavivoc" ("I am a worker, a worker, and
I work hung from the abyss of Fate") (174). Only the Savior
is able to bear Fate, "KaToilicrux Korraovrac Tli Moipa!"
("looking steadily at Fate's face") (175). Nonetheless, by
confronting Fate at the brink of the precipice, Prometheus dis-
covers "dpilovta" ("harmony"), the ultimate goal of human
beings, which makes possible the golden balance between anarchy
and freedom, subjective chaos and objective reality. Harmony
is the newborn spirit that transforms Necessity into Freedom:
"'ITOO KOZVEL Tip/ 'AVayKT1 Sao [impel. may xbatio, aEu-
tEptcx!" ("which turns Necessity as much as it can in this
world to freedom!") (249).

Here we touch upon another important point of Kazantza
perspective as we are faced with an aesthetic paradox. Bien
rightly asks how reason relates to beauty in Kazantzakis's terms,
and explains, "It is because man, in creating logical systems on
the one hand, and beautiful forms on the other, is actually
doing the same thing: he is attempting to give order and mean-
ing to a world about him which is of itself disordered, con-
tradictory, and ugly ("Zorba" 149). It is the relation of praxis
to Fate that eventually leads to self-conscious reflection, such
as the harmonious zeugma of being with the world, of Prometheus
and the abyss. It is exactly here that we are confronted with the
psychological attitude of the suffering subject against Fate, an
opposition that has to be viewed through the irony of the limited
power of human will in the place where we trace the perennial
mystique common to all mortals, but is here heroicized in
its particular moment. The Kazantzakean aesthetic thus takes
its physiognomy from this heroic stance, which follows upon
the agonistic erring of the ego in a world in which production
is constantly revolutionized, all social relations are disturbed,
and uncertainty and agitation dominate in every respect all that
eventually constitutes the fate of modernite. The power of beauty
and the aesthetic sublime emerge out of this dialectic view of
harmony, which represents the Synthetikprozes of the I-in-the-
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world; yet such a view nevertheless reminds us of that Heideg-
gerean erring of being-in-the-world, guiding the blind and the
blinkered individual, the struggling and the suffering subject,
to the intoxicated happiness that arises from contemplating the
precipice .°

According to Kazantzakis, this contemplation of chaos is
the Greek glance: he furthermore specifies it as the Cretan
glance. Unlike the Eastern meditative glance, what characterizes
the Cretan one is its contemplation of the abyss without dissolv-
ing into it, but instead playing with it in a proud and brave
manner. Crete, according to Kazantzakis, is the synthesis of
Greece and East. Hs writes:

Kptry.' Etvat f aavOEcrri nob Iravirx TR-
blthKCAY cravhari 'EXX6c5ac Kai 'Avo:ToXfic
TO yeb V' OrrEv141. Tip/ Mum° xcopic v' derrocruv-
HTETal: TO tlICCIPL(OV, fl tVCCTe1/1.CTT1 CCOT1) vex TO
yEIAEL OuvOxrl, incEpTpdcvacx Ku. dcwrpE(a. Kai
Tirj t.tocTua ToOrri Trob dcrEAgEt gTOL TT) C,31) Kat
TO 06vcrto, Tip/ Ovoiligco KpriTtxua (Crete is the
synthesis that I always seek; the synthesis of Greece
with the East ... the T contemplates the abyss with-
out dissolving into it; on the contrary, this con-
ttemplation must fill him up with cohesion, pride,
and bravery. And I call this glance, which contem-
plates life and death a Cretan glance.) ("Ex6-
XL° 1033)

The Greeks' primary characteristic, therefore, is to struggle
for freedom at all costs with neither fear nor hope, while they
are aware of the necessity of reconciling with Fate in order to
achieve the greatest virtue, harmony.

As has already been stated, this call to Greece is not to be
understood in nationalistic terms. Kazantzakis discovers in the
Greeks the dynamic to mix Western and Eastern aspects in order
to redeem Western and Greek "crisis." Nevertheless, his aim
is to propose the Greek paradigm to other peoples as well in
order to get rid of the ambivalence that rational thought, science,
technology, and passionate pessimism have effected upon modern
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man In the second part of the play, Prometheus Bound, Kazan-
tzakis refers explicitly to the Greeks when Athena takes Pro-
metheus in Act Three to watch a battle between Greeks and
barbarians. The scene is elaborately described, and many monu-
mental sites from ancient Athens are involved: the Acropolis,
the Parthenon, the city of Athens, and the sea of Salamis. In
this particular scene Greeks are seen as fighting the barbarians
in order to liberate Dionysus: "XarEp8ate the Ta )(6pla
TCJV GocpeOcpoov TO EaEyda.o eth Tc3v TraTepcov vac!"
("Set free from the barbarians' hands our fathers' great god!")
(150). However, this scene exists not merely to remind us
once again of the power of pessimism, as depicted in the
coming of the barbarians—a note that adds a transnational
character to the scene, since the barbarians threaten not only
Greece but all humanity. The subtler meaning of this scene
has to do with Dionysus's revelation as the god of madness
through the memory of a suppressed culture, which returns us
to that philosophical idea of the death of God. In other words,
Dionysus is here evoked not only to remind the contemporary
spectators of the inhuman and hostile attitude of Zeus (and
certainly of other gods too) toward men, but also to point
out the disappearance of God, a theme already used by Nietzsche
and recurrent among the authors of the fin de siecle. Therefore,
as soon as Dionysus appears on the scene, Kazantzakis announces
the transformation of divinity: "TpccyoObt. dvat 6 ethc,

yaXac0, b v Kinniyacet., TOv Kuvriyorw, KCC1 VITOCUVEL
cre. KA.ou81. plc mini KapEnex TOG C3C1/OpthITOU . CYCAYTTeXaTE

itta v' ckKOOOTTE Tic KapEstec aocc! ("God is a song, a blue
bird, he does not hunt, they hunt him, and enters man's heart
as if it were a cage; keep silent to listen to your hearts!") (221).
This symbolic and resurrecting Antichrist hardly resembles the
old barbaric Zeus who sought to destroy mankind. To Kazan-
tzakis, of course, this critique of God essentially reflects a
Marxist criticism of bourgeois society," a critique that also
addresses itself to the Christian bourgeois subject.

The barbarians signify a threat to civilization. Greeks un-
dertake to send them away by reestablishing cultural progress.
Here we should not identify the barbarians with Asiatic peoples;
rather we should conceive of them in a more general discourse
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of "barbarism," especially common in literature and philosophy
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 11 Greeks
undertake a world war on behalf of all humanity: "irecv
p.Trpootck OT1) yfic Kt darotyouv bp6tio" ("they go ahead
to the world and clear the way") (157). This scene is, how-
ever, the only reference to the Greeks in the trilogy and serves
specifically to recall their distinctive talent for the dionysiac
and apollonian Geister. Kazantzakis's project was to liberate
mankind, as is apparent in the following exhortation: " n61
Xecc gat). MIITE ETVal i pdacroc vovdcxa placc aou TE06
q)covdcEL* pica aou ot exptcpvitEc yEvEtc tc avapeancov-
diairpoL, thrmvot., 1iccepoc—xLi✓ o0v Kat cpcovcgouv. AEUTE-
pthGOU Kt. &MO T1 pdcTcra' noXtRa vdc TOv
c3cycovcC6vEvov 6:v0pcono" ('Acrxritudi 40) ("It is not you
talking. Nor is it your race only which shouts within you, for
all the innumerable races of mankind shout and rush within
you: white, yellow, black. Free yourself from race also; fight
to live through the whole struggle of man" [Trans. Friar}) . 12

Kazantzakis's call for freedom is beyond limits of race, class,
and gender.

Prometheus's final (and victorious) battle, however, is
waged against Zeus, who represents totalitarian power. Freedom
is the antidote to life's absurdity, the subject of an inner strug-
gle: "1-1 XEurepta 5.1/ ffpxsTat, 6x1! &maw' tuk Satvovac
v-r6c vac, xai L.161c TpeaEL" ("Freedom does not come

from outside! rather it is a daemon inside who eats us") (197).
It is the mind that liberates Prometheus from the long totalitarian
regime of Violence and Anger, "XLXASec xpOvLa 6 Notic
1:5(Xuac.opivoc drie TO 0E6, if 15110110Vil Kt &yam] Tic au-
aLBEc giciatiE cprrEpoOyEc" ("Over thousands of years, Mind,
chained by the god, turned the chains into wings through patience
and love") (239), until finally "AutpcbOriKE 6 0E6c &no T1)
B[0: Kt CITC' TO euti6 ("the god was freed from Violence and
Anger") (240).

According to Constantinidis, "Kazantzakis's rebels protest
against the irrational rationalizations of powerful institutions
which use and abuse individuals and humanity" (162). To view
the play from the angle of the contemporary spectator, Pro-
metheus, the rebel, struggles for freedom in order to transcend
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social, ideological, and political constraints. To place this work
in its historical context, we must also take into account all that
Greece had suffered from the national humiliation of 1897, the
Balkan Wars, the First World War, the defeat of 1922, Metaxas's
coup in 1936, the Second World War, and the Nazi regime
during which the play was written. There is, therefore, an all-
embracing defeat and humiliation causing disorder and pes-
simism in Greece. As Constantinidis observes,

Sikelianos, Kazantzakis, and Palamas depict oppression
and poverty, but they present the conflict as of a more
universal theme beyond social nostrums such as fascism
or communism. Social problems could, perhaps, be
solved by "man-made evolution"--a purposeful change
which would produce people and institutions superior
to anything within man's horizon in the 1930s and
Kazantzakis's call to modernity and Prometheus's crea-
tion of the new era must be understood in the context
of this atmosphere, in their escape from the torturing
past." Throughout the trilogy Kazantzakis wants to
awake the Greeks as individuals to rebel against their
sense of self-defeat and their corrupt politicians."

As Bien states, to understand Kazantzakis we must realize that in
him "metapolitical and political aspects are symbiotic" and that
therefore we must not separate the religious agonist from the polit-
ical person; "neither can exist independently of the other because
the very method employed by Kazantzakis to win personal salva-
tion is political engagement" (Politics 4). Thus Kazantzakis's
play represents a sociopolitical allegory, a politicized drama in-
tegrated into the social imagining of Greece, while at the
same time it attempts to escape nationalistic constraints in its
humanistic premises. Nevertheless, this project was in opposi-
tion to the more general plan of the "autonomy of art" as
propagated by the Generation of the Thirties. Bereft of the
critical support of either Marxists or Liberals or Nationalists,
Kazantzakis's Prometheus was forced into the margins, unin-
telligible and foreign to its contemporary Greek criticism, as
we shall see now.
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Kc4ccvzVcxylg Siv avtxec arch vsosiX7jvcx6 •floc"
B. Audi)Bac

"Exese &yvotex tfic TicoptyN Euytt.1;"
N. Kc4conVcxyjg

Having highlighted the important aspects of the play, we
may now turn to Laourdas's debate with Kazantzakis. Although
the controversy concerns Kazantzakis's epic poem Odyssey, it is
useful to involve it in our discussion because the debate took
place at the time when Kazantzakis wrote Prometheus and fur-
ther illustrates his view of modernity.

Laourdas first accuses Kazantzakis's project on modern man
and modernity of not fitting the particular case of Greece. To
Laourdas Kazantzakis represents foreign ideas having nothing
to do with the classical Greek mind: '0 KccCcxvTdocric bAv
dclifiKEL aT6 vEoEN.A.rivix6 Mpg. K001.1.00ECOp(CC TOU BXL
1-LOVOV SEV Ervat AXXrpructi, c3cXXO: Kai civTgickxerat oT6
KA.aatx6 TrvECT.a. "Eva 'Etta .kaoc Wig bAv
0* pitapat:3(3'E 6.8cci.oc vex GpEi. Ttl ttoprj too vecra aTi)
E.top(pii nob dcvdorTu&E dot' TIg rbtEc too Tic rgsg TO
tXX.riviK6 TryEi3t.ta" ("Kazantzakis does not belong to the
neohellenic ethos. His theorizing not only is not Greek, but
also fights against the classical Greek spirit. Such an ethos of
life certainly could not find its form within the one that the
Greek mind itself developed") ("Xx6A.Lo" 4). According to
Laourdas, Kazantzakis's ideas are ideas of decline, "tbtEg Tfig
Trapani-Fig," suitable only to those Europeans who do have a
long and continuous history and culture; only such people may
be allowed to speak of "da(txt) Kai Trapcognl." The Greeks
must turn to their own roots in order to find their identity.
Laourdas writes: "erne. ye( 1rEpraXavrrao01.1E ce OiXXEg )(65-
peg, Sky O'er	 VOC OTpcopoOtis TT6c Tic Te•tag Tig
f:gEg vac, vdc Irapoup.E T6 NO.to	 coi-lc vac cicTri TO

no TO xi..)tioc vac, v6: cyr4riTficrouttE p TaV TBLO TOV
AauTO ticxg;" ("Instead of wandering in other countries, why
should we not turn to our own roots, to form the law of our
life from our own soil, and to converse with ourselves?")
("Xx6X.to" 26). To him it is only recently that Greeks have
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molded their own nation-state and modern history: "gt.tEtc Et-
vacr-re gvac Xa6c nob T(.5pc( tiatc TrX&Ott T6 MOO° Tfic
cafic TOU. Ti crxecrri g.xouv o i gvvo tEc Tfi S napcoctific Kai

tirlc &KA OlKfl t..tac tliiipcc; ("We are a people who
just now mold the myth of their lives. What is the relationship
of notions of rise and decline to our own fate?") ("Xx6Xto" 26).
Greeks must create their own "myth of Greekness," "TO
caul ticc Sii.tioupytocc veoEXX.rivtxo0 1roXatcrvo0" ("the de-
mand to create a neohellenic culture") ("Xxato" 28).

Laourdas defines Greekness as an idea, an essence, one not,
like any other concept, amenable to analytico-referential thought:
"fi 'EXXiviK6TriTcc etym. tbga, Siv EtVat Evvoia, Kai yC
crime) Si v tmopEi v& TtEptypacpEi yX.thaaa Tfic ckva-
X6oucrac crxttlYric" ("Greekness is an idea, it is not a concept,
and therefore it cannot be described according to the language
of analytical thought") ("Xx6Xto" 30). A Greek work, he
maintains, must reflect the expressiveness of the Greek soul,
represent ideals suitable to it, and have a Greek form. Laourdas
thinks of "Greekness" as something that sprouts from the roots
of Greek tradition. It is our soil that will stamp us with the
principles of our lives. Thus Greece, as a territory and essence,
lies above history and time. Like a transcendental truth, it dic-
tates to individuals what they must do. Its evolution seems to
be autonomous from the thought and the action of those in-
dividuals, and follows the laws of nature like a work of art
that imitates and represents nature. Nature (and Laourdas
capitalizes the N) not only lends its models to Greece, but
also eventually reveals the character of Greece, its most deep
and secret essence, since finally Greece is confined to its geo-
graphical realities, such as its mountains, seas, countryside, sky,
and natural colors and odors.

This naturalized and authentic Greece, which has acquired
metaphysical truth imaged by the clear sky and the ocean, is
totally missing in Prometheus. No topography here reminds one
of Greece. The entire trilogy is unfolded around an indefinite
and unspecified land, which seems to avoid specific recognition
and which Kazantzakis describes as "ecypto Kai pEycabrrperro
Tank): eathtc yulavk xapciSpag, Gouvoxopcpic nob 1m-
m/10ov cLK6pa, KEpauvcopiva Stirrpo:, ytyecvnot EKOU-
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vititvot 6p6Cxot. Iltpa 06:Xaccra, ecyptEvivri, tiouyipt-
4L. Bapt5c, xavriXcaptvoc oapavOc, to tiatipa E,Eamagva
at5vvapcx" ("A wild, magnificent landscape: deep bare ravines,
mountain peaks that are still smoking, trees hurled by thunder-
bolts, gigantic displaced rocks. Far away the wild sea is roaring.
The sky is heavy, lowering, with dark and tattered clouds") (11).
But in fact, by imposing such a strange landscape upon the Greek
soil, Kazantzakis challenges any territorial or spatial claims of
Greekness. Kazantzakis wants to make his heroes feel every
corner of the earth as their homeland.

In his answer to Laourdas, Kazantzakis explicitly declares
the transitional nature of their age and the consequent need for
the new to struggle with the old to ensure modernity in Greece.
In such times every individual is supposed to look into the
future and to formulate a new conception of the world. He
writes: "Firic Eiroxic TOOTEC tfic veo-oeccaaeiccc via
ITVEU4aTucii npocrircitEux llItOpEi vac KOLTCKEI IT tow
bucoadworrac Kai Kptvovrocc -thy TraXLO noXtticrtth nob
yvElittETat, f vac KOLT6C41. ILITEpOOTCk Kat V' dcycavECETaL
vex irpcxprithIJEL Kai SurrunaaEL Tay Kaivot5pyto" ("In
these transitional times, an intellectual effort either may look
back, justifying and judging the old culture that collapses, or
it may look ahead and struggle to prophesy and express the
new") ("Exato" 1028-29). The modern world is molded by
our dialectic relationship with the present. Presentness possesses
individuals, but progress demands further the participating action
of human beings.

Kazantzakis then distinguishes his own dionysiac Greece
from Laourdas's "Greekness" ("`EXAlvix.Orrita"). In his terms
apollonian Greece, distinctly separated from dionysiac Asia, sig-
nifies the Greece traditionally viewed by scholars, which is in
accordance with the classical models that Laourdas follows.
Nevertheless, such a Greece is narrowly defined, isolated in its
own predicament, deaf and blind to the rest of the world,
confined to its own national (or even nationalistic) borders. Its
chief purpose is to be in order, to set up its boundaries and
establish a nation-state. Kazantzakis's imaginary Greece, on the
other hand, originates from the dionysiac eros or infinity, the
anarchic will to break all national borders. He states:
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"empEice eöTtbc tE,apxfic KocOapeic xai TtiLLa vec
xcaptcrETE ToOc bOo KOcrpoug, Thy TXX.Ocba (ate)
'mob XaTE "TA.XecOa") Kai Thy 'AvaToki (a6T6

XaTE '''AVOCTORT)" ) &V 'It pOT i tiaTE, Toy

-EX.A.riva 'AiT6XXcova Kai Ten, 'AcrtecT1 AtOvuao.
biovucriaich dc&EOCipacsTri karrckpa ytex TO et-

TEE Lp0 , Thy Opp) TCO b't.v enixETat Kai CrTrgE
OXa Tdc crOvopac" Kai TO erfroXXavto TEiloc 'ma
Otpcaot tpuxr) rec v& VT) 6711.11£1. T1)1/
deucrcro' g.TCYL xakk Oxupcotievi, CYTE p E tievi

Xouptba yfic not) ithAcacva &caw dirrel TO
xacoc, vac' edc.A.EL Tec&ri, v' dcvavvcopbEt aOvopa
Kai vex oixobotreicsa (From the very beginning you
should clearly and honestly separate the two worlds:
Greece, what you call "Greece," and the East, what
you call the "East"; or, if you wish, the Greek Apollo
and the Asian Dionysos, the dionysiac unthirsty longing
for the infinite and the passion that does not make
firm on a strip of earth that rotted above chaos to
impose order, to realize borders and to construct.
("Ex6X.to" 1032)

Kazantzakis's Greece is that of a dionysiac humankind, a revolu-
tionary people who transgress national, religious, and class limita-
tions. Here is where we see Kazantzakis's difference from the
Generation of the Thirties. George Seferis, for example, attempts
to build on tradition with no disruption or discontinuity. Kazan-
tzakis, on the other hand, takes a further critical step to disturb
tradition and to reinvent Greece's present moment.

Kazantzakis writes of modernity that:

gnoxi) nob TrEpvotlivE iLOU cpolvETat eacocpaat-
atm& 13(VT LKA.CW Z11Tdc£ L Va alt6CCIE to Ka-
Xotintac,—crTilv ?COX LKI) , 0 ticovoiludi, KO INCOVLIO)

, OTT') aKellYri , (Trip/ itpex&ri, TtETOXEI WA
vga laoppencriarl—p.tex via KXaaua) kroxii—at.
ckvOTEpo ninth°, va bTp.LLoopy -110EL aura nob
EtrratiE MOO°, Tro6 vec OtvEt Eva vto, auyxpo-
vmilavo TEM, ven11.ta o -TOy KOolto (The era we live
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in seems to me decisively anticlassical. It seeks to break
the stereotypes—in political, economic, and social life,
thought, and praxis—to achieve a new balance—a new
classical era—at a superior level, in order to create what
we have called "new Myth," which would give a new,
contemporary meaning to the world) ("Exam"
1033-34).

Thus his alternative Greece is supposed not only to be meaningful
to Greece as a nation, as Laourdas proposes, but to extend its
beneficial meaning to the entire world. According to Kazantzakis,
Laourdas is unaware of the present time; his comments show
"ayvota Tcopivi-lc ET typil c" ("ignorance of the present
Moment") ("ExaLo" 1034).

What constitutes modern subjects is their self-consciousness,
their ability to critique present-day Greece. Kazantzakis urges
his audience to consider the present state of Greece and to
change it. He wants to isolate the present moment from his-
torical time. For this reason he breaks away from the Greek
tradition, because the first thing that he attempts to overturn
is the idea of continuity and the link with the immediate past.
Also, while Laourdas is anti-European, Kazantzakis is pro-
European; his work demonstrates close affinities with other
European authors, such as Nietzsche, Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe, Percy Bysshe Shelley, Henrik Ibsen, and Henri Bergson.
However, his modernity differs from Western European moder-
nities. To Western Europeans modernity is associated with the
Enlightenment and attacks neoclassicism for its adherence to
the past and its imitation of classical models and principles.
Moreover, European modernity challenges some notions of Ro-
manticism, specifically whatever is concerned with universality,
eternity, and the genius. Kazantzakis's project of modernity,
however, is different. Realized in another historical moment,
it follows the premises of his age regarding Greece. Since Greek
neoclassicism and Romanticism were different from the Western
European versions, Kazantzakis does not need to attack them and
to bring his model of modernity into line with European standards.
But as stated earlier, his intention is not to attack antiquity but
tradition and continuity. His project must be understood within
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a broader one of the reinvention of national culture. Thus it
must be examined in the context of a national literature about
Greece's modernization. Laourdas's and Kazantzakis's Greeces
constitute different strategic responses yet belong to the same
grand narrative of national literature.

Kazantzakis's adherence to the present moment, however,
also reveals his attempt to historicize. Greece must not only be
conceived within the superior spheres of some essential or
transcendental status, as Laourdas puts it. On the contrary, it
must be historicized and placed in the world. Kazantzakis's call
for the struggle and the individual hero derives from Lebenspraxis,
the positioning of individuals within the world. He urges
his heroes to participate in the design of their societies, effect-
ing significant changes. In a similar vein, Constantinidis also
seems to acknowledge this call for Lebenspraxis when he demon-
strates that Kazantzakis's plays function in various ways as
protest theater. Kazantzakis's position is still confined within
his dialectic vision, as, for instance, in the scene where the in-
most and solitary self is confronted with the abyss. The momen-
tum of the individual who faces the risk of chaos suggests that
we must contemplate chaos without dissolving into it, but in-
stead must play with it and move toward a supreme unifica-
tion. To quote Constantinidis, "The conflict usually develops
between matter (thesis) and spirit (antithesis), leading to the
concept of super man (synthesis)" (160). Standing at the edge
of the abyss, Prometheus explains to Dionysus that life is an
abyss at which we must look in order to strengthen our souls.
His aim is to regard this chaos while free of both fear and
hope, with a face full of light, as in the line quoted earlier:
"Kai 0.6 KOLTaVE OA.OpOot, S(xcac q)(56o, Kapbtec
vioticirr) gXEUTEp LOC, TO irp6aorir6 t.tccc q)c73c, me,
xecoc" (252).

It is precisely this Synthetikprozess that represents the di-
alectic view, the reconciliatory attempt of one thing with its
opposite to resolve into a new and complete form. Kazantzakis
states: "Sty irrropc3 TCOT Va cixecpTO Kai vec TrapabExtra
To A xcap14 TauTOxpova vec oxerc7.1 Kai TO ecvTMETO
TOU, TO —A, Kat WI OEXTIOTLI EOTt5C, yid( va yXt.rrcbaca
airy TYIv eNTLVOpla, vac taotaripthaca Kai Tec bOo ilk(
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at5v11Eari, are A" ("I can never think of and accept A with-
out at the same time thinking of its opposite, —A, and im-
mediately wishing, in order to get rid of the antinomy, to com-
plete both in one synthesis, A prime") ("Exam ," 1029).
Only through the intellectual lavishness of such a triadic rhythm
can Prometheus (the Father), Earth (the Mother), and Dionysus
(the Son) unite again—overcoming the formerly great difficulty
of the atomic and rationalist consciousness—in Oneness. That
is, one paradoxically requires an impossible perfection in order
to transform disorder into "harmony": "Movaxcx of Sub tpuxic
tiatic at.gouv a' gva 80.6 Kopp.t, Op; yit .tou,

A.Crpoaric Trepvthvtac T fiv t A.Tabcx, .8rOc gots:km(1E1E
atfic dteuacroc eicKpa" ("Only if our own two souls
are met in a heigtened body one day, my son, passing through the
hope of salvation, will we reach the edge of the abyss") (252).
Similarly, Kazantzakis's contemporary Greeks must struggle to
create a new dionysiac mankind to perfect into God. Constanti-
nidis observes that "the rebel demands a transformation of
human nature. Institutional reforms are not enough" (161).
Kazantzakis thus locates the task of modernity in the individuals
themselves, who like Prometheus must wage a personal struggle
to improve and then, by being morally superior, to perfect
society. Prometheus knows exactly the limits of his mind and
his abilities; his weapon is "Notic" ("Mind"). The progress
of society depends on the responsibility of its people. The
society that Kazantzakis calls for depends on these struggling
individuals. Or to put it as Bien does, it is Kazantzakis's "meta-
political agenda" that differentiates his project from other polit-
ical ones.

Laourdas's society is collective; people act upon the dictates
of the national yet transcendental truth. For him the Greeks
act according to their national character, the demands of their
community, and are subject to an abstract code of behavior
which is Greekness. Laourdas takes great pains to explain this
Greek character, especially what is proper and what is improper
to it. Greek essence, the Greek forms of life and art, are pre-
sented as a refined code to which people have to subscribe.

Kazantzakis's subjects are free to choose what is good or
bad for them." The dionysiac Greece must rise upon the ruins
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of the old Greece. The advent of the new god Dionysus entails
also the revolutionary breakaway from institutions such as the
nation-state, the Church, and education. The urgent call for a
new radical society transcends national boundaries to encounter
European progress, overcomes the limitations of Christianity set
by the Greek Orthodox Church, and transforms ethnocentric
education into a more humanistic culture. For this reason, Ka-
zantzakis views the case of Greece as unique. On the other
hand, he does not intend to universalize its importance.

Laourdas, however, sees tradition as quite important. His
"Greekness" implicates both an evolution toward and a nostalgia
for the literary past, but again his position assumes Greece's
historical and cultural continuity. It is interesting to observe that
Laourdas accuses Kazantzakis of being distant from what
Laourdas considers the "genuine Greek tradition." In Laourdas's
view, Kazantzakis's vocabulary is not based on concepts of logical
and analytical thought: "'ApvoOvaL Opcoc T1)V ItOLT1TLKOT1T6
Tic, ytaTi Tic ITEplCra6TEpEC Cp0pAC npogpxe-
Tat. 6)(1. &CO- Tip/ apG0TLK1) C3CVaCrTp0Cpl) ate To &XV
acrd vetpuo) dctickyKri an() dvaMouaa crxttpir ("Never-
theless, I deny its poeticity because most times the word ...
originates not from the erotic relationship with the thing itself
but from a metrical purpose or analytical thought") ("Ex6Xio"
10). He further claims that Kazantzakis's poetic world exists
only in his imagination. In addition, Kazantzakis's language
lacks sensibility, the "soul" that grows from contemplating
Nature: "vol.ACG) wag TroXt) eaKaLoXoyilikva [Limpet vdc
ITEi KONE1C 6TL C.)1TeCpXEL Taxvi eteata cth gva Ti-
TOW "stil," bL, CnrckpxEl. tit.toc Ko:Endic IJICC8'71TEEOC 'tic  tpuxlic
TrAAL aTti (Marl ("I think that quite justifiably one can say
that there is certainly enough art in such a style, but there is
no discipline of soul by Nature") ("XxON.Lo" 12). 15

Laourdas is certainly influenced by demoticists' ideology.
He evaluates Kazantzakis's work according to its authenticity
and by means of the aesthetics of the demotic songs: '0 XEXTL-
.KOc 0710a0p6C TOO KaCCVT6C101 Etyal ouyicEvTpc.aavoc
c& OXEc Tic glarivutic ycavtic Kai ditO dinapa Xaixex
KEEpLEVCC, and Tpayot5Fna, napatitieta, napotplac, =pc:t-
e:Scrag 'dig PoOliEktic, Tfic P68ou, Tfic K&itpou, To°
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n6vrou" ("Kazantzakis's lexical treasury has been compiled from
all Greek peripheries and from an endless amount of popular exts,
songs, tales, proverbs, traditions, from Roumeli, Rhodes, Cyprus,
and the Black Sea") ("Exam" 8). He extols Kazantzakis as
rarely knowledgeable: "air E.us3c ATroxii Trot) OXot p.t.A.ava yta
Tip 'EXX.ccba Kai tiOvo Evo:c boo Thy ápouv, Shoc airr6c
o Ta.oCroc Sky irropd. Trap& vat Too stvEL Troxe) 1,1E-yeari
xapa" ("In an age when all speak of Greece and only one
or two know it, all this wealth can only give him great joy"
("Ixato" 8). Laourdas ends by defining the hellenicity of
language in this fashion:

II taw O:Tr6 Kc56E Xe i1 jai gvac KOatioc CEar6c,
aicrarit6c, xupornacrrOc, gvac KOatioc i.XXrph-
K6c.	 g.XXrpruch ypaixt.u) -rfic docpa-aXacrotac
Kai To0 Gouvoi3,	 OcrrEpr)c, vOxrac Kat To0
i-Puou, 1.160a 0'T1) Xa&11 TOO IT01.71Th Kat
xalla. gVCX TeT01.0 gpy0 TWO KatocX6EL cpaoao-
qmedc Ten/ KO0110 fl EXXTFIX1) Xe&I-1 arga Kai TO
TrLO dcatitiocv-ro Ccolic (Behind every word a
warm, sensible, palpable world, a Greek world, lives.
The Greek shoreline and mountain, starry night and
sun, burn inside the poet's word. In a work that philo-
sophically disintegrates the world, the Greek word
saves even the most insignificant things of life).
("ExciAlo" 10)

Thus Laourdas understands the Greekness of literary language
as coming straight from the heart ("KOop.oc CEatOc" ("a
warm world")) and as being subject to senses and reality ("oci.-
aarrrOc, xEipontaoc6c" ("sensible, palpable")) . Further-
more, he identifies the vocabulary of the poet (in the sense of
poietes as demiourgos, creator) as immediately associated with
Greece, epitomized in its most representative characteristics:
the seashore, the mountain, the starry night, and the sun.

The "new shiver," in Laourdas's words, that Kazantzakis
brings to literature is actually this ambiguous humanist project
of modernity. His modernity indeed represents an alternative
Greece, yet within the more general problem of identity. Ka-
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zantzakis's challenge was courageous but utopian; it strove to
reconstruct a lost Greece. His dramas represent the best evidence
of this project of revival and rebirth." Later, in his novels,
Kazantzakis abandoned the idea of rebirth. His project of moder-
nity was problematic because he wanted to build the new upon
the remote past. Thus his alternative thesis was heightened by
this antiquarian effort rather than by his attachment to the
present moment. Yet as I said earlier, Kazantzakis worked
within the limits of a national literature. He wrote for a local
and specific national audience regardless of his often refined
cosmopolitan ideas." He sensed the limitations of his work
when he spoke of the "Cretan glance." Prometheus is not only
the modern man but also the Greek who must re-create
Greek society.

It is precisely this ambiguity that one discovers in Kazantza-
kis's project; on the one hand he turns to Europe to address
contemporary problems, and on the other hand he confines
himself to a small national audience. Thus, for instance, we
see that Goethe's and Shelley's Prometheus dramas speak
in the name of humanity while Kazantzakis's addresses itself
only to contemporary Greeks. Kazantzakis undoubtedly bor-
rows many ideas from Goethe's drama, such as the human
nature of Prometheus and the creation of men and women out
of clay." But it is not true that he abandons Aeschylus. On
the contrary, Kazantzakis reads Aeschylus carefully and is deeply
concerned with the tragic message of the classical drama. But
his aim is to re-create Prometheus and to modernize its message
for the contemporary Greeks."

Kazantzakis's modernist attempt is important to Greek
modernism besause of its ambivalence about its literary tradi-
tion and about European models as well. As in the case of
Dionysios Solomos,2° we are confronted with a writer who strives
to bring innovations into Greek literature via the cosmopolitan
West, but who also senses his minority position, as a national
writer, in his effort to resist the West. Regardless of all the
biographical data, Kazantzakis remained a writer of the Hel-
lenic diaspora, and his works are full of resistances, escapes,
and reinventions. For him modernity is always based on the
ambiguous relationship of cosmopolitan dreams with local
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imaginings In the more general project of modernity that took
place in Greece in the 1930s and 1940s, Laourdas and Kazan-
tzakis employ two different strategies—nationalism and cosmo-
politanism, respectively 21 It must not be assumed, however, that
both proposals functioned within the same institution of national
literature; they represent two distinct lines, each with its own
precursors and successors. Only a few avant-garde writers dis-
tanced themselves from and criticized national literature; space
precludes my discussing them now.22

In conclusion, Kazantzakis's unique view of Greece and
modernity in Greek letters and, especially, his ideological con-
frontation with the Generation of the Thirties resulted in his
long-time marginalization by dominant Greek criticism. As Bien
states: "If Kazantzakis' case is at all representative (and, ob-
viously, I think it is), we are forced to conclude that a Greek
theatre has never fulfilled the promise that existed in the
beginning of this century. The reasons ... must certainly be
varied and complicated. Yet surely one of them has been the
refusal of both critics and the wider public to accept the theatre
as a natural, healthy arena for the exhibition of disagreeable
ideas" ("Masterbuilder" 408-09).

NOTES

1The issue of tradition and modernity in Greek literature has been recently
discussed by other scholars, too. In Ot Meragopcpeactatc ¶00 'Eavtop.o0 Kat
TO 'I AsoA6yripx •rfic 'EXX.rivtidrurrac crt6 MaourrOXEgo Dimitris Tziovas
convincingly demonstrates the particularities of Greek tradition that differen-
tiate it from the universal Western model of European modernity. For instance,
Tziovas cautiously states that Greece resists the Western rationalist model of
modernity by projecting ideas of conflict and rivalry. Greece as a cultural
phenomenon, accordingly, opposes and questions the West's inflexible ra-
tionalism, insisting instead on contradiction or pluralism. In Tziovas's view
the Greek pattern of modernity is based on its alternative and multivocal char-
acter, which differs from the European model: "fi gUtivou'l TroXvrtarmil Tau-
Ibtrrra Efiraxrip6croovrac Thy E.rEp6rrita Kat tfiv 1toXuoxt5i1 qamarca-
t.tta Trig irpoltopE6Erat Kat apvo011avti vr3r &rroxixpEt ardr vraytcogivcc
mrapE6TuTra Ton Surtko0 6p9oXoytotto0•vac 67mv8utittEt &rt A o6afa
gyKEt•rat •rfl Stacimp6 Trig Kat Trcbc 6 xaeoptatt6c Tic avriyarat Ta-
XIX& .CYTO iipVTITI.K6 Tic EIScaXo, BriA..cc&h aril 1.11)-TCCUT6TVOC" (16).
Tziovas further observes that concepts, such as these of tradition and Greekness,
are introduced into Greece not as historical phenomena but as abstract ideas,
"sk Ocpaprrouaec tcrropticic ouvtotroaEc A cbc aqmprigivEc etxpovec
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Orrerritec btataeryruKcIc itpo osyy Cc:4aq Kat citaelyrtx& 7CpOOM11111.[JEC" (17).
Greekness is juxtaposed with modernity, which is identified with breaking up
tradition, modernism, and Europeanness. Gregory Jusdanis, on the other
hand, studies Greek modernity as "a path of perpetually catching up with
Europe with the aim of ultimately becoming a European nation" (17). Greekness
thus serves as a mediating link between the European and the local. According
to Jusdanis, "Greekness enabled the reconciliation of the contradictions defin-
ing Greek identity since the original encounter of diaspora Greeks with moder-
nity: East and West; local and cosmopolitan; religious and secular; traditional
and modern; state and nation, Romeic and Hellenic" (127).

2For the aestheticization of Greekness, see Lambropoulos ("Ideology," Lit-
erature), Tziovas (Nationism, MeTal.topcpcbaEtc), and Jusdanis.

31 must mention that the opinion of a handful of literary critics had
great power in the formation of a national canon, because in the 1930s Greece
still lacked massive educated and middle-class audiences, which could have
facilitated a socially oriented art and a political theater as in other European
countries, such as Germany, France, and Russia. Greek modernism was addressed
to a middle class preoccupied with other priorities than theater; it was therefore
different from other modemisms.

4We must also take into account that Kazantzakis wrote Prometheus as a
play text and not as a performance text; that is, the text was meant to be
read rather than to be performed. This intention is also evident from the prolifera-
tion in the play of intellectual aspects unsuitable to drama. Colin Wilson notes
that Kazantzakis "uses poetry, prose, narrative, description, choral utterance,
film, the sounds of nature (particularly of birds and the sea), dialogue, lengthy
single-character exposition and soliloquy, masks, interaction of characters, and
all the lights and sounds of the theatre to produce a drama that cares little for
the niceties of logical construction or the separation of artistic media" (179-80).
It is also no accident that other scholars, such as Marcello Pagnini, regard
Goethe's dramas as belonging to the same category. Pagnini writes: "It is
legitimate to recognize the written text as autonomous and an end in itself
only (a) in the few cases in which the author may never have destined the
text for the stage, but for the reader, even though it is in dramatic form (as
happens, for example, in Goethe's Faust and in some other Romantic works), or
(b) in those ambivalent cases in which the author may have foreseen the two
functions: literary and theoretical" (80).

6A11 translations from Prometheus or other texts are mine, unless otherwise
indicated.

6The "mother Earth" is the original numen of creation. Could it al-
legorically represent a "renaissance of the state," a new state of innocence and
freedom? I want to state parenthetically that for Gilles Deleuze and Felix
Guattari earth is the initial immanent unity that allows the creation of the
transcendent unity of the state (146).

nee also Bien, "Zorba."
81 am referring to the nostalgic attempts, primarily initiated by the purists

and the academicians, to revive the Attic and Byzantine spirit in the name of
a belated neoclassicism and Romanticism. Kazantzakis was against these humanistic
attempts at revival. His own project was neither to restore Hellas nor to link
the present with the past, but rather to enlighten individuals in order to create
a modern Greece. Such a plan was further based on the moral and political
consciousness of the free subject. It is the new subject who is aware of his/her
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political situation and who attempts to redefine Greece's position toward its
past and the West.

9Constantinidis rightly observes also that Kazantzakis's aesthetics lies in
"personal and collective freedom from repressive artistic and social structures"
(159).

101t must be noted that the concept of "bourgeois" in the Greek context is
different from the French, German, and English senses of the term. The English
"bourgeois" and the German "Burg" have specific ideological connotations and
refer to middle-dass citizens, while in French "le bourgeois" is more neutral,
including every citizen after the 1789 Revolution. In Greek, however, the equivalent
term "dcrrOc" has a direct political meaning, specifically of Marxist origin,
and means the wealthy upper class, the class that owns the means of production
and exploits the workers. We must keep in mind that in Greece there is no
aristocracy to occupy the highest social status, In Greek, therefore, the term
acquires only a reactionary meaning and is always used in the context of a
Marxist critique.

11Tziovas also discusses the issue of barbarism in C. P. Cavafy's poem
"Waiting for the Barbarians." See "Cavafy's Barbarians and Their Western
Genealogy."

12See also Banks and Campell.
"In the same context of change we must also place Tellos Agras's poem

"fl poliriekac," published in Nia Tcrricc 29 (1941) : 437 and reprinted in
"Tptavranpu?ula inavfic !iliac:mg" (One Day's Roses), ed. Kostas Stergiopoulos
(Athens: Fexis, 1965).

"The idea of the individual subject has existed in Greek literature since
Cavafy and Kostas Karyotakis, not to mention Romantic poets such as Panayotis
Panas, D. Valavanis, and Ioannis Karasoutsas. However, this idea of the private
individual was always opposed by the ideology of a national literature. In-
dividualism emerges again during the 1930s and 1940s in surrealist and radical
modernist texts, such as those by Stelios Xefludas, Andreas Embirikos, Nikos
Engonopoulos, Nikolaos Kalas, Nanos Valaoritis, Nikos Ghavriil Pentzikis, and
Renos Apostolidis.

"In general, Laourdas was interested in the relationship of soul with
nature. He finds that his contemporaries are unable to address this issue because
of a "lack of spirituality" ("gXXEnini irvEuttaTtxerriTac"). In his essey "1-1
Aoyo'rExvodi Kpittia) are Meacnte•Xwo," Laourdas argues that Odysseus
Elytis's representation of nature in "`HAtoc 6 rIp&roc" is "soulless" and
"irrational" ("dclitno xal &Lori") (3).

"Angelos Sikelianos was also involved in this project. See "11 paoyos."
17A comparison between Kazantzakis's Prometheus and the Prometheus

dramas by Goethe and Shelley can demonstrate that Kazantzakis wrote to satisfy
the needs of a specifically Greek audience, while Goethe and Shelley address
their dramas to more universal audiences.

"See also Kerenyi.
19It is no accident that Kazantzakis chooses Prometheus as the subject

matter for his project of rebirth. According to Gilbert Murray, Aeschylus's
Prometheus is the most representative drama of Attic tragedy. Murray states: "I
know of no other Greek play which at all approaches the Prometheus in this
ambitious and romantic use of stage devices. The Greek word for it is
terateia... a style which makes constant appeal to the sense of the marvellous"
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(43). And E. A. Havelock adds, "Seen in this light, this tragedy becomes a
commentary on the basis of all Greek tragedy. At an almost abstract level, it
seeks to present the humanist spirit of free inquiry, and of belief in the man who
inquires, set over against the religious sense of insecurity, before an environ-
ment which is jealous and can crush us.... The fundamental thing about the
play is that it seeks to dramatize the dialectic itself, in the Greek consciousness,
between the anti-humanism of Mediterranean religion and the fierce faith in
man possessed by the Greeks" (47).

"See also Bosnakis, "rlourrriKA," in which I argue that besides the
category of minor authors, as brilliantly proposed by Deleuze and Guattari, we
must also consider another category of national writers who challenge the cen-
trality of a universal canon. Thus in addition to Western European Romanticism,
we need to take into account other national and peripheral Romanticisms in
order to understand this literary phenomenon in its entirety.

21Although Greek literary nationalism has already been sufficiently studied
by scholars, cosmopolitanism is yet to be examined. Its chief representatives
include Nikos Kavvadias, Karyotakis, Cavafy, Embirikos, Engonopoulos, Kalas,
A. Baras, and D. I. Antoniou.

"See Bosnakis, "Modernism" and "TXXottBa."
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The Photographic Dimension
in Some Poems of C. P. Cavafy

by CORNELIA A. TSAKIRIDOU

It is not at all peculiar that poets might fail to understand
their own poetry.' Plato saw this first; witness the Ion. Neither
great poets nor exquisite rhapsodies need give good expla-
nation for what they do. Someone foreign to the work (Socra-
tes, for instance) usually proves the best critic—or so we have
chosen to believe. With that granted, the question to ask is
what we stand to gain by identifying one such failure in Cavafy-
which is in part what this paper is about. For it seems to me
that his work remains conspicuously indifferent to discovery of
this sort, something that cannot be said for its public, which
quite often these days seeks to revitalize its perceptions with
new "truths." Here is the one I propose: Some poems by Cavafy
work like photographs. He did not see that. He wrote briefly
and indirectly against photographic representation.

Before I continue it would be helpful to say a few things
about method. By drawing a distinction between the invariable
work and its variable perceptions, I am trying to avoid an
entire family of fallacies of the intentional type, such as the
idea that Cavafy's erroneous reading of Cavafy is necessarily
connected with the kind of poem he made. Particularly I wish
to avoid the psychological interpretation of poetic structure
which, in its extreme versions, reduces the work to biographic
or psychographic material. The distinction, evidently, is meant
to work as a preventive device—that is, to remind us constantly

CORNELIA A. TSAKMIDOU, assistant professor in philosophy at La
Salle University, specializes in German aesthetic theory and the
philosophy of visual representation. She has published in both areas
and recently shown her own work in photography.
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that we cannot thoughtlessly and indiscriminately link life to
work (art). For much of our discussion, we shall have (un-
avoidably, given the present structure of critical discourse) to
sustain the connection. There is another point that must be
made. Since poetry can have more than one voice (by which I
mean the construed subjects of the speeches that constitute a
poem), we may introduce another device for similar prophylactic
purposes: the distinction between a historic and a poetic Cavafy,
or a meta-voice and an object-voice respectively. It is, I believe,
the latter that we wish to engage here.

We know that the poet does not approve of the way
photography represents: "what an ugly word," he writes in
Unpublished Notes on Poetics and Ethics about photographisis
(the taking of a picture) (37). It is not the word, of course,
that disturbs him but the act it denotes. This brief and singular
reference to photography comes in a 1906 note in which Cavafy
reflects on poetic truth. Time, he observes, may prove a poem
false, the poet deceived or deceptive. But not always; "An Old
Man" (1897) has been proven wrong, "Candles" (1899) has
not. The underlying concern is this: 'What makes a poem one's
own? If it is some memorable impression, a once intimate and
moving contact with things and persons, should its presence be
sought in the poet's memories and recollections or in the poem's
logic? And if minds fail their past encounters by forgetting,
what would a poetics of thorough (unfaded) recollection be
like, were it possible?

We are reminded of Cavafy's obsession with revision. It
would be "safe," he reflects in 1906, to resort to description
and write exclusively about the way things are, whether in nature
or in history. We can understand the association with photog-
raphy, which would be ideal in this regard: transcription from
life to print cannot be disputed for a medium that represents
by contact. Moreover, through the photograph, the photographer
is given indisputable presence in representation. For poets such
presence would require an explicit recognition of their role as
observers and recorders. Cavafy cannot accept that interpreta-
tion. He calls the descriptive poem (and it would seem the
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photograph too) "a trivial and shortlived thing." To create
significant and lasting work, a poet must never win the struggle
with time and deception. We are not told whether this struggle
is part of the poem's life, such that neither poet nor poem can
win. We shall see later that it is not; some poems do win. It
is the historic Cavafy who is speaking here in the 1906 note.

Cavafy seems to hold against photography that it makes
falsification difficult by preserving what the eye saw and bring-
ing it back, minutes or years later, intact. Perhaps with resigna-
tion, his own eye wants to work from the opposite direction.
"To me," he writes, "the immediate impression is never a
starting point for work. The impression has got to falsify itself
with time, without my having to falsify it." One could not op-
pose the logic of photography more. "The visible," he remarks
in another context, "is seen with little observation. Art is what
the artist invents."

In a 1902 note he admits that he invents (lies). The more
lies, we read, the more creative it is. "Doesn't art always lie?"
he asks (Unpublished Notes 21). Not where it does not have
to, we might respond, where it is equipped to tell a certain
truth or convince us that such telling is possible. Whatever the
significant moment (to borrow Henri Cartier-Bresson's descrip-
tion of photographic inception), it might not be within the
logic of poetry to capture it or to persuade us that it has, but
merely to record its passing—its being lost to its being written,
if such expression be permitted.

We have recollections of the poet in his later years that
describe a solitary figure receiving guests in rooms carefully lit
by candles and darkened by drawn curtains. "Like a photog-
rapher," writes Robert Liddell in his biographical study, "Cavafy
was continuously adjusting to the light; he himself invariably
sat in shadow, timidly avoiding the eyes of others while yet
examining them closely" (182). In this image the visitor must
be seen clearly; the instant of the first impression (or contact)
must be prolonged. How different an impulse this is from the
one that underlies his critical remarks. How minimal the in-
vention—limited to the staging of the anticipated encounter—
and how overwhelming the delight in the visible. Might habit
be more instructive about the work than reflection? We must
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consider the matter in the frame of the 1906 note. The sug-
gestion of a photographic sensibility in Liddell's study can in-
form the distinction between description and invention. If, as
photography instructs us, truth is revealed in its full subsistence
and force only momentarily, what is the poet to do for whom
all originals subsist in memory? Mustn't he necessarily invent?

Characteristically, Cavafy asks in 1902: "Do Truth and
Falsehood really exist? Or, is there only New and Old—and
the False is simply the old age of Truth ?" (Unpublished Notes
24). It would seem that the answer to his earlier question
"Doesn't art always lie?" is that art forgets, and what appears
to be a lie is only some worn-out truth (a faded original).
How appropriate a thought for someone who also confesses:
"I have two capacities: to write Poetry and to write History"
(quoted in Liddell 123). To be sure, his history would not
have been a history of tested descriptions, the narrated display
of an era's facts. Verification becomes irrelevant when rep-
resentation invents, or when it is granted that not truth and
falsehood but present (presence) and past (absence) are the
parameters of poetic logic. But what if that logic shows other-
wise? What if invention turns out to be a strategy for correc-
tion, for inverting poetic logic in order to introduce a sensibility
new and unlikely for poetry, that of photographic representa-
tion, which takes its images directly from the desired object at
the very moment that desire forms ?

* * *

If invention in Cavafy is one such inversion—where the
poem can actually work like a photograph—the question about
truth and falsehood might be given a different answer: art never
forgets and truth never ages; rather, artists forget and their
perceptions age until they begin to invent and by inventing
resuscitate and reconstitute the temporarily lost original. If that
is the case, poetry can get at the visible by means of a refraction,
a route it must necessarily follow given the logic of the con-
sciousness that defines it. We read from "On Board Ship" (1919)
about a pencil portrait "hurriedly sketched, on the ship's deck,/
the afternoon magical,/the Ionian Sea around us.//It is like
him. But I remember him better looking" (lines 3-6). What
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the sketch, not unlike a snapshot, has preserved, is the image
that will recall for the poet how that face was when it became
imperative to represent it. This would seem to be a type of
presence that forces representation, a moment in a person's
existence in which circumstance created a consummate con-
centration of character and form: "He appears to me better
looking/now that my soul brings him back, out of Time"
(9-10). It is to that abundance of lively form that we owe
the impulse to record, to preserve the visible in order to retrace
the actual. Who could better understand photography, which
retraces through the negative?

Viewed in this way the poem gives us the condition for
the possibility of photographic representation, a condition con-
sonant with the sudden manifestation of substance in the field
of experience as well as with our perception and response to
it. Cavafy, of course, did not see that. The vision belongs to
the voice that speaks the imagery and brings the picture (the
pencil portrait) as evidence of a presence that only an eye ex-
posed to photography can discern and only a voice instructed
in epigram can relay. This presence evinces the coincidence of
substance and accident that also happens in the world of his-
tory, when epochs contract into individuals to give us such
Cavafean favorites as Julian and the Ptolemies (in "The Glory
of the Ptolemies" and "Julian and the Antiochians," among
others) .2

Reconstitutions of this sort can be absolving or idealizing,
but throughout it is the poetic voice that performs such absolu-
tions or idealizations. The poem "Photograph" (1913) —"That's
How" is the Greek title—asks: "In this obscene photograph
secretly sold/(the policeman mustn't see) around the corner,/
in this whorish photograph,/how did such a dream-like face
make its way? How did you get in here?" (1-5). The "ugly"
word photographisis comes to mind. Invention will change that
ugliness. The true picture (the other photograph that the poem
upholds) is visible only to those who can grasp the photographed
in that abundant and distinctive beauty that provoked exploita-
tion in the "obscene" and failed representation. The poetic voice
first ponders, as most of us will, "Who knows what a degrad-
ing, vulgar life you lead;/how horrible the surroundings must
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have been/when you posed to have the picture taken;/what a
cheap soul you must have" (6-9). But as soon as that thought
(vision) is completed, the voice unexpectedly projects an eye
that can see (and has seen) the photographed as a "figure/
shaped for and dedicated to Hellenic love" (11-12).

By this move, the pornographic object—what the unaesthetic
world desires and forbids—is transformed to the "dream-like
face" (11) that the camera, more aesthetic than its enterpris-
ing owner, was alone to have seen; the poem creates the second
ever viewing. The restoration of the photographed to its original
presence is also a restoration of poetry's power to reconstitute
the seen and to educate the viewer (most urgently, perhaps,
the photographer): "that's how you remain for me/and how
my poetry speaks of you" (13-14). The reference to "speech"
is, of course, metaphoric. This is a poem that cannot just be
spoken; it must, simultaneously, be visualized.

Other poems work similarly. In "From a Drawer" (1923),
time and concealment—the desire at once to preserve and to hide—
have damaged a truth: "Those lips, that lovely face—/if for
a day, if only for an hour,/a single hour their past could be
brought back.//I shall not frame this photograph as it is.//To
see it spoiled would make me suffer much" (5-9). Poetic in-
tervention here takes on another form, restoration a different
intensity. The faded, frayed photograph directs a pattern of
rehearsed behaviors, gestures, and thoughts through which its
presence is acknowledged and revered. As in ritual, life revolves
around the concealed other whose symbolic energies authorize
"appropriate" sequences of words and actions: "Besides, even
if not spoiled,/I should be anxious always to be sure/of what
a word of mine, a tone of voice, revealed,/if I were ever asked
to tell its tale" (10-13). We see that this may not be possible.
The tale has already been told. Like the portrait's absence,
secrecy is inverted by the very unfolding of the poem whose
dual ontology, the complex of verbal and visual restoration,
draws the photographed out of the drawer and exposes the
telling voice.

With what has been said so far, we can reinterpret
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Cavafy's remark about the falsification or aging of the poet's
impressions. Aging becomes a metaphor for culmination such
as we have when individuals, cities, and ideas are so abundant
in expressing their nation, epoch, or ethnic character that they
can epitomize them—that is, become eminent representatives
of the types they are and in that sense exemplary beyond their
specific historical circumstances. Witness what happens to Mark
Anthony, to Anna Komnini, to Antioch, and to Plato's Republic
II, 383 (in the poem "Unfaithfulness," 1904).

The poetic voice in Cavafy may be no different. For it is
most memorable when it has sensed to the fullest, when its eye
has been released from its rehearsed affections to a paradigmatic
instance of total perception, often to the point of remorse and
suffering. From a 1905 note we read: "How many times at
work a beautiful idea comes to me, a rare image ... like ready-
made and sudden verse, and I am forced to neglect them be-
cause duty cannot be postponed" (Unpublished Notes 32-33).
I would like to think that the image that here resembles ready-
made verse has an analogue in the condition that identifies
photography: the significant, unexpected encounter with things
to which the eye and its equipment can only bear witness. If
we adopt this analogy, the interjection of the poetic voice in
the realm of history—a move that Cavafy uniquely masters—
may be no different from the interjection of the camera in the
same context, for example Robert Capa's masterful presence in
Naples, 1943.

Such a coincidence of vision and voice orders "The Mirror
in the Front Hall" (1930). Two episodes of reflection, the
one ostensively fleeting (the boy looks at the mirror and goes
away), the other lasting (the mirror keeps the image where
the boy left it), are separately formed and then joined by means
of a phrase that suspends the incident in history and prepares
it for epigrammatic (or photographic) transcription: "He took
it and went away" (12). The eye that observes the now empty
room watches as the original is reinstated: the boy is still there
and will remain in place. Nothing beautiful will be surrendered
to history before poetry has its say. But poetry shall not speak
in replicas—curating reproductions of lost originals in mere
subservience to history. Those who seek replicas in "The Mirror"
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are reading the surface. No replicating device occupies the
scene to work symbolically up to the reader's attention. Rather,
the "huge mirror" is the scene, the hall itself a device—perhaps
not unlike the interior of a camera—and the poem a mirror.

At this point we should begin to recognize the unique
visual presence of the Cavafean voice. For it takes a voice re-
hearsed in the vivid imagery of its eye to invent the telling of
a mirror's story, to show the view from within the glass, to see
and sense as glass. We read: "The tailor's assistant,/left alone
as he waited,/went up to the mirror, looked at himself/and
adjusted his tie. Five minutes later/they brought him the receipt
He took it and went away.//But the old mirror that had seen
so much/in its long life—/thousands of objects, faces—/the
old mirror was full of joy now,/proud to have embraced/
total beauty for a few moments" (8-18).

Earlier we promised not to resort to the poetic subject (the
historical Cavafy) in order to determine its poetics. The tempta-
tion is to suspect in the mirror's embrace the poet's tormented
body and eye—since in 1930 he was an old "mirror." But we
should not give in. Any such reading would require the inter-
jection of a subject, either as a discernible position within the
poetic locution or as a dominant tense in the locution's gram-
mar. Neither is present in the poem. The embraced image, that
cunningly selective reflection, appears suddenly, with no warn-
ing except, perhaps, the boy's reflexive moment of self-aware-
ness. Even that moment, however (as I wish to suggest with
"reflexive"), lacks design and by no means anticipates—as it
would for someone observing the scene and holding things up
to attention, such as the boy's eye or that of the person who
brought him the receipt—the mirror's animated eye, full of joy
and pride, for which history (that which it has seen before and
remembers) and desire (that which it sees now and savors) -

are inextricably nature and metaphor. Nothing, and nobody, out-
side that eye is capable of vision in the hallway—and this includes
the poetic voice. If the poem is constituted as a mirror, that voice
has been thoroughly visualized. It speaks as glass.

This is a good moment to recall Cavafy's remark about
the visible and the invented: the former plausibly a photograph
(so "trivial and shortlived"), the latter likely art. This distinc-
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tion has now been suspended, as all distinctions must at the
end of aesthetic discussion. Were it only for the visible, that
which "is seen with little observation," Cavafy might have
abandoned poetry, perhaps to write history. Were it only for
the invented (the "lie" and the "deception"), we might not
seek him in scholarship today.

Invention in Cavafy seems to originate in and conclude
with a hyperaestheticism, a heightened sensibility of the voice
to the image and its moment, in which intimacy with the seen
must be reconstructed from past encounters and restored to its
fullest liveliness. There are street photographs—by Andre
Kertesz, Cartier-Bresson, Garry Winogrand—in which the seen
is so intimate, the encounter, though visibly past, so present,
that the action seems to be corning toward the viewer from some
indiscernible point in the future (as in Cartier-Bresson's Seville,
Spain, 1933), never aging or showing signs of pastness. Cavafy's
may be similar.

This quality would suggest three things. First, that the
question about falsification is poetically rather than critically
resolved when New and Old collapse in the thoroughly visible
voice for which all aging can be done in the present, the time
of the poem's reading. Second, that some photographs work
like poems and vice versa. And third, that what Cavafy wrote
about photographisis in 1906 might not have been repeated
in 1930. It would seem that by then he had found a voice for
which the matter of poetic truth (or falsehood) had become an
old question.

NOTES
1An earlier version of this paper was presented at the First International

Symposium on C. P. Cavafy, 12-17 October 1991, in Alexandria, Egypt.
2For the Greek original and for the English translation I have used the

volume C. P. Cavafy: Collected Poems.
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The Development of Guerrilla Warfare
and British Policy
Toward Greece 1943-1944

by ANDRE GEROLYMATOS

In occupied Greece the direction and organization of guer-
rilla warfare by the Allies and a great many of the intelligence
operations came under the control of the Special Operations
Executive (SOE) . 1 The SOE, in the words of Winston Churchill,
was created in 1940 to "Set Europe Ablaze." In practical terms,
the SOE was charged with instigating subversion, sabotage, and
guerrilla warfare against the Axis in cooperation with the
resistance forces of occupied Europe.

As an organization the SOE was to function in complete
secrecy, which meant that few in Whitehall knew of its existence;
its personnel in the field, however, wore the uniform of the
British army and to the Greek andartes were representatives of
Great Britain. The situation in Greece was further complicated
by the fact that the largest resistance organization, EAM-ELAS,
was anti-monarchical and politically left-wing, whereas the British
government was committed to supporting the Greek monarchy
and the Greek government-in-exile.

Regardless of this anomaly, SOE activities in Greece were
directed at developing Greek guerrilla bands, and little con-
sideration was given to the political sympathies of the resistance
organizations. The primary function of the SOE was to inflict
as much damage as possible upon the Axis; it had no mandate
to address the postwar agenda of the Greek resistance organiza-
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tions. In addition, during this critical phase (1941-42) of the
development of the SOE in the Middle East, radical organiza-
tional changes complicated the role of the Cairo branch of the
SOE with regard to its relationship to the resistance organiza-
tions in the Balkans. Sir Frank Nelson, the head of the SOE,
was forced to implement a series of changes in the Cairo head-
quarters of the SOE in response to charges of corruption and
mismanagement. The accusations had resulted from the rivalry
that had developed between the Cairo SOE and other British
intelligence and military agencies. Although most of the evidence
was based on gossip, Nelson felt that an investigation was one
means of restoring the lost confidence of the Services (Lyttelton
239; Sweet-Escott, Irregular 74). Accompanied by Bickham
Sweet-Escott, later one of the principal historians of the SOE,
Nelson failed to find conclusive evidence of any wrongdoing
but implemented a reorganization of SOE Cairo on the grounds
that the present executive staff had little credibility with the
military and the intelligence services (Sweet-Escott, Irregular
75). Thus began a tradition that was to last until the end of
the war: every August the head of Cairo SOE would be sacked,
followed by a general purge of the headquarters staff (Sweet-
Escott, "S.O.E." 18).

A further complication developed when Terrance Maxwell,
the new head of the SOE in Cairo, broke up the embryonic
country sections that were responsible for all SOE activity in
their particular regions and in their place subdivided the or-
ganization into four directorates: Special Operations, Policy
and Agents, Special Propaganda, and Finance and Administra-
tion? Special Operations was responsible for paramilitary ac-
tivity and accordingly was placed under the professional sol-
diers of what used to be the Middle East section of MI(R) . 3 The
Policy and Agents Directorate dealt with political action and
coordinated agents in the field (Sweet-Escott, Irregular 79,
"S.O.E." 18).

According to Sweet-Escott's assessment, the system set up
by Maxwell effectively segregated the SOE in Cairo into two
separate parts, with the result that one section had little knowl-
edge of what the other was doing. The Special Operations
Directorate planned and organized paramilitary efforts in con-
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junction with guerrilla groups in Greece and the Balkans and
was not concerned with the political effect of these activities
or their impact on British foreign policy. On the other hand,
the Policy and Agents Directorate was well informed about the
situation in Greece, as well as about the political character of
the various resistance groups coming to life in the aftermath
of the Axis occupation (Sweet-Escott, "S.O.E." 18). Relations
between the two directorates were uneasy, and each maintained
exclusive control of its activities and only rarely participated
in joint operations .° When a year later, after the second purge
of SOE headquarters in Cairo, the system reverted back to
country sections, cooperation between the staffs of the two
directorates did not improve, and little effort was made to co-
ordinate their activities ("Following Sweet-Escott" 216-17).

As a result the first SOE team to be parachuted into Greece,
the Harling Mission of October 1942, went in without any brief-
ing from the Policy and Agents Directorate. According to Sweet-
Escott the explanation is that "this was supposed to be an
operational matter and therefore not their concern" ("S.O.E." 18).
Initially this was the case; the Harling team was to be evacuated
after the destruction of the Gorgopotamos viaduct. Later, how-
ever, SOE Cairo turned the sabotage group into the first British
Military Mission (BMM) in occupied Greece. With the excep-
tion of Chris Woodhouse° and a Greek officer, Themistoklis
Marinos, neither the head of the Mission, General Edmund
Myers, nor any of .the other members of the team was fimiliar
with Greece or the resistance organizations that were developing
in the winter of 1942-43.

Despite the lack of information and the scanty briefing
on British policy toward Greece, the BMM went on to establish
direct ties with EAM-ELAS as well as with the other resistance
organizations and to act as the liaison between the andartes
and Allied Headquarters in the Middle East. Indeed, during
the winter of 1943, both the personnel and the activities of the
SOE expanded in Greece, although they aroused little interest
outside the Cairo staff, General Headquarters Middle East, and
the Anglo-Greek Committee.° During this period SOE Cairo was
not overly concerned about the political ideas of the Greek
resistance organizations but was content with the increasing
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number of sabotage activities and the developing guerrilla move-
ment in the Greek mountains. By the end of the summer of
1943, however, the pace of events outside Greece brought to the
forefront the contradictions of British policy and forced the
British government to come to terms with the SOS's activities.

As the war swung in favor of the Allies, the leadership
of EAM-ELAS was anticipating the liberation of Greece and
the possibility that this would be accomplished by the Red Army.
This hope was partly a result of the Soviet victory at Stalingrad,
and expectations continued to increase after the Allied in-
vasion of Sicily and the German defeat at Kursk.' These per-
ceptions were further intensified by the implementation of
Operation Animals, designed to persuade the Germans that the
Allies were to invade Greece; in reality, however, they intended
to attack the Axis in Sicily (Myers, Entanglement 228). Part of
the Allied strategy was to instigate considerable guerrilla activity
in the respective regions of the Greek resistance groups, giving
the impression that an Allied invasion was imminent.s Ultimately
Operation Animals led to the transfer of three German armored
divisions to Greece and contributed to the speedy Allied victory
in Sicily, followed by the invasion of Southern Italy.°

In September 1943 Mussolini was deposed, and shortly there-
after Italy surrendered unconditionally. The impact of all these
events upon the Greek resistance was that not only did it create
the perception of an Allied landing in Greece, but for EAM-
ELAS and all those who opposed the monarchy it also raised
the specter of the return of the Greek government-in-exile and
George II. The climate of mutual 'suspicion and hostility was
further exacerbated in August by the failure of the British and
the Greek government to come to terms with EAM-ELAS.

As the representatives of a mass movement with the largest
guerrilla army in the field, the leadership of EAM-ELAS could
not accept the return of the unpopular monarch or the Greek
government-in-exile without addressing the postwar political and
social aspirations of the Greek nation. As far as EAM-ELAS-
and for that matter most of the prewar leadership of the Greek
political parties—were concerned, neither George II nor the
Greek government-in-exile was the legal representative of the
Greek state. The former had assumed the throne as a result of
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a fraudulent plebiscite in 1935, and the latter was a leftover of
the Metaxas regime with the addition of a handful of liberal
and Venizelist politicians. In actual fact, however, the king and
the government-in-exile were accepted by the Allies as the legit-
imate rulers of Greece, and it was this reality that ultimately
guided British policy toward Greece and the Greek resistance,
as became evident in Cairo when representatives of the Greek
resistance organizations attempted to reach an accommodation
with the Greek government.

In August 1943, Myers, the head of the BMM in Greece,
had arranged for the transportation of a delegation from the
main resistance organizations to Cairo." The aim of the mission,
at least as Myers understood it, was to facilitate better coordina-
tion and organization among the guerrilla bands, the Greek
General Staff, and the Greek government-in-exile. He proposed
that the guerrilla bands be recognized as part of the Greek
armed forces and recommended that andarte liaison officers
be attached to the Greek General Staff. He also believed that
political matters concerning the resistance organizations should
be handled by civilian authorities and that the joint BMM and
guerrilla headquarters should be divided into two separate de-
partments, with liaison officers appointed to the Greek govern-
ment-in-exile. Myers feared that after the intensive guerrilla
activity that preceded the Allied landings in Sicily, the andarte
bands would grow restless and begin to attack each other. There-
fore, he planned to limit the size of the bands but to provide
them with light artillery and other arms, in order both to raise
the status and quality of the guerrillas and to focus their at-
tention on training, thus avoiding a civil war in the mountains
(Entanglement 236-43).

Before departing from Greece, Myers had held several
meetings with the delegation that was to travel to Cairo, and
all had agreed to accept and collectively support his recom-
mendations. But within two days of their arrival in Cairo, ac-
cording to Myers, the delegation directed its efforts exclusively
toward political issues ("Delegation" 151). That he would hon-
estly have expected them to do otherwise displays a naivete about
the situation in Greece that is almost incomprehensible.

The arrangements that Myers wished to implement between
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the resistance and the Greek government required as a pre-
condition an agreement over the constitutional issue. It was not
surprising, therefore, that the members of the delegation de-
manded that after liberation the king should remain outside
Greece until the Greek people had decided the fate of the
monarchy by plebiscite and that the Greek government-in-exile
be broadened to include three representatives from the resistance
organizations ("Delegation" 151-52). Some of these sentiments
were echoed by Georgios Exindaris, who had arrived in Cairo
three days earlier as the representative of the Greek liberal
politicians and who had made it quite clear that the king must
not return until a plebiscite was held (Clogg, "Pearls" 183;
Fleischer 453-54). After consulting with both Churchill and
Roosevelt, George II rejected all the demands of the andartes'
representatives, and the Foreign Office instructed its officials
in Cairo to terminate all discussions with the delegation.

In the aftermath of the political crisis, the Foreign Office
and Rex Leeper, the British ambassador to the Greek government-
in-exile, claimed that neither had any forewarning of the arrival
in Cairo of six representatives from the Greek resistance or-
ganizations and that they were taken by surprise when the
delegation arrived. In his own account of the affair, When Greek
Meets Greek, Leeper states:

I had been told a day or two before that some Greek
guerrilla representatives were coming by air to discuss
military questions with G.H.Q. Cairo, but I did not
know who they were and I certainly did not expect
them to be almost purely political. I was therefore
taken aback to find that ELAS were represented by three
Communists, Tsimas, Roussos and Despotopoulos, and
one fellow-traveller Tsirimokos, Zervas by Pyromaglou
and Psarros by Kartalis. All these six men were first
and foremost political and were mainly interested in
raising political issues (31).

Leeper made matters more complicated by omitting to inform
the king or the Greek government-in-exile of the pending ar-
rival of the guerrilla representatives and later claimed that he
had failed to realize the nature of their visit (31).
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The Foreign Office and Leeper expressed indignation that
the SOE, through Myers, had thrust upon them and the Greek
government-in-exile a messy and complicated situation. The
extant evidence, however, indicates the contrary. Both Leeper
and the Foreign Office had sanctioned and even encouraged
the SOE to bring out of Greece representatives of the Greek
political parties and the resistance organizations."' Leeper even
attempted to use the opportunity provided by the presence of
the delegation in Cairo to encourage George II to broaden his
government and accept some compromise over the issue of his
return to Greece after the country was liberated (Clogg, "Pearls"
183; FO 371/37204 R 7884). But the Foreign Office and Lord
Selborne, the minister responsible for the SOE, were opposed
to any compromise with regard to George II (FO 371/37231
R 7894). Leeper then decided on his own initiative that while
the Greek king waited for the advice of Churchill and Roosevelt,"
the best course of action was to send the delegation back to
Greece. In a telegram to the Foreign Office on 23 August,
Leeper explained,

For political reasons I asked both the Minister of
State and the Commander-in-Chief that we should send
them back now on the ground of having myself the
responsibility for these delicate negotiations with the
King and Tsouderos and knowing how much the pres-
ence of these six men would influence M. Tsouderos'
colleagues; I was satisfied that it was essential for the
Government to try to find a solution acceptable to the
King in a calm atmosphere."

Although the Foreign Office disagreed, Leeper had a power-
ful ally in Churchill, who concurred that the six-man delegation
should return to Greece as quickly as possible (FO 371/37198
R 7950). However, Emmanuel Tsouderos intervened, and the
delegation remained in Cairo for a couple of weeks longer but
in the end failed to reach any accommodation with the Greek
government-in-exile. In the interim period the British government,
influenced especially by Churchill, decided that it would continue
the policy of unequivocal support for the Greek king and ac-
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cept no compromise with the andartes' representatives (F0 371/
37198 R 7950). This decision was shortly followed by the reply
from Roosevelt, who pledged the support of the United States
to George II (FRUS 1943, 4:150-51).

The continued presence of the delegation in Cairo hence
not only constituted an embarrassment but held the potential
of further complications. Leeper in particular feared that they
might influence members of the Greek government-in-exile as
well as other Greek politicians in Cairo (FO 371/37198 R 7950).
In mid-September the delegation, according to the SOE Report,
"returned to Greece disgruntled at their treatment and in a most
disappointed frame of mind" (Appendix III, 10). The only
change that they managed to effect was to bring back two
American officers, whole arrival turned the British Military Mis-
sion into the Allied Military Mission (AMM) . 14

The failure of the Greek government and the British to
reach an accommodation with the andarte delegation has been
considered by several historians and participants as a contribut-
ing factor to the outbreak of civil war between the resistance
groups in the fall of 1943." The resistance representatives re-
turned to Greece convinced that the British were bent upon re-
imposing the Greek king and the prewar political structure that
had led to the Metaxas dictatorship in 1936. In Cairo the failure
by the British and the Greek government-in-exile to address
the demands of the andarte delegation exposed the discrepancies
within British policy toward Greece, which thus far had been
at least superficially cloaked in ambiguity. Equally relevant
was that the Cairo crisis forced the British authorities to make
a choice between pursuing the SOE's line, which would have
led to the political recognition of the resistance groups, or con-
tinuing to support the Greek monarch unconditionally. In the
final analysis the choice had already been made by Churchill's
conviction that after the defeat of the Axis, Europe had to
return to the prewar political status quo. The presence of the
andarte delegation simply forced the British in Cairo to come to
terms with that policy as far as the Greeks were concerned.

The process of invoking Churchill's policy, however, pre-
cipitated an interdepartmental crisis among the Foreign Office,
the SOE, Middle East Headquarters, and the British ambassador
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to the Greek government-in-exile, since Churchill's absolute sup-
port for the Greek king not only surprised the SOE but caught
the British ambassador unprepared. Yet in a remarkable turn
of events Leeper managed to turn a politically embarrassing
situation into a skillful attack against the SOE that brought about
another purge of the organization in Cairo (Sweet-Escott, Irregular
173). The thrust of Leeper's argument was not only that the
SOE had exceeded its mandate by bringing the delegation to
Cairo but that its activities in Greece were a liability to British
policy. In part of a long telegram to Sir Orme Sarget on 7
October 1943, Leeper attempted to cover himself by explaining,

It is true that I realized the anomaly of my position
when I first took over this job and I discovered that
we were engaged in a policy of complete duplicity,
backing the King with one hand and EAM with the
other. I have done my best to remedy the situation,
but since the establishment of the Joint H.Q. in the
mountains, for which we have to thank Brigadier Myers,
the tide has turned steadily against my effort, as I
was, from that time onward, presented with a fait
accompli. (FO 371/37206 74337 R 10553)

But as early as May 1943 Leeper had indicated that he had
examined the situation in Greece and had implemented policies
to keep track of SOE activities. In a memorandum to Sarget, he
had outlined his analysis of the situation and the procedures he
had put in place:

What emerges very clearly in my mind was that the
operations in Greece were moving much more quickly
and on a much wider scale than in any of the occupied
countries with which I had to deal hitherto and it
seemed to me that the whole conception of the S.O.E.
having a monopoly in occupied countries was already
out of date as regards Greece. In order to secure what
I wanted I therefore told Glenconner how much I was
impressed by the way Myers and the other British
officers in Greece had organized the National Bands
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and that he had practically assumed the position of
Force Commander in the field. Glenconner, of course,
was pleased by this appreciation of what the S.O.E.
had done. In this atmosphere I then proceeded to what
I really wanted, namely to get members of other de-
partments attached to Myers as a Force Commander
in the same way as in open operations a Force Com-
mander would have such officers attached to him.
Glenconner agreed to this in the case of the political
advisor and also agreed in the case of the P.W.E.
agents and he asked Hambro particularly not to upset
the agreement reached in Cairo, (FO 371/37202
74220 R 4661)

In an earlier cable Leeper had written to Sarget that Myers
"has no political acumen and does not see beyond his nose or,
should I say, the noses of his guerrillas. He is not astute enough
in dealing with E.A.M. and I am sure he exaggerates their
political importance" (F0 371/37202 R 4504). Yet in August
Leeper had the opportunity to confer with D. J. Wallace,
Myer's political adviser, who confirmed much of what Myers
had reported concerning the Greek resistance and particularly the
resentment felt by the Greeks toward the king (FO 371/37204
R 7884). After the decision by Churchill and Roosevelt, Leeper
not only backtracked on his initial enthusiasm for negotiating
with the andarte delegation but was able to convince Wallace
that Myers, and by extension the SOE, had been pursuing a
mistaken policy in Greece (FO 371/37204 R 8216).

It is probable that Leeper's antagonism for EAM-ELAS
was fueled by resentment of the SOE and the desire to minimize
if not entirely eliminate that organization's role in Greece.
Leeper's relations with the SOE had been soured from his
earlier posting as head of S01, the SOE's propaganda depart-
ment, which later became the PWE (Cruickshank 17-27). In
the wake of the political maelstrom caused by the delegation
from Greece, Leeper launched a systematic attack on the organiza-
tions and individuals supported by the SOE and through this
was able to undermine its credibility. His targets in Cairo were
the senior SOE administrators, particularly C. M. Keble and
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Myers, and in Greece EAM-ELAS, the largest resistance force
associated with the SOE.

EAM-ELAS became Leeper's first priority partly because
of his conviction that this organization stood against British
interests and partly to cover himself against his initial en-
thusiasm for some of the demands of the andarte delegation.
After subverting Wallace's own outlook concerning the resistance
in Greece," his cable of 24 August to the Foreign Office
characterized the Greek guerrillas as

untrained and ill-disciplined: they are regarded with
contempt by most of the British liaison officers who are
highly skeptical about their ability ever to undertake
serious military operations such as holding beaches or
neutralizing airfields, which tasks S.[O.E.) cheerfully
assured the C-in-C they will be able to do on the day
of the invasion. (FO 371/37204 R 8048)

In a second cable Leeper described Myers as

a complete disaster. He is a man of most upright and
obstinate character, which I find very boring as it is
quite impossible to penetrate his skull. My blows seem
to ricochet off his skull and disappear somewhere in
thin air. He keeps telling me that he must have hours
and hours of conversation with me in order to con-
vince me. I have avoided as many of these hours as
possible, but even so I am completely convinced that
he is a very dangerous fool, and being a fanatic for his
own ideas, thinking that they provide the only means
of winning the war in Greece, he runs around exposing
them to all and sundry, British as well as Greeks. (F0
371/37199 R 8314)

Leeper's poor impression of Myers carried the day. By late
February 1944 Churchill not only agreed that Myers should
not be permitted to return to Greece but described him as "the
chief man who reared by hand this cockatrice brute of E.A.M.-
E.L.A.S." In the same minute to the Chiefs of Staff, his
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evaluation of the Greek andartes was that "no great results
are anyhow to be expected from the Greek guerrilla at the pres-
ent time.... There is no comparison between them and the
bands of Marshal Tito. They are a mere scourge on the popula-
tion, and are feared by the Greek villagers even more than the
Germans" (FO 371/43681 74206).

In another respect Leeper's vendetta was simply a more
direct expression of the Foreign Office's hostility to the SOE
in general. The andarte delegation simply served as a catalyst
for Anthony Eden's attempt to undermine the very existence
of the SOB. The basic motive for this attitude, as outlined by
George Taylor, former Chief of Staff of the SOE, was that

the Foreign Office simply could not afford to accept
the S.O.E. picture as it was coming out of Greece
without completely stultifying their policy of com-
plete, total support of the Royal Hellenic Government.
Therefore the attempts to suppress and rebut this
picture turned into an attack on S.O.E., which was its
source; this poison, as it were, just grew and grew in
London and Cairo. They had to discredit the picture
because once they accepted it the whole basis of their
policy would have been removed and it would have
been shown to be non-viable. ("Following Woodhouse,
Myers and Clogg " 266)

Furthermore, the problem created by the andarte delegation
forced the British government to deal with the role of the SOE
as an independent organization. For this reason the epicenter
of the Cairo crisis had quickly shifted to London. Selborne and
Colin Gubbins had to fight desperately to prevent the dis-
mantling of the SOE."

In addition to the Foreign Office attack, Selborne and
Gubbins had to fend off an attempt by Middle East Head-
quarters that according to Sweet-Escott would have led to the
"actual dismemberment of S.O.E. in the Middle East and its
links with London, to be replaced by something of their own
creation entirely within their own hands" ("S.O.E." 267). Ul-
timately the two men managed to save the SOE both in London
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and in Cairo. The Defense Committee of the Cabinet and the
Chiefs of Staff accepted that the SOE should retain its autonomy,
but its activities were placed under the direct control of the
Chiefs of Staff. Middle East Headquarters, however, continued
to retain operational direction of SOE activities within their
area of jurisdiction (Hinsley 3:463).

Part of the compromise effected in London by Gubbins
and Selborne was that both Lord Glenconner and Keble 18 would
be sacrificed and that Myers would not be permitted to return
to Greece. The almost complete shift of the Cairo SOE to
military control did not, however, satisfy the Foreign Office's
desire to break off all contact with EAM-ELAS. Nevertheless,
General Maitland Wilson, the Commander-in-Chief of the
Middle Eastern Theater of Operations, viewed the SOE's work
with the resistance from a strictly military perspective:

[The) SOE wanted to build up resistance regardless
of the politics of any of the bands they had con-
tacted. From the war effort point of view the latter
course was preferable and I personally did not like the
idea of tying our liaison officers exclusively to one
political party. [The right and right-center parties did
not figure in the resistance movement, while Zervas
was a republican) .. I felt that the wisest course was to
work with the left wing parties and endeavour to guide
them rather than to resist them. (Wilson 167)

On 9 October the Greek guerrillas entered into a full-scale war,
but despite this occurrence Wilson resisted the efforts of the
Foreign Office to sever all contact with EAM-ELAS and re-
move the AMM (FO 371/37206 74337). In effect British
policy toward the Greek resistance after the fall of 1943 still
clung to the notion that a balance could be maintained between
the left-wing EAM-ELAS and the other guerrilla bands, at least
for the duration of the occupation.

After the summer of 1943, the resistance and the SOE did
not figure prominently in Allied military plans in Greece. Allied
strategy in 1944 was directed almost exclusively toward the in-
vasion of western Europe; the eastern Mediterranean, with
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the exception of the abortive Dodekanese operation, became a
secondary theater of operations. For the duration of the occupa-
tion of Greece, SOE policy was directed by Headquarters Middle
East and guided by narrow military considerations. Matters af-
fecting the postwar political agenda regarding the monarchy
and the resistance shifted entirely to the Foreign Office and
the British ambassador to the Greek government-in-exile.

In the midst of the jurisdiction battle over the SOE and
the prerogatives of the Foreign Office, the Greeks had to face
a civil war between the resistance organizations in addition
to the occupation. Despite the inability of the andarte delega-
tion to reach a compromise with the Greek government-in-exile
over the constitutional issue and the disastrous consequence of
that failure, the British assumed that they could continue to
segregate guerrilla warfare and postwar politics. The continued
presence of SOE personnel in the Greek mountains working
with the andartes to some extent maintained the illusion of
British compliance with the goals of the resistance, thus setting
the stage for a tragic confrontation in December 1944 between
EAM-ELAS and the British.

NOTES

1The SOE at the time absorbed all the other existing bodies responsible for
sabotage, subversion, and propaganda, much to the resentment of the departments
that had set them up. These included MI(R), originally GS(R) (the research
section of the General Staff) but renamed MI(R)•in 1939 and nominally a
section of the Military Intelligence Directorate (Foot 4); Section D, which was
part of MI6; and Electra House (EH), set up by the Foreign Office in 1938
to examine the use of propaganda (Foot 1-2; Stafford 26). Initially the efforts
of the SOE were directed not so much against the enemy as against other de-
partments in a series of bureaucratic battles and interdepartmental intrigues about
the future of irregular warfare. The end result was that in August of 1941,
Electra House, which had been designated Special Operations 1 (S01), was de-
tached from SOE and became a new secret department, the Political Warfare
Executive (ME), responsible for political warfare and propaganda. The re-
maining components of what used to be MI(R) and Section D were now fused
to form the SOE proper (Foot 10).

2A year later the system was reorganized around country sections (Sweet-
Escott, "S.O.E." 18; Clogg 113).

3See note 1 above.
4The last two directorates were not directly involved with operations.
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Throughout this period, and for the duration of the occupation, Greece and
the island of Krete were managed separately, and the heads of both sections
reported to the Balkan Department (Condit 109).

9Woodhouse was the only member of the team slated to remain in Greece after
the destruction of the Gorgopotamos viaduct (Woodhouse, Something 28-30). Wood-
house has claimed, however, that he did not receive any information about the political
situation regarding the Greek resistance. Ole Smith has challenged Woodhouse's
account on the following grounds. He writes that Woodhouse had insisted on
meeting with Panagiotis Kanellopoulos; the latter had recently escaped from
Greece and had given the Cairo SOE a full report on the development of the
resistance and the political inclinations of the newly established EAM-ELAS or-
ganizations. Also present at this meeting was Ian Pixie, the head of the Greek
section of the SOE. Smith finds it incredible that neither Kanellopoulos nor Pixie
would have informed Woodhouse of the political conditions he was to encounter
in Greece. Smith bases his information on Kanellopoulos's diary, which does
refer to the visit of Woodhouse and Pink (Smith 608). Kanellopoulos com-
ments in his diary (28 September 1942) about Woodhouse's pending trip to
Greece and that he (Kanellopoulos) should do everything he could to help
him (Kanellopoulos 143).

°The Greek government-in-exile was kept informed of SOE activities in
Greece by the establishment in 1942 of the Anglo-Greek Committee, which con-
sisted of representatives from the SOE, the Minister of State, and Greek govern-
ment officials in Cairo. In practice, however, the SOE Cairo staff provided very
little information to the Anglo-Greek Committee about their activities in Greece
since they could not or would not trust the security of any intelligence imparted
to the Greek government-in-exile (Woodhouse, Apple 47). In March 1943 the Greek
government came to Cairo and the Anglo-Greek Committee was dissolved. After
this change the British ambassador to the Greek government-in-exile provided
political guidance required by the SOE on matters regarding Greece (Report on
SOE Activities, Appendix II, 3).

7The Soviet victory at Kursk was reported by the Greek Communist news-
paper Rizospastis on 18 July 1943. On 30 July the same newspaper provided an
analysis of the war on the Eastern Front and concluded that the Soviet advance
from Kursk-Orel would bring the Red Army into the Balkans

90peration Animals was one element of a much greater effort, Operation
Minced Meat, implemented to convince the Germans that the Allies had targeted
Greece for their offensive in the Mediterranean. See Cruickshank, ch. 4; Hinsley
3:120.

9Between March and July 1943 the total number of German divisions in
the Balkans rose from eight to eighteen and those in Greece from one to eight
(Hinsley 3:11, 80, 144-45). According to the Report on SOE Activities in Greece
and the Islands of the Aegean Sea, written anonymously after the war, six
German and twelve Italian divisions were contained in Greece during this period.
However, the same report states that "it is difficult to evaluate how many of
these divisions could have been spared if a [guerrilla] movement had not been
built up by the SOE."

190riginally Myers had planned to visit Cairo to report to Lord Moyne and
discuss the problems of the guerrilla bands, but after he informed Andreas
Tsimas of BIAS and Komninos Pyromaglou of EDES of his trip both asked
whether they could go along. To satisfy EKKA, Myers also had to agree to take
George Kartalis. Before he could complete the travel arrangements, Georgios
Siantos, the acting secretary of the Greek Communist Patty, insisted that three
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other EAM representatives join the group. Although Myers had asked and re-
ceived permission from Cairo to take Tsimas, Pyromaglou, and Kartalis, when
he signaled the Cairo SOE about the additional EAM representatives there was
not enough time to wait for a reply (Myers, 'Delegation" 148-49).

11According to Clogg ("Pearls" 182 -83), Leeper was aware of the visit of
the delegation almost three weeks before their arrival in Cairo.

12Both were attending the Quadrant Conference in Quebec.
18Clogg ("Pearls" 187), cites FO 371/37198 R 7950 as proof that Leeper

was acting on his own and not on instructions from the Foreign Office as Myers
(Entanglement 254) had assumed.

14The two Americans were Captain Winston Ehrgott and Lieutenant Bob
Ford. In November they were joined by Major Gerald K. Wines, who assumed
command of the OSS (Office of Strategic Services) part of the Allied Military
Mission. Between August 1943 and November 1944 the OSS deployed over 400
men in various clandestine operations in Greece and provided the State Depart-
ment with an independent source of information on the Greek situation. By the
end of the occupation, the OSS maintained eight missions: five with EAM-
ELAS and one with EDES (the other two operated independently elsewhere in
Greece). For the most part OSS personnel in Greece tended to support whichever
organization they were attached to, but they had orders to use British communica-
tions under the control of a senior SOE officer. In contrast, the Secret Intelligence
groups, the OSS intelligence units, maintained independent communications. In
September 1943 relations among the SOE, MI6, and the OSS were formalized by
a series of agreements that gave each organization certain geographic spheres of
responsibility. Under the terms of these understandings, the SOE was given ex-
dusive control over the Balkans and the Middle East (Gerolymatos 157 -62).

18See for example Clogg, "Pearls" 194; Myers, Entanglement 263-64;
Woodhouse, Apple 158; Pyromaglou 141; Rousos A: 482-87; Hondros 171.

16Precisely what was contained in Wallace's report concerning the Greek
resistance and whether this agreed with the interpretation of Myers or Leeper
is still unknown. The file is retained by the department of origin and is not
available for consultation. Wallace himself was killed after his return to Greece
in 1944.

17Selborne had replaced Hugh Dalton as Minister of Economic Warfare
in February 1942, and Gubbins, a professional soldier and a pioneer of irregular
warfare, had taken over as head of the SOE from Sir Charles Hambro as a
result of the crisis.

18Glenconner had taken over as head of the Cairo branch of theSOE in
August 1942, with Keble as his chief of staff.
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Notes and Comments

ARNOLD TOYNBEE
AND THE KORAES CHAIR CONTROVERSY

by MINAS SAVVAS

The idea for the Koraes Chair at King's College, University
of London, came about in 1917, after a friendly discussion
between Roland Burrows, the college's philhellenic principal,
and Bleftherios Venizelos, prime minister of Greece (1910-15,
1917-20, and 1928-32). Venizelos's enthusiasm for the chair
culminated in a subsidy by the Greek government, after a vote
in Parliament that met with little resistance. The Koraes Chair
of Modern Greek and Byzantine History was also supported
by the largely Venizelist Greek community in Britain, as well
as by a team of Greek and British scholars. In the early spring
of 1918, with the required £12,000 having been collected, the
chair was formally established. An extensive search ensued,
with many candidates considered. Among the two dozen or so
Hellenists evaluated were Charles Diehl, A. W. Gomme, J. L.
Myers, and H.J.W. Tillyard, as well as Greeks such as Yannis
Psycharis, N. G. Politis, and even Constantine Cavafy (Clogg
29-30).

After some serious deliberation, the chair was awarded to
a 29-year-old specialist in Near Eastern affairs named Arnold
Toynbee, a scholar who was favored by Burrows as having not
only great promise but also an established reputation. By way
of reference, A.J.B. Wace had written in Toynbee's behalf that
the chair "would give the young scholar the opportunity of
infecting other students with his enthusiasm for Hellenism"
(Clogg 35). Myers was somewhat more ambivalent. Toynbee's
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"interest in things Greek," he wrote, "seems to be a means
rather than an end" (Clogg 37). But overall, Toynbee's scholar-
ship was unquestionably impressive, and the collective opinion
of all his references also attested to his exceptional teaching.
The Greek donors to the new professorship seemed equally
enthusiastic, since Toynbee had given much evidence of phil-
hellenic sentiments, or at least of sympathy for the Greeks who
had suffered Turkish injustices. Nevertheless, perhaps because
of his own eroding philhellenism, Toynbee was worried that
the donors had doubts about him. He wrote to Burrows that
he had been informed that the Greek supporters of the chair
were displeased by his selection. Burrows responded that "the
donors have no say in the matter" and that his informants
were, in any case, mistaken (Clogg 39).

It was on 29 May 1919 that Arnold Toynbee was officially
appointed to the Koraes Chair. The donors had really no reason
to feel uncomfortable. Here was a scholar of sterling credentials,
a young philhellene who had travelled throughout Greece, met
with peasants and intellectuals, and spoke in their own language.
But the holder of the Koraes Chair, they felt, needed to possess—
besides superior scholarly qualifications—some sensitivity and
love for the legacy of Greece and, hopefully, sympathy for the
recent Greek claims in Anatolia. This was important since Greek
troops—with Allied urging and support—had recently occupied
Smyrna and were in the process of fulfilling the ambitions of
the Megali Idea by reclaiming lands they had lost almost five
centuries earlier to ruthless Ottomans. (The Greeks had entered
Smyrna, in fact, just two weeks before the Koraes Chair had
been bestowed upon Toynbee.) Eventually this landing of the
Greek troops in Asia Minor would result in their defeat and
retreat and in the slaughter or expulsion of hundreds of thou-
sands of Greek inhabitants of Anatolia.'

At least on paper, Toynbee seemer to have pleased the Greek
subscribers to the chair as well as the concerned British phil-
hellenes and scholars. He had already written about Turkish
barbarism against Greeks and Armenians in language that no
Greek would resent. In his pamphlet The Murderous Tyranny
of the Turks, for example, only two years earlier, he had argued:
"The Greeks were leaders of civilization in the Ancient World
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and the Middle Ages ... [while) the Ottoman State has been
a purely military state from beginning to end" (9). He con-
tinued by remarking that the Ottoman state

destroyed the Ancient Empire of Constantinople, which
had preserved Greek learning during the Middle Ages;
the free Christian kingdoms of Bulgaria, Serbia, Bosnia,
Wallachia, Moldavia and Hungary; and the independent
Moslem States of Western Asia. Such a career of destruc-
tive conquest was a disaster to civilization, and it was
only made possible by a ruthless militarism. (10-11)

Finally, he wrote,

Where Ottoman rule has spread, civilization has per-
ished. Where Ottoman rule has lasted civilization has
remained in abeyance. It has only sprung up again
when the oppressed peoples, at the cost of their own
blood and by the aid of civilized nations more for-
tunate than themselves, have succeeded in throwing
off the Turkish yoke; and these struggles have been
so much regained for liberty and progress in the world,
because the infliction of Turkish rule upon any other
people has been an incalculable loss. (17)

In spite of such sentiments, Toynbee was to be deemed
pro-Turkish less than two years later, and his five-year appoint-
ment in the Koraes Chair was therefore to be marked by bitter-
ness and controversy that eventually forced him to resign.

It all started when the Manchester Guardian asked Toynbee
to cover the Greek-Turkish war as its correspondent. Toynbee
(who did not like teaching anyway) accepted the offer, to the
consternation of the administration at the University of London.
Nevertheless, he was finally granted a leave of absence, com-
mencing in the fall term of 1920. With his wife, Rosalind, he
first went to Greece, arriving in Athens in mid-January 1921,
a few weeks after the defeat of Venizelos and the restoration
of King Constantine to the throne from which he had been
banished by the Entente Allies in 1917. Toynbee lobbied the
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government for more funds for the Koraes Chair, but as he had
expected, the royalist officials turned him down. After two
weeks in Greece, the Toynbees travelled to tumultuous Smyrna,
still occupied by confused, disorganized, and miserably led Greek
regulars.2 During the next two months in Turkey, he was to
make a number of eastward and northward trips into the hinter-
land to see how the Greeks behaved toward the Turks. At first,
for some of his journeys, Toynbee was a guest of the Greek
military and was most impressed by the officers and the bravery
of the soldiers. For several trips later, he used the Red Crescent
and other Turkish guides. Hamid Bey, the director of the Red
Crescent in Constantinople, invited the young scholar/corres-
pondent to Yalova, and on 27 May 1922, Toynbee cabled to
the Guardian: "The whole Moslem population is terrorized and
in danger of death.... These events are part of a general exter-
mination of the Moslems in the Karamursal peninsula. The
malignity and inhumanity of the local Greek military authorities
are undisguised."

It was during this period that more than a hundred Turks
had been killed by unruly Greek troops and a small number of
captured Turkish soldiers had been shot in cold blood by their
Greek guards. Though the Greek perpetrators were court-martialed
and two of them were executed, there was little satisfac-
tion for the relatives and compatriots of the victims. The murders
were outrageous, and the trial struck the Turks and Toynbee
as mere wrist-slapping. Such incidents, in fact, strengthened
Mustapha Kemal's hand against the Sultan's government and
inflamed Turkish nationalism. They certainly gave Toynbee a
good reason to criticize the notion held by many British people,
among them Lloyd George, of civilized Greek Christians rescu-
ing their innocent brethren from barbaric Turkey.

Toynbee immediately set out to write extensively and bit-
terly about such events in a book that further aroused the ire
of the donors of the Koraes Chair. The Western Question in
Greece and Turkey: A Study in the Contact of Civilizations
(1922) impressed some with its perspicacity and forthrightness
and offended others with its biases and arrogance. Quite likely,
Toynbee's anti-Greek vituperation from Anatolia was largely
caused by his eagerness to prove Lloyd George wrong. "Toynbee
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bore the Prime Minister a grudge," as William McNeill writes,
"for disregarding his arguments against assigning any part of
Anatolia to Greece" (103). Instead, Lloyd George had chosen
to persuade the Supreme Allied Council to invite a Greek ex-
peditionary force to land in Smyrna. This was a chance, then,
for the young historian to prove that the decision was wrong
not only politically but morally.

Since the Greeks were the aggressors during the time that
Toynbee was covering the war, The Western Question is replete
with commentary about what the occupiers were doing and how
the occupied endured. The author is thorough in reporting Greek
atrocities in the book but reticent in delineating wrongdoing
by the Kemalists. He explains in the preface that he will offend
Greeks and philhellenes but that the truth has to be told. He
criticizes Lloyd George's government for encouraging Greek
ambitions and claims in Asia Minor and adds that the Greeks
are no less barbaric than the Turks. (Later, he even made the
questionable insinuation that the Greeks themselves had set the
fire at Smyrna, the birthplace of Koraes.) Upon visiting two
prisons run by the Greek gendarmes at Smyrna, he complains
of the lack of facilities and comforts, but fails to tell his readers
that these were Turkish prisons, inherited a month earlier by
the occupiers (204-07). He also complains of having met un-
cooperative Greek officials, such as Captain Papagregoriou, who
refused to help Toynbee send an anti-Greek telegram (305).
Though he does admit that "the minorities [in Turkey] had
suffered during the ten years before the Greek army came"
(241), he later adds the following:

The argument generally advanced is that the Turks
have committed a much greater number of atrocities
upon Greeks than Greeks upon Turks since the two
people first came across each other. The fact is true
but the deduction is fallacious, because a second factor
has to be taken into consideration, and that is the op-
portunities enjoyed by the two parties for respective ill-
treatment. From 1461 to 1821, very few Greeks in the
world were not in the power of the Turks, while the
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Greeks never had considerable numbers of Turks in
their power till 1912. (270)

In view of such statements and their timing—when thou-
sands of Greek corpses would soon (September 1922) float
in the bay of Smyrna, and when over a million and a half
Greeks would march, destitute and sick and hungry, across
western Thrace, expelled to Greece by the Turks—it is hard to
agree (at least for this period) with Roland N. Stromberg
when he argues, "As between Greek and Turk, Toynbee was
non-partisan" (9). Since he had made so much of Greek bru-
talities in 1921, the Greeks and philhellenes hoped that Toynbee
would write something to denounce the more massive slaughter
and suffering of the Anatolian Greeks, who had lived in those
regions for more than 3000 years. Not only did his silence
in his dispatches and in The Western Question confirm his bias,
but so did his eagerness, soon after, for a professorship or an am-
bassadorial post in Turkey.

In any event, the Greek Subscribers Committee in London
and several of his colleagues were offended. Toynbee's activi-
ties, they said, rendered him unfit for the continued tenure of
the Koraes Chair. The Committee, led by the intellectual and
former Greek minister in London Johannes Genadius, by J. D.
Cassaveti, member of a prominent Anglo-Greek family in Lon-
don, and by A. M. Andreadis, governor of the Bank of Greece,
demanded the historian's immediate resignation. They were
joined by Burrows, who, as Richard Clogg explains, was not
told of Toynbee's "growing doubts as to the viability of the
Greek claims to the Smyrna region" prior to accepting the
Koraes Chair (37). Instead, it seemed to Toynbee's critics
that he found it very difficult "not to gloat at the price being
paid for the neglect of his expert advice" (McNeill 104).8 The
Committee met several times and finally came up with a report
that not only accused Toynbee of unfairly provocative politics
but claimed that as a teacher he taught less than was required
and that his scholarship during his tenure was not substantial.
It concluded:

At present the Chair is occupied by a gentleman who
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is regarded by Greeks and those interested in Greece
as a persistent and mischievous enemy of the Greek
race and cause. His numerous anti-Greek writings and
speeches have caused bitter exasperation amongst Greeks
and the friends of Greece and from those not unim-
portant quarters the Koraes Chair is not likely to be
supported. (quoted in Clogg 63)

The same report also reminded its readers that "the acts
so virtuously denounced [by Toynbee} were really the reprisals
of a people goaded to desperation by centuries of unrelenting
oppression."

It seemed bizarre and treacherous to the supporters of the
chair that the same man who had written The Murderous
Tyranny of the Turks would have written The Western Question
in Greece and Turkey just two years later. And it seemed impish
at best and mean-spirited at worst that Toynbee would now be
making statements such as, "The Middle Eastern world feels
affection and esteem for the Turks and is concerned about their
welfare, because the Ottoman Empire combines several features
which Middle Eastern opinion values" (Question 30). Such
colleagues of Toynbee as Bernard Pares, professor of history and
chairman of Slavonic studies, and R. W. Seton-Watson were
among Toynbee's non-Greek detractors. "It was utterly incor-
rect," wrote Seton-Watson, "to agitate against the nation to
which the foundation of his own post was due" (quoted in Clogg
65). To Toynbee himself, he wrote: "I am not alone in re-
garding your action as an open declaration of war.... You have
shown an utter disregard for the interests of the University and
the College and your own Chair in the future" (quoted in
McNeill 119).

Toynbee's response to all the attacks against him was sum-
marized in a letter to the London Times. He had not known,
he said, of such terms in the endowment as were now accen-
tuated; had he known of them, he added, he would not have
accepted the chair. He reminded his critics of academic freedom
and took the university to task for accepting such an endowment
from the Greek donors. He avoided, however, any attack on
the donors themselves and completely sidestepped the charges
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of incompetence. The letter offended some of his critics even
further, especially in its comments about the university's
responsibility, since Burrows himself—Toynbee's benefactor—was
implicitly criticized. Burrows's death during the controversy prob-
ably added to Toynbee's perceived culpability. In a letter to
Genadius, Burrows's widow, Una, wrote that "we are going to
rub in the point about Toynbee's academic incompetence and
I think that you will agree that it is better that this point should
be made not by the Greeks but by Toynbee's fellow members
of the University" (quoted in Clogg 63).

The Faculty Senate of the university met on 20 January
and after an acrimonious debate voted 16 to 12 in favor of the
subscribers' demands. Toynbee would be asked to resign, ef-
fective June 1924—the time when his five-year tenure would
have normally expired. The result seems to have pleased neither
Toynbee and his defenders nor the Greek donors, who had
hoped for a more direct rebuke of the upstart historian (Clogg
97). Soon after, Toynbee submitted his resignation to Ernest
Barker, who had succeeded Burrows. King's College reiterated
its support of the Koraes Chair and F. H. Marshall, reader of
classics at Birhkbeck College, University of London, was ap-
pointed as Toynbee's successor.

The Koraes Chair survived and throve until June 1961.
Toynbee, of course, went on to become one of the great his-
torians of our century. The Koraes Chair controversy did not
impede his impressive career as a scholar, nor did it preoccupy
him much in future years. In his autobiographical book,
Experiences, published almost fifty years later, he devotes only
four or five sentences to the whole episode. "I feel no inclina-
tion," he writes, "to try to apportion blame" (72). From 1925
to his retirement in 1965, he was director of studies in the
Royal Institute of International Affairs. The author of A Study
of History was to visit Greece in 1967 and again in 1972, when
Greece was ruled by the colonels, and he even made an outdoor
speech in which he criticized autocratic rule, without being
brought to account by the junta's censors. Arnold J. Toynbee
was brought to that inevitable, final account, after a stroke, on
22 October 1975.
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NOTES

tSays Thomas Doulis: "The Asia Minor Disaster left approximately one
million dead and one and a half million permanently uprooted, and would there-
fore rank, in European terms, as one of the major upheavals of our time" (4).

aSuffice it to say that the general in charge of the Greek forces in Asia
Minor, H. Hatziannestis, was a paranoic madman. The London Times described
him as "an elderly and very eccentric martinet—he occasionally placed himself
under arrest for slight infractions of his own regulations, and in warm weather
refused to sit on the ground, alleging that his legs were of glass and would
break if he bent his knees" (29 November 1922). Hatziannestis's madness did
not save him from execution. After the Greek defeat, he was charged with
treason and, along with five other royalist ministers, was put to death as respon-
sible for the Asia Minor catastrophe.

sToynbee's wife, Rosalind, who, as McNeill puts it, "continued to play
the lead role in the family" (114), was even more vitriolic against the Greeks
and must certainly have intensified her husband's denunciation of Greek military
behavior.
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Nikos Bakounakes's Patras, 1828-1860 is an ambitious work, striv-
ing to be simultaneously a social and an economic history of Patras
during the period of its most vibrant growth. But in spite of the wealth
of information presented in this revised thesis, the book falls short of
attaining its lofty goals. Its fundamental failings are the lack of a dear
and sustained thesis (other than the fairly obvious point that Patras grew
as a commercial center with an economy based upon that "black-eyed
Circe," the currant grape) and its tendency to raise but not analyze
numerous issues of critical importance. Nonetheless, this is a solid piece
of archival research and one rich in detail.

The book is divided into three parts: "Space," "People," and
"Production." The author begins the first section of the book by charting
the spatial development of the town. He examines sequentially icono-
graphic depictions of it, starting with the well-known painting by
Walker in 1804. Two conclusions are drawn from the pictorial evidence.
First, before the War of Independence, Patras was primarily an inland
settlement, focused on the hills and approached by land, whereas after
the war it is always viewed from the sea, and the harbor area invariably
occupies the viewer's eye. Second, the period of most rapid growth seems
to have been from about 1840 to 1860, best seen by comparing Edward
Lear's 1848 depiction with the drawing published in the Illustrated
London News in 1862.

The impressions Bakounakes has drawn from the pictorial evidence
by his examination of the urban planning that went into the rebuilding
of Patras after the war. Viulgaris's plan was never fully realized (as
often happens, the behavior of real people did not conform to the ex-
pectations of the government planners). Nevertheless, Bakounakes's
examination of the actual settlement in relation to the city plan demon-
strates the increasingly commercial orientation of the town—an observa-
tion amply supported by the correlation between land values and location
in respect to merchantile activities.

The second section, "People," is the social-historical component
of the book. In the first chapter of this section, the author endeavors
to chart the demographic growth of the town. He demonstrates great
ingenuity in teasing out the maximum amount of information possible
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from the sources ah his dispostl. Patras grew, but the rate of that growth
and its overall levels are both open to question because of the lackadaisical
record-keeping of government officials. Hes argues convincingly that
immigration probably accounts for the bulk of the population increase.
However, not enough is said about the origins and backgrounds of
the immigrants.

Bakounakes then attempts to elucidate the occupational structure
of the town. His evidence consists only of the 1841 census, on the basis
of which he defines three broad groups: a primary sector composed
of agriculturalists, a secondary sector of artisans, and a tertiary sector
of merchants and professionals. Farmers (36.7 percent) and merchants
(21.5 percent) constitute the two largest groups. His categories, how-
ever, are so broad as to be of limited utility, and the lack of any
temporal dimension means that developments within each sector cannot
be charted. This is a serious drawback because it impairs our ability
to understand how the processes of structural differentiation unfolded
as Patras grew as a commercial center.

With the end of this chapter, the working classes disappear from
Bakounakes's analysis, and only the upper classes remain on stage. He
envisages a bipartite elite consisting of the old indigenous landed gentry
one one side and on the other the new foreign of heterochthonous
merchants. Moreover, he wants to see these as dosed groups, with the
former strenuously trying to exclude the latter. In his view, the landed
elite eschewed the world of business and focused on the traditional profes-
sions and on the new one of national politics; the merchants looked
to the world of finance and only dabbled in local politics. Socially, an
invisible line separated the two groups. But the argument is overstated
and the analysis too schematic. Bakounakes's rigid categories appear
suspct, and his discussion does nothing to allay the reader's suspicions
that the social world of both groups was far more complicated than
the one he portrays.

The remainder of the section is a mélange consisting of a study
of education among the elite, an analysis of the aristocratic mentality
based upon the books published in Patras, and a brief overview of
political mindsets. None of these topics contributes to any overall argu-
ment; instead, they shine pinpoints of light iluminating certain aspects
of the lives of the elite in a nineteenth-century provincial town.

The third and final section of the book, on the economy, is the
longest and the best. The data are richer, and the author is clearly
better versed in matters economic than social. The commercial life of
the city revolved around the currant grape, and Bakounakes demonstrates
fully just how pervasively all aspects of the production and trade of
this crop dominated Patras. We are taken through the intricacies of
international finance, the development of merchant banking, and the
fluctuations and vagaries of the international fruit market, and we are
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shown fully how all of these aspects shaped daily commercial life
in Patras.

I found only one potential problem in this section, and that is in
Bakounakes's discussion of the pace of land reclamation during the 1830s.
For once, he is not critical enough of his sources. He argues (126-27)
hat following the Land Dotation Acts of 1835, land around Patras was
rapidly reclaimed and brought under the cultivation of currants. His
evidence refers to the total amount of revenue generated by the govern-
ment-sponsored auctions of public land. As his figure for the amount
paid on average per stremma, he employs a figure published in a govern-
ment bulletin referring to Elis; the price there was supposedly 42.7
drachmai per stremma. Howeever, according to William McGrewl while
prices varied greatly from area to area, on the whole they were well
in excess of the government's suggested prices of 40-50 drachmai per
stremma; in fast, prices for vineyards were on average above 200 drachmai.
If this last figure is near the mark, than the total amount of land under
cultivation was far lower than Bakounakes assumes and was reclaimed
at a slower rate. This does nt prove that his figures are wrong, only
that they suspect. Given the importnce that land reclamation has for
this argument, however, the matter surely should have been investigated
more fully and more carefully.

On the whole, Patras 1828-1680 is a solid piece of historical re-
search and one that is at its best when dealing with structures, be
they economic or social. The primary drawbacks of this book are its
lack of a clear thesis and its incompleteness. The work really does not
suffice as either an economic history or a social history. On the economic
side, in order to be satisfactory, there needc to be much mre discussion
of the operation of currant estates and small farms; a more fully de-
veloped analysis of the activities and identities of artisans and of how
artisinal production changed over time, particularly as mechanized in-
dustry amerged, is also required. The author mentions, for example,
that one of the earliest cotton mills in Greece was built at Patras,
but the topic is subsequently left undeveloped. On the social side,
this book falls well short of the established standards of current social
history. The fact that the lower classes are but a fleeting presence
would by itself put his account outside the mainstream. The development
of public institutions to deal with increasingly visible social problems,
such as foundings, is mentioned but never fully analyzed. The same
is true of many other important topics, for example the rise and develop-
ment of the police. Such topics are de rigueur in contemporary social
history.

Bakounakes has produced a dear account of the economic develop-
ment of Patras between 1828 and 1860. The rest of his study, while
rich in detail, is too schematic and his arguments too weagly developed.
He would have been wiser to have focused on only a few topics and
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then to have analyzed them at a level of detail commensurate with the
sources at his disposal and with vigor expected in contemporary urban
history.

— Thomas W. Gallant
University of Florida

* * *
A. F. FRERIS, The Greek Economy in the Twentieth Century. New York:

St. Martin's; London and Sydney: Croom Helm, 1986. $29.95 hc;
pp. 226.

A. F. Freris's well-written and generally readable The Greek
Economy in the Twentieth Century surveys the economic history of
Greece from the 1920s to the 1980s. The book is divided into six
chronological chapters. Freris begins his first chapter with a review of
Greek industry and agriculture; he then deals in some detail with the
Asia Minor disaster in 1922 and the sudden and massive influx of
more than one million refugees into Greece from the Anatolian Greek
communities. He also analyzes monetary and fiscal developments: the
question of state debts and loans, the history of the banking system,
and the penetration of foreign capital are all dealt with, as are ex-
ternal trade, overseas emigration, and the balance of payments. He ends
Chapter Two with an outline of Greek economic development from
the Asia Minor disaster to the outbreak of the Second World War,
and an appendix provides a survey of estimates of the prewar Greece
national product.

Chapter Three deals initially with the state of the Greek economy
during the German occupation, while a separate section considers
monetary stabilization policy in the period immediately after the war.
Chapter Four examines postwar reconstruction. Here Freris raises issues
such as the various agreements that Greece and the United States signed
under the Truman Doctrine and Marshall Plan provisions and the
development plans designed to restructure the economy by increasing
the level of industrialization. He goes on to discuss a change in economic
policy: the devaluation of the drachma in 1953 and its long-term effects
on the economy. The rest of the analysis evaluates the measures taken
to develop the Greek economy.

Chapter Five surveys the 1960s and 1970s. Freris first considers
the significant industrial growth that has taken place in Greece and
then discusses such topics as monetary and fiscal policy. He pays par-
ticular attention to the poor performance of investments in the in-
dustrial sector; the overall impact of direct foreign investment on the
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Greek economy is given extensive treatment. Subsequent discussion
focuses on agriculture. The book also looks at the balance of payments,
exports, and inflation. Freris ends with general remarks on developments
within the Greek economy during this period.

Greece joined the EEC in 1981. Chapter Six considers the impact
of this move, shedding some light on the agreement that made Greece
an associate member in 1961 and closely examining the conditions of
full membership, particularly the possible costs and benefits. The last
part of the book summarizes the key characteristics of Greece's economic
history during the twentieth century.

Freris has produced a book that is both scholarly and interesting.
It is clear that the author is familiar with Greek economic affairs: the
book is informative and manages to provide the general reader with a
lively analysis. However, the work is not free from problems. It con-
tains few results of empirical investigations and studies. For example,
in evaluating the significance of the penetration of foreign capital into
the Greek economy in the 1920$, Freris refers to a few estimates but
does not attempt to present a rigorous empirical verification of his
arguments. The construction and estimation of econometric models
would have enhanced the value of the survey. A further weakness is
the lack of data on developments within the Greek economy in the
immediate postwar period and in the 1950s. On the other hand, the
part of the book dealing with the 1960s and 1970s gives a satisfactory
description of Greek economic affairs, even though there is no detailed
study of sources of growth such as tourism and merchant shipping.
Finally, the English bibliography covering Greek political and economic
history is poor, and it is disturbing to note that Greek references have
been transliterated into the Latin alphabet. It is to be hoped that a future
edition will correct the shortcomings that mar an otherwise impressive
achievement.

Lund University, Sweden
— Athanasios Lykogiannis

* * *
GEORGE C. PAPADEMETRIOU, ed. Photian Studies. Broogline: Holy Cross

Orthodox P, 1989, p. 80.
GEORGE C. PAPADEMETRIOU, Essays on Orthodox Christian-Jewish

Relations. Bristol: Wyndham Hall, 1990, $24.95 he, $14.95 sc;
pp. 133.

The seven essays published in the small book Photian Studies were
originally presented at Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Theology
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to celebrate the feast of the patron saint of their library, Saint Photius.
The editor, George C. Papademetriou, tells us that this tradition began
in 1982. Unfortunately the essays vary so greatly in quality of scholar-
ship, depth, style, and purpose that all they have in common is that
the editor and authors had the general public—more specifically, lay
parishioners—in mind when they published this collection. The book
begins with Panagiotes Chrestou's "artide," which is a mere six para-
graphs introducing Photius. This could probably serve as an entry in
a biographical dictionary, although vital statistics such as dates and
places are missing.

In the next essay Stanley Harakas explains why his own con-
tribution, "The Word, the Book, the Library," is so cursory: he was
assigned "a little more than a quarter of an hour" to deliver it.
Harakas's artide is the weakest in the volume; his often lengthy quota-
tions from Karl Krumbacher, Despina Stratoudakis White, and Cyril
Mango are a misuse of these sources and serve only to confuse the
general reader/listener. More to the point, the quotations blatantly
contrast with Harakas's heavy-handed sermonizing. Furthermore,
Monophysite/Nestorian comparison of natural knowledge and the
Bible is merely embarrassing.

"Saint Photios as an Orthodox Theologian and Scholar," by
George Bebis, and "Saint Photios the Great as a Philosopher," by
Constantine Cavarnos, both demonstrate careful scholarship and dear
presentation; they are by far the most substantive articles in the book.
Bebis plainly describes Photius's most lasting contributions to the
Orthodox Church and to his contemporary culture: "In Saint Photios,
ancient Greek tradition and classical heritage are Christianized and
combined with the Christian faith in order to produce a new synthesis
of Hellenic-Christian paideia" (18). The most interesting section of
the article could have been the discussion of Photius's use of history.
Yet Bebis only begins to explain what appears to be Photius's her-
meneutic of "divine history." While the reader assumes that Bebis is
going to elaborate on his contrast between "divine history" and modem
structuralist theories of history, unfortunately he gives no analysis or
reasoning to substantiate his position on the latter, and consequently
his quick dismissal of contemporary views of history do not actually
bring to light Photius's idea of the "value and purpose of history."

Cavarnos's article summarizes and critiques Basile Tatakis's work
on Photius in his 1949 book La Philosophic byzantine. Cavarnos criticizes
Tatakis's thesis, which is that "Photius holds that both Platonic realism
and nominalism lead to serious difficulties and, hence, neither doctrine
can be true" (29). Cavarnos then goes on to show how much of
Photius's work Tatakis ignored. In the rest of the essay, he attempts
to prove that Tatakis's view of Photius is one-sided, that he did not
prefer Aristotle to Plato, and that "there are many Platonic elements
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in the saint's thought, which Tatakis completely fails to take cog-
nizance of" (29). Cavarnos's article is a good introduction to Photius's
"eclectic use of the Greek philosophers," although one wonders why
he did not update his bibliography. He gives specific examples of
terminology and the use of philosophical concepts in the tradition of
"Justin Martyr, Clement of Alexandria, and the Cappadocians," among
others.

Unfortunately, "Saint Photios as a Historian," by Emmanuel
Mikroyannis, presents only tantalizing snippets of Photius's treatment
of lesser-known historians such as Appian, Dionysus of Halicarnassus,
Josephus, and Philip of Side. Readers interested in the transmission of
rare or vanished historical texts from the Hellenistic period will not
discover from this article how a gifted Byzantine academic, Photius,
made use of these historians. Instead they would have to turn first to
Francis Dvornik's The Patriarch Photius, then to Photius's own Btf3Xto-
Wool or Mup cdPcf3Xo; to discover how and why Photius "treated with
preference less known works" (45). Mikroyannis does not venture
a guess.

The last two articles in the book, Metropolitan Emilianos Timiades's
"Saint Photios and Transcendence of Culture" and George D. Gregory's
"Patriarch Photios: Author, Orator, Humanist," are good examples of
the sort of biased, defensive triumphalism that some Orthodox writers
resort to and that invariably results in less than mediocre publications.
Neither article merits recapitulation. I offer as examples of this tri-
umphalistic attitude two passages. Timiades writes: "While the Churches
of the East fed their theology from their unique sources of the Fathers
both in the desert and the cities, thus enriching their spiritual treasures,
the West remained a world completely far away, ignorant, unfamiliar
to the thinking and temperament of the Byzantines" (59). Likewise,
referring to Photius's letters to Pope Nicholas, Metropolitan John of
Aquileia, and Prince Michael of Bulgaria, Gregory writes, "They con-
stitute a monument to his orthodoxy, his orthopraxia, and his under-
standing of ecclesiastical independence and liturgical usages" (75).

I do not recommend this book to any advanced workers in the
scholarly or academic field. Undergraduates or master's degree can-
didates who are interested in Photius might peruse the articles by
Bebis and Cavarnos, both for introductory information and for biblio-
graphy. But such students are best served by beginning with Dvornik's
works and more recent scholarship. None of the articles demonstrates
even an awareness—let alone a grasp—of the political complications and
subtleties of the period, nor do they grapple with Photius's adroit ec-
clesiastical/political behavior.

Another short book, Papademetriou's Essays on Orthodox Christian-
Jewish Relations has very few qualities to recommend it to serious
readers. First of all, the title is potentially misleading. Since there are
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no essays in the book written by Jewish authors, the book is not at all
about "relations," or interfaith dialogue. The book is simply an at-
tempt by Papademetriou to outline his perception of relations between
the two faiths. The result is a superficial, disorganized collection of
what appear to be term papers he wrote in graduate school. Chapter
Four, "Jerusalem in the Orthodox Theological Tradition," was written
by John Karavidopoulos, but he has succumbed to the same methodological
pitfalls demonstrated in Papademetriou's essays.

There are two grave problems with this book. First, there are no
articles written by either eastern Orthodox or Jewish theologians who
are working today on interfaith relations. The second problem is
methodological: Papademetriou and Karavidopoulos substitute and mis-
take the Church's appropriation of the theological concept of "Israel"
for the Church's actual attitude toward dealings with the Jews who
were practicing their own faith and living side by side with Orthodox
Christians. The theological concept is God's promise to his people as
revealed in the Hebrew Bible and then, according to Christians, ful-
filled by Jesus Christ. The practical dealings—nonexistent in the book—
might have been substantiated through a review of the historical
evidence of canon law, court cases, and literature documenting Christian
and Jewish interactions. Because of this confusion, the book is filled
with an essentially meaningless survey of quotations from Fathers such
as Tertullian, John Chrysostom, and Justin Martyr. Neither author does
justice to these Patristic writers because neither historically contextualizes
these quotations; nor do they extricate the Fathers' theological belief
about God's promise to Israel from the vivid realities of bitter con-
tention between the two religious communities during the past two
millennia. Most importantly, they do not even attempt to ask whether
these Fathers provide any solution to today's interfaith dissent. These
serious methodological problems, coupled with the book's lack of or-
ganization and disciplined analysis and superfluity of generalization
and repetition, makes most of it unreviewable. Despite all of this,
however, there are some redeeming features.

The first is the reprint in translation of the 1567 encyclical of
the Ecumenical Patriarch Metrophanes III (1520-80) that condemned
the oppression of the Jews in Crete. (The encyclical is contemporaneous,
I might add, with Martin Luther's scathing attack on the Jews.) Not
surprisingly, Papademetriou attempts no theological elaboration of
this amazing work. Nor does this book alert those Orthodox theo-
logians working seriously on Jewish-Christian relations to this encyclical.
If Orthodox theologians today were genuinely interested in Orthodox
Christian-Jewish relations, the contents of the Patriarch's letter could
become the substantive basis for a sophisticated theology of mutual
understanding and interfaith dialogue. The content of the document is
a subject not found in the pronouncements of Orthodox hierarchs to-
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day. For instance, Metrophanes argues that "injustice ... and slander
regardless to whomever acted upon or performed against, is still in-
justice. The unjust person is never relieved of responsibility for these
acts under the pretext that the injustice is done against a heterodox
and not to a believer" (88). The merits of using this encyclical as a
basis for mutual respect, sensitivity, and understanding between faith
communities in today's world need little elaboration. Yet this point
seems to have escaped the author's notice.

Another worthwhile feature of the book is the section entitled
"Brief Abstracts of Articles on Orthodox Christians and Jews." Again,
I recommend this section with reservations because the list suffers
from the lack of inclusion of modern Jewish scholarship on the topic.
Much more thorough work in this field needs to be done, and unfor-
tunately this small book does not even begin to address the scope of
the problem and the intricacies of interfaith dialogue; nor does it make
a serious contribution to the field.

Limberis
Temple University

* * *
HELEN ANGELOMATIS-TSOLTGARAKIS, The Eve of the Greek Revival:

British Travellers' Perceptions of Early Nineteenth-Century Greece.
London: Routledge, 1990; £35, clothbound.

When Napoleon closed the traditional European tour to the British,
they turned to Greece. It was a welcome development, for Greek studies
were just beginning to flourish in British universities. In The Eve of
the Greek Revival Helen Angelomatis-Tsougarakis focuses on 35 British
travel accounts and 10 unpublished diaries, though she takes into
account nearly 60 works in all. She gives a comprehensive account of
the British traveler's perception of Greece between 1800 and 1821.

The best of the travel writers was F.H.C.L. Pouqueville, the
French consul at Ioannina. W. M. Leake, W. Gell, and E. A. Dodwell
were nearly as perceptive, however, and ranked among the best English
observers. 'While students of modern Greece will benefit from this
work, classicists will find much to support the view of the great
epigraphist L. Robert, who argues in A travers l'Asie Mineure: pates
et prosateurs, monnaies grecques, voyageurs et geographie that travel
accounts from this period shed light on the economic and social condi-
tions of the ancient world. Angelomatis-Tsougarakis's writers describe
people fleeing from rural areas made poor by heavy taxation often
exceeding one-sixth of the produce. These modern hecktemoroi did not
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have a Solon to save them. The growing ciflicks enserfed a large section
of the rural population, creating conditions similar to those of the
fourth and fifth century A.D. which led to the collapse of the Roman
Empire. The Greeks did not have the incentive or technical knowledge
to use their natural resources. Contrary to the view Russell Meiggs
expressed in Trees and Timber in the Ancient Mediterranean, the land's
extensive timber resources survived well into the nineteenth century.

While Lord Byron, Leake, and Henry Holland admired the Greeks,
the bulk of the British travelers considered them servile, vain, per-
fidious, cunning, deceitful, avaricious, ignorant, and uncultured.
Angelomatis-Tsougarakis ably analyzes these attitudes. The travelers
were often disappointed to find the descendants of the classical Greeks
so beneath their illustrious ancestors; the Greeks tended to treat the
servants the same way they treated their masters; travelers found Greek
merchants unreliable; conservatives opposed the independence move-
ment; and clichés about the degeneracy of citizens of fallen empires
riddled the travelers' writings, despite the unreasonableness of judging
people who had lived so long under Turkish rule by the social and
moral code of Jane Austen.

These travel accounts influenced later writers, who generally
censured the Greeks for not measuring up to their ancestors after
having gained freedom from the Turks. While late-nineteenth-century
accounts fall outside the scope of this book, it would have been in-
structive to trace some of the topoi about the modern Greeks to seven-
teenth- and eighteenth-century travel literature. Fitton de Tournefort's
Relation d'un voyage au Levant, published in 1717, makes most of the
critical points subsequently made by British travelers. Likewise, Joseph
Georgirenes's Descriptions of the Present State of Samos, Nicaria,
Patmos and Mount Athos, published in London in 1677, does not
spare his fellow Greeks. As a resident of Samos he is particularly
critical of his neighbors the Icarian. The tendency of Greeks to resort
to hyperbole in describing their neighbors has been an important and
underrated influence on the travel literature of Greece. For instance,
while visiting Samos in the 1660s, Bernard Randolph heard from his
hosts that "when God made these islands he ordered all rubbish should
be cast upon Icaria."

The early-nineteenth-century travelers are often more impressed
with the Turks for their honesty and industry. The Albanians and
Vlachs, who intermarried with the Greeks, are likewise praised for
their integrity and capacity for hard work. There are no reports about
ill feelings between Jews and Greeks. Why the non-Greek population
of Hellas often rated higher than their Greek peers in the eyes of
English observers is not clear.

Most of these travel accounts are well known; however, this is
the first effort to systematize their reports on topics such as population
figures, the klephts, disease, agriculture, natural resources, and municipal
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government. Angelomatis-Tsougarakis, who is at her best on economic
matters, argues persuasively that these travelers' perceptions are valuable
and generally accurate illuminations of the history of nineteenth-century
Greece. The Eve of the Greek Revival is a solid and lucid work that
will be useful to scholars and general readers alike.

— Anthony I. Papalas
East Carolina University

* * *
PETER LOIZOS and EVTIIYIvIlOS PAPATAXIARCHIS, editors, Contested

Identities. Princeton: Princeton UP, 1991, pp. ix+259; $47.50,
clothbound; $14.95, paperbound.

In many respects Contested Identities is a watershed book, for
collected here is a set of articles that usher in an age of new per-
spectives on the anthropology of Greece. Many of the authors are well
versed in the latest anthropological trends and in the jargon associated
with them, but for the most part their use of such terms as "poetics"
and "discourse" transcends the buzz-word level. Most are consciously
trying to move beyond old paradigms and outmoded theoretical per-
spectives, and most succeed.

The title of the book is clever and appropriate, reflecting as it
does the theme of the essays included as well as alluding, perhaps,
to the identity or status of Greek studies in the larger anthropological
world. Having been a participant in the conference at which several
of these papers were first presented, I can attest to the high quality
of editing and organization in the finished product. In their introduc-
tion the editors, Peter Loizos and Evthymios Papataxiarchis, do a fine
job of setting the tone for the volume as well as providing an in-
tegrated perspective on its theme. There are, however, some curious
features. Most of the contributions are discussed or at least referred
to in the introduction, but there is no mention at all of Roger Just's
essay. Moreover, the editors have contributed a concluding essay that
instead of summing up the volume, as might be expected, is merely
another piece on the volume's main topic. It is also curious that Alexandra
Bakalaki is thanked for her help with the publication, yet there is no
reference to her fine thesis on the Greek coffeehouse despite an entire
article on the subject and numerous other instances where her work
might usefully have been cited.

There are several slightly annoying features that should also be
mentioned. The transliteration of words from Greek to English has not
been standardized, giving us oikiyeneia (Just) and ikoyenia (Iossiphides)
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for "family," to cite just one example. Virilocal and patrilocal are used
in different essays to refer to what is generally called (at least in the
United State) patrilocal postmarital residence, and Marina Iossiphides's
opposition of patrilocal and uxorilocal is puzzling and raises the ques-
tion of whether she really means matrilocal rather than uxorilocal or
perhaps virilocal rather than patrilocal. But these are minor flaws and
detract little from the overall quality of the contributions.

Jill Dubisch's essay, "Gender, Kinship and Religion," is a good
example of how far Greek anthropology has progressed in the few
short years since the publication of her own collection of essays on
gender in Greece (Gender and Power in Rural Greece, Princeton UP,
1986). She makes some insightful observations about the general state
of anthropology, expressing some reservations about certain current
trends and referring to "confusion about the direction of the field."
Nevertheless, she herself embraces some of these new approaches and
manages to expand the scope of the discourse on her topic in some
imaginative and provocative ways. However, she would be wise to heed
her own reservations and be careful not to discard completely more
conventional approaches to the study of kinship, gender, and religion.
For example, in a revisionist manner, Dubisch is critical of the old
public/private dichotomy in Greek gender studies, yet she describes
women as "strong." It seems difficult to reconcile this image with the
"reality" of women's public personae and roles without falling back
on a facile sort of public/private distinction, since it is largely in
private contexts that women exhibit and exercise their strength(s). Like
several of the other essays here, Dubisch's raises some important
questions but does not necessarily provide answers. Rather, she points
the way toward new avenues of inquiry.

Juliet du Boulay's piece is too long and could have benefited from
a heavier editorial hand, while at the same time several long footnotes,
in particular the last, are so integral to the text and its arguments that
they should have been part of it rather than marginalized. Nonetheless,
this article is full of valuable and insightful ethnographic data that
have not appeared in print before. One example is du Boulay's exposi-
tion of the various beliefs associated with death and mourning. She
clarifies an important dilemma raised by Loring Danforth, among others,
that of how to resolve the duality of Greek villagers' contradictory per-
ceptions of death (this issue has also been addressed recently by C.
Nadia Seremetakis in The Last Word, U of Chicago P, 1991). In the
book he wrote with A. Tsiaras, Death Rituals of Rural Greece (Princeton
UP, 1982), Danforth acknowledges the contradiction within an ideology
that views death as an end to life while at the same time accepting the
existence of heaven with its eternal rewards, but he does not offer a
convincing resolution. Du Boulay, on the other hand, describes in elegant
detail the several transitions that the dead pass through, distinguishing
the fate of the soul from that of the body. She points out that al-
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though the deceased are dead for the living, their souls have eternal
life. Du Boulay also does an excellent job of explicating the symbolic
manifestations of this ideology and how it is revealed in the customs
associated with mourning, in particular the wearing of black clothing
by women and the draping of the house and its icons in black. Once
the bones have been exhumed and the soul is thought to have departed
the grave and to be no longer suffering in the darkness of the tomb,
then the living can cast off their mourning apparel. The custom of
wearing black associates the mourners with the deceased and even
identifies them with the dead, while the cessation of mourning is a
symbolic recognition of the finality of death as well as an acceptance
of the passage of the departed's soul into the other world. It also
signals the re-entry of the mourners into society. Most women (and,
to the extent that they observe this practice, men) put off mourning
dress and return to "normal" life at this time. Widows are the main
exception, as they frequently do not abandon their mourning clothes
at all.

Du Boulay's theological pronouncements are somewhat problematic
in that one of the implications of her argument is that Christianity, as
represented by the New Testament, is/was a liberating event for
women—at least at the level of discourse, which is the aspect of New
Testament theology addressed here. This is an interesting proposition,
and du Boulay presents an interesting and provocative argument, but it
is probably not a position that will find much acceptance among theo-
logians and New Testament scholars. To give du Boulay her due, how-
ever, she is presenting native or folk perceptions of the Old and New
Testaments here, and these are not necessarily attuned to subtle theo-
logical nuances. Furthermore, the folk version of the New Testament
upon which du Boulay relies is largely a female one and may not be
shared by the males in the village she studies, nor is it necessarily shared
by women from other parts of Greece. Therefore, her emphasis on her
subjects' focus on the Old Testament and on the Virgin Mary as the
redemptive force of the New Testament might be rejected by male
villagers and/or theologians, especially Protestant ones, who would
stress the redemptive role of Jesus Christ in the New Testament and
relegate the Virgin to a less prominent position.

It is also interesting and perhaps telling that du Boulay argues
for a village cosmology in which God and Christ are largely without
gender whereas the Virgin Mary is clearly perceived as a woman.
Ultimately one worries that her analyses are based too much on data
from female informants and lack a certain balance. Nevertheless, there
are important perspectives revealed here for the first time, and they are
worthy of consideration and debate.

Aspects of female demeanor in Greek society are analyzed by
Michael Herzfeld. He reveals the subversive dimension of female silence
and outward submission, arguing that the outward postures of Greek
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women conceal defiance of and resistance to male norms. Support for
this argument comes from his analysis of female discourse, which he
finds suffused with irony and borderline sarcasm. According to Hertzfeld,
the ironic nature of female discourse has the effect of redefining
dominant (male) codes and strengthening the position of women in
the social order. This is a novel and intriguing idea, and Herzfeld
illustrates his argument with some interesting case material. Overall it
is rather persuasively presented, but somehow incomplete. Herzfeld has
exposed an issue, but in the final analysis he stops short of dealing
with it comprehensively.

Danforth's contribution is a useful addition to our knowledge of
the dynamics of personal relations in Greek families, but it suffers from
a rather outmoded theoretical orientation. In most anthropological circles—
pace The Journal of Conflict Resolution —it has been passe for some
years to speak of conflict resolution; rather the phrase "conflict man-
agement" is preferred, as it more often reflects the reality of how
conflict is dealt with. That is, most interpersonal conflicts, especially
in small societies, are rarely resolved definitively. Instead, some ac-
commodation is usually achieved by which conflict is brought under
control, thus allowing the establishment of some equilibrium, but such
management rarely eliminates the root causes of the conflict or its
potential to flare up and disrupt relations in the future. Indeed, some
anthropologists have suggested that various rituals that have traditionally
been described as effecting resolution (such as marriages between mem-
bers of feuding clans) can more profitably be viewed as mnemonic
devices that actually function to keep alive the memory of the con-
flict and its cause(s). Danforth's discussion of psychogenic illnesses in
general and the cases he cites here in particular seem especially suited
to this kind of approach, since the conflicts responsible for the illnesses
appear to have been "managed" rather than "resolved." Danforth even
characterizes the treatment of these maladies as therapies rather than
cures, therapy being an ongoing process that is more consistent with
the management of conflict than with its resolution. It is difficult to
believe that the principal situation cited by Danforth—conflict between
women and their daughters-in-law living in the same households—is
truly resolved by the therapeutic devices employed by the subjects. Only
in the mythological narrative that informs this essay are things really
settled: the conflict between Constantine's mother and his wife is
resolved definitively when Constantine kills his mother. But this solu-
tion is not an option available to villagers today, nor does Danforth
suggest that current therapies employ even the symbolic murder of the
mother/mother-in-law. All this may seem like hair-splitting semantics,
but I think it would have strengthened Danforth's argument con-
siderably to have approached his subject from this point of view. It
would have allowed him also to differentiate curing from therapy and
perhaps led him to different and more productive theoretical insights.
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Moreover, it would have placed his work more in the mainstream of
contemporary theoretical analysis of conflict.

In his contribution Just argues persuasively that anthropologists have
placed too much emphasis on the importance of kinship in affective
relations between individuals, placed too little emphasis on non-kinship
based ties, or perhaps done a bit of both. He provides good documenta-
tion for his arguments from his field research in Spartohori, a small
fishing village on the tiny Ionian island of Megonisi. Among the
evidence he cites for his contention that "the real bases for coopera-
tion, loyalty, amity and trust" lie outside the household are examples
of individuals who did not vote for close relatives in local elections.
He further notes that such "betrayal" caused quite a bit of discord
later on, which raises two questions not answered here. First, how did
the candidates (and, for that matter, Just) find out how their relatives
voted? And more importantly, if this behavior did cause such upset,
does that not suggest that the villagers still recognized, at least at the
normative level, the obligations of kinship ties over others? Nevertheless,
Just has provided a significant clarification of the importance of kinship
and a valuable corrective to conventional approaches to its study.

Iossiphides breaks new ground in her article on metaphorical as-
pects of kinship in a Greek convent, since to my knowledge there are
no other scholarly writings on Greek nuns. In this piece she compares
kinship inside and outside the convent, arguing that kinship in the out-
side or "natural" world provides role models for relations inside, but
that "true kinship" (that of the outside) is based on blood ties where-
as kinship for the sisters is spiritual and thus transcends death, uniting
the nuns with the holy family of God in ways unavailable to those
outside the convent. This article whets the appetite for a more com-
prehensive publication of the author's intriguing research on Greek
nuns and the ideology of the convent,

In Papataxiarchis's contribution we have a welcome alternative to
the women's view we have been getting not only in this volume, but
elsewhere in the literature. One valuable result of this piece is that it is
now clear that men's relationships are not a mirror image of women's
in Greece. Yet this essay also raises some questions that are left un-
answered. For instance, why do men need a refuge from kinship and
all that it entails while women do not? Or is it merely the case that
women would like such a haven, but do not have the opportunities
to seek one that men do? But is it not telling that those men most
deeply involved in the friendships Papataxiarchis focuses on here are
unmarried? Is it possible that friendships cut both ways—that they are
substitutes for kinship while at the same time they thumb their noses
at it? This theory is suggested by the case Papataxiarchis cites of a
friendship between a refugee and a soghambros, both of whom could
be described as marginal members of their community.

One problem with Papataxiarchis's piece is that his data appear
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atypical. Not only does he distinguish the situation he describes in
Mouria, the 'small village on Lesbos that he studied, from the rest
of the Mediterranean, it is also clear that social relationships there
are anomalous with regard to Greece as a whole. His insistence on
a complete absence of patronage in Mouria (162) is indeed strange,
and not just for those of us weaned on the work of John Campbell
(see Honour, Family and Patronage, Oxford UP, 1964). Moreover, by
rejecting virtually all conventional interpretations of male friendship,
he closes too many doors without offering a fully convincing alternative.
Nonetheless, this piece breaks much new ground and will undoubtedly
serve as a sounding board for future studies of male friendship in Greece
and elsewhere.

Jane Cowan focuses on changes taking place in a northern Greek
village where a modern European-style cafeteria is competing with a
more traditional men's coffeehouse. She characterizes the cafeteria as
a "hybrid" and shows how various aspects of gender are being negotiated
and debated (albeit indirectly) in the context of this new milieu for
social interaction. Through an exegesis of discourse among villagers on
the subject of the new cafeteria, Cowan reveals the complexity of
culture/values as they relate to gender. She was fortunate to have been
in the village at a time when the community was going through an
important transition; the cafeteria was both a consequence of change
and an arena where changes were occurring. Her keen powers of
observation have served her well in this essay. Running through this
piece is a picture of a system of values that is shared by and familiar
to all. Negotiations are not taking place in a vacuum, but within the
context of an established normative system, albeit one that is often
different for men and women. One of the strengths of this essay is
the extent to which Cowan is a able to describe and analyze this
phenomenon.

Aspects of class, competition, and basic male and female values
are revealed in Sofka Zinovieff's admirable piece on kamakia, the
practice of young Greek men pursuing foreign women for sexual pur-
poses. She also addresses several larger issues, such as the economic
and cultural hegemony of the West and Greek antagonism toward
"Europe." Arguing that kamakia can be viewed as a sort of revenge
that lower-middle-class Greek men are taking on Western Europeans,
who represent a way of life Greeks both envy and resent, Zinovieff
explores class and national tensions underlying this phenomenon. She
gives a thorough ethnographic description of the kamaki subculture,
suffused with theoretical insights. Since kamakia is familiar to almost
anyone acquainted with Greece, it is nice to have this combination of
accurate description and penetrating analysis, which puts the whole
phenomenon in a more scientific and comprehensible perspective.

Although I have tended to focus on the shortcomings of these
essays, my overall impression of the collection is positive. As I stated
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at the beginning of my review, I believe this to be a landmark book,
one that deserves a wide readership. It has set a course for the future
and an example for future scholarship.

— Peter S. Allen
Rhode Island College
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